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This paper discusses the legal principles which are relevant in determining the appropriate 
Ievel of compensation for infingements to aboriginal ind treaty rights. This issue has been left open 
by the Supreme Court of Canada in the seminal case of Delgamuukw. The nature of aboriginal and 
treaty rights as well as the fiduciary relationship and duties of the Crown are briefly described. The 
basic constitutional context in which these rights evolve is also discussed, including the federal 
csmmon law of aboriginal rights and the constitutional position of these rights in Canada. Having 
set the general context, the paper then reviews the legal principles goveming the infringement of 
aboriginal and treaty rights, including the requirement for just compensation. Reviews of the legal 
principles applicable to compensation in cases of expropriation and of the experience in the United 
States in regards to compensation in cases of the iaking of aboriginal lands are also carried out. Six 
basic legal principles relevant for determining appropriate compensation in cases of infringement 
to aboriginal and treaty rights are then suggested, justified and explained: a) compensation is to be 
determined in accordance with a methodology which iakes into account fiduciary law principles; 
b) compensation is to be determined in accordance with federal common Iaw and will thus be 
govemed by niles which apply unifonnly throughout Canada; c) compensation is to be assumed by 
the Crown but may be paid by third parties; d) relevant factors in determining compensation include 
the impact on the affected aboriginal community and the bene& derived by the Crown and third 
parties fiom the infringement; e) compensation is to be provided through sauctured compensation 
schemes which need not meet mathematical accuracy tests; f) compensation is nomally to be 
awarded for the benefit of the affected aboriginal cornrnufiIty as a whole. 

Cette thèse concerne les principes juridiques pertinents afin d'établir le niveau approprié 
d'indemnisation en cas d'atteinte a u  droits ancestrauxet issus de traités. Cette question h t  laissée 
ouverte par la Cour supGme du Canada dans l'arrêt Delgamuukw. La nature des droits ancestraux 
et issus de traités de même que la relation fiduciaire et les obligations fiduciaires de Ia Couronne 
sont brièvement décrits. Le contexte constitutionnel dans lequel ces droits s'inscrivent est aussi 
analysé, dont le droit commun fédéral des droits autochtones et le partage constitutionnel des 
pouvoirs a l'égard de ces droits au Canada. Ayant ainsi établi le contexte général, la thèse examine 
alors le régime juridique encadrant les atteintes aux droits ancestraux et issus de traités, y compris 
l'obligation de fournir une juste indemnité. Les principes régissant la compensation en cas 
d'expropriation de même que l'expérience américaine dans les cas de prise de possession des terres 
autochtones sont également commentés. Six principes fondamentaux pouvant servir dans 
l'évaluation du niveau approprié des indemnités dans les cas d'atteintes aux droits ancesuaux et 
issus de traités sont enfin proposés, justifiés et analysés: a) l'indemnité doit ètre établie en vertu 
d'une méthodologie qui tient compte des principes du droit des fiduciaires; b) I'indemnité doit être 
établie en fonction du droit commun fédéral et sera ainsi soumise à des règles qui s'appliquent 
uniformément à travers le Canada; c) I'indemnité doit être assumée par la Couronne, mais peut être 
versée par des tiers; d) les facteurs pertinents afin d'établir I'indemnité comprennent l'impact de 
['atteinte sur lacommunauté autochtone concernée et les bénéfices tirés de l'atteinte par lacouronne 
et les tiers; e) I'indemnité doit être fournie par le biais de méthodes structurées d'indemnisation qui 
ne requièrent pas une précision mathématique; f) I'indemnité sera normalement versée au bénéfice 
de t'ensemble de la communauté autochtone concernée. 
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COMPENSATION IN CASES OF INFRINGEMENT 
TO ABORIGINAL AND TREATY RIGHTS 

by Robert Mainville 

INTRODUCTION 

In the case of Delgamuukw v. B.C..' the Supreme Court of Canada discussed the 

content and nature of aboriginal title at cornmon law as well as the scope of the constitutional 

protection afforded common law aboriginal title under section 35 of the Constitution Act, 

1982.' However, in addressing these matters, the Court did not discuss extensively the legai 

principles applicable to the determination of compensation in cases of infiingements to 

common law aboriginal titie. The Chief Justice stated the folIowing in this regard: 

"In keeping with the duty of honour and good faith on the Crown, 
fair compensation will ordinarily be required when aboriginai title is 
infiinged. The arnount of compensation payable will Vary with the nature 
and severity of the infiingement and the extent to which aboriginal 
interests were accommodated. Since the issue of damages was severed 
from the principal action, we received no submissions on the appropriate 
legal principles thatwould be relevant to determining the appropriate tevel 
ofcompensation of infringements of aboriginal title. In the arcurnstances, 
it is best that we ieave those dificult questions to another day."' 

It is these "difncult questions" which this paper attempts to discuss. The dificuit 

issues raised by compensation in cases of infringements to common law aboriginal titie are 

2 Consrirurion Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Acr 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11, 
reprinted in RS.C. 1985, app. iI, no. 44. 

j Delgummkw, supra note 1 at 1 1 14 (para. 169). 
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compounded by the important implications which compensation issues also mise in cases of 

infriagements to aboriginal and treaty rights generally. Indeed, the Supreme Court ofCanada 

has reiterated on many occasions that compensation is an important factor in evaluating the 

justification of infiingements to both aboriginal and treaty rights, yet it has provided to date 

no clear guidance as to the legal principles which shouid govern the determination of the 

level and adequacy of such compensation. 

Moreover. the explosion of aboriginai rights claims in recent years makes the issue 

of compensation particularly pressing. The nurnerous pending and potential cases reiated in 

one way or another to aboriginal and treaty rights represent a substantial liability for the 

governments. In addition, numerous development projects are being proposed in northern 

Canada and elsewhere which will potentiaüy affect aboriginal land or aboriginal traditional 

activities, yet the proponents of these projects as well as the afYected aboriginal populations 

are lefi essentidly with few guidelines to govem the detennination and assessrnent of the 

appropriate compensation packages which shouid be made available in such circumstances. 

The varied circumstances which are captured under the concept of aboriginal and 

treaty rights also raise nurnerous questions related to the appropriate principles which govem 

the determination of compensation in cases of infingernents to such rights. Should the 

compensation mies be the same when hunting and fishing rights are inEringed rather than 

common law aboriginal title? Are the provincial expropriation acts applicable in such 

circumstances and, if so, do the compensation principles there expounded apply? How can 

the value of aboriginal tide be determined when this title is indienable and ofien concems 

land which has no or little market vaiue? How does one compensate for the loss of a lifestyle 

and for the disruption of traditional societies brought about by economic development 

projects? 

ï h e  principal objective or ambition pursued here is to provide legal principles for the 

determination of compensation in cases of infiïngements of aboriginal and treaty cïghts. 
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There exists in Canada littie case law or Legal doctrine on this matter: yet compensation 

issues in this context are deait with continuously by goveniments, developers and aboriginal 

communities, and are soon to be addressed more opedy by the judiciary. The determination 

of compensation in specifïc cases is essentially reached throughan empirical approach which 

loosely takes for theoretical refermce expropriation principles which, as we shall see below, 

are il1 adapted when aboriginal interests are involved. Legal principles for the determination 

of compensation in such cases and which properIy take into account the LegaI framework 

surrounding aboriginal and aeaty tights wodd it is believed, be of assistance to both 

aboriginals and non-aboriginals. 

This paper clearly does not look at the law fiom an extemal standpoint nor does it 

purport in any way to challenge the epistemological premises of traditional Iegal discourse. 

The methodological and epistemologicai choices made in this regard are essentially dnven 

by the objective of this paper, narnely the development of basic Iegd principles which can 

be of use to the legal comrnunity at large in resolving compensation issues raised in cases of 

infkingernents of aboriginal and treaty rights. Though different approaches in discussing 

aboriginal rights issues are justified, tfis paper basicaIly focuses on the discome oCIaw as 

found in the decisions of the courts. This is assumed to be the approach which best satisfies 

the objective pursued here. 

Simple but comprehensive lep1 principles governing the determination of 

compensation for infringements to aboriginal or treaty rights c m  thus be developed within 

traditional legai discome to address some of the issues raised here using as a b a i s  the 

existing common Iaw and constitutional law d e s  discussed by the Supreme Court of 

Canada when deaiing with aboriginai matters generally. 

4 As noted by K. Roach: "The remedies available fbr violutiom of aboriginal rights are 
larget'y mexpZoredw: K. Roach, Constitvtionul Remedies in Canada (Aurora, Ontario: 
Canada Law Book Inc., 1998) at 15-1. 
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These legal principles require, for their development and proper comprehension, a 

good undersiandhg of the principal aspects of aboriginal rights as defmed by the courts. In 

this regard, before embarking on our discussion of compensation issues, it is £îrst necessary 

to properly review the nahire of the rights involved, the fiduciary relationship and duties of 

the Crown, the legal and constitutional context and the principles related to infringements 

of aboriginal and treaty rights. Though this preliminary study may seem long and fastidious, 

it is essential for the proper understanding of the arguments made later in this paper and 

related to compensation principles. The reader is thus asked to abide with this preliminary 

study in order to properly follow the core subject addressed here. 

It is thus first required to first properly describe the nature of the rights and interests 

at issue. For this purpose, the first chapter describes the nature and content of aboriginai 

rights at common law. The second part of the first chapter then discusses treaty rights and 

how they differ fiom comrnon law aboriginai rights. This discussion leads to the conclusion 

that treaty rights are for the most part analogous to aboriginal rights and tend to be 

superadded to such rights in order to protect and regulate them at the same time. 

The fiduciary relationship of the Crown and the attending fiduciary duties which this 

relationship entails are examined in chapter two. This paper argues that the fiduciary 

relationship is the key element upon which should be based al1 principles related to the 

determination of compensation in cases of infnngements to aboriginal and treaty rights. 

In chapter three, the basic legal and constitutionai context is discussed. Aboriginal 

and treaty rights are sui generis rights which are part of a special sphere of federai cornmon 

Iaw operating uniformiy across Canada. This federal common law fails entirely under the 

exclusive jurisdiction of Parliament which may legislate in this regard subject to the 

provisions of sections 25 and 35 of the Constiîution Act, 1982. The principles retated to the 

determination of compensation in cases of infringements to aboriginal or treaty Rghts faU 

squarely within this special sphere of federal common law. The determination of 
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compensation in cases of such infiingements is thus governed by legd principles which apply 

uniformiy tbroughout Canada and which are beyond the constitutiond reach of any 

provincial 1egisIative assembly. This of course has far reaching hplications, not only for 

the legal principles applicabIe to the determination of adequaîe compensation in such cases, 

but also in regard to such important refated issues as the applicability ofprovinciai limitation 

of actions legislation. It is argued that the principles goveming compensation in cases of 

infnngements to these suigeneris rights are themselves suigeneris and govemed exclusivery 

by federal common law and attending fiduciary and tnist principles adapted to take into 

account the particdar nature of the rights and interests at issue. 

In the fourth chapter, a review of the legaI principies governing the infiingernents of 

aboriginal or treaty rights is carried out. This includes as well a review of the justification 

principles deveioped by the Supreme Court of Canada in order to allow such infnngements 

to proceed in certain circumstances. The principles first set out in R. v. Sparrod and 

expanded in the subsequent decisions of the Court are thus examined. It is argued that the 

hfiingement and justification principles, though developed in the context of section 35 of 

tfie Constitution Act, 1982, are, to some extent, common iaw d e s  which flow fiom the sui 

generis nature of aboriginal title and of other aboriginal and treaty rights. This is important 

in that the sarne prhcipies apply under the common law and under the Constirution Act. 198.2 

in regatds to the determination of appropriate compensation in cases of infringements to 

aboriginal or treaty rights. This bas significant implications for idkhgements which 

occurred prior to the 1982 conStitutiona1 amendments. These constitutional amendments 

have provided aboriginal peoples with a superadded constitutional right to compensation in 

cases of f i g e r n e n t s  to theh aboriguiai and mty rights. However the right to 

compensation in such cases did not arise soIely with these constitutional changes. 

The constitutional status of these rights is distinctive to aboriginal peoples in Iight of 

the fact that the Consriturion Act, 1982 and the Canadian Chmer  of Rights and Freedoms 

5 R v. Sparroiv, [1990] 1 R.C.S. I075. 
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which it contains do not provide an equivaient right to compensation for other property 

interests. A constitutional right to compensation in cases of govemment taking of property 

does not exist in Canada similar to the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the United 

States. However, such a constitutional right to compensation appears to have been extended 

to aboriginals in certain circumsbaces under section 35 of îhe Constitution Act, 1982. 

The legal principles used in order to determine compensation in cases of 

expropriations by public authorities are reviewed in chapter five. Though principles 

developed in expropriation cases rnay not be applicable to cases of uifringements to 

aboriginal or treaty rights, they rnay serve a useful comparative purpose. 

An extensive review of the American experience with compensation for the taking 

of aboriginal land is camed out in chapter six. Though instructive, this experience is for the 

most part of Iimited vdue since aboriginai peoples subject to the jurisdiction of the United 

States do not benefit from a constitutionai right to compensation for the taking of their land. 

Their right to compensation is Iimited to what has been characterized as "recognized" native 

title. The compensations granted by the courts of the United States thus often turn on the 

wording of the congressional acts authorizing the taking of aboriginal land or authorizing the 

initiation of the proceedings for the determination of the levei of compensation. Moreover 

the particularities of the legd system and of the relationship between the United States and 

the aboriginai nations residing within its borders render difficult any extensive parallel with 

Canada. 

FinaiLy, in chapter seven, the principles applicable to the determination of 

compensation in cases of infiingements to aboriginal and treaty rights are developed and 

reviewed in Light of the general discussions in the previous chapters. 
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CaAPTER1 

THE NATURE OF ABORIGINAL AND TREATY RIGHTS 

A. Aboriginal rights at common law 

No single event influenced more deeply Western European dm in this millennium 

than the discovery of the Americas by European explorers. This event changed and shaped 

history as few others have. Through the conquest of a large portion of the Americas, Spain 

becarne the then dominant world power soon to be foiiowed by Portugal, France, England 

and the Netherlands in the pursuit of weaith, land and power in this vast continent. This 

European discovery was followed by one of the most important migrations of populations 

the world has known and which was destined to almost completely o v e m  the aboriginai 

populations who had initiaiIy occupied the continent. The r d t i n g  factual situation resulted 

in each European state developing moral concepts and political d e s  relating to the methods 

by which to incorporate the affected aboriginal populations and their territones within their 

Amencan co~onies.~ 

The cornmon law had to adapt to this speciai situation. With t h e ,  a cornmon law 

theory of aboriginal title was developed. Other aspects of aboriginal rights were also deait 

6 See generatly R.A. Williams, Jr., The Amerrean I n d h  in Western Legal Thoughr (Oxford 
University Press, 1990) and M. Morin, L'usurpation de la souverameté autochtone 
(Montréai: Les Éditions du Boréal, 1997); B. Stattery, "Aboriginal Sovereignty and 
Imperia1 Claims" ( 1991) 29 Osgoode Hall LJ. 1; L.C. Green &Olive P. Dickason, The Law 
of Narions and the N m  World(Edmonton: University of  AIberta Press, 1989); ALajoie et 
ai., Le statut juridique des peuples autochtones au Québec er le pluralisme (CowansviIle: 
Les Éditions Yvon Btais Inc., 1996); B. Slattery, "Did France CIaim Canada on 
"Discovery"?", in J.M. Bumsted, ed., Interpreting Canada's Pasr, Vol. 1 (Toronto: M o r d  
University Press, 1986). 
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with under the common law. la the result, a docirine of aboriginal rights carne to exist under 

the conunon  la^.^ 

A discussion of aborîgînai rights in coatemporary terms begins with a review of 

some 19" century decisions of the Suprerne Court of the United States. and particulady the 

opinions of Chief Justice Marshall ui the seminal cases of Johmon v. M ' I n r ~ s h , ~  Cherokee 

Nation v. Georgid and Worcester v. Ge~rgia . '~  In an oflen quoted passage, Chief Justice 

MarshaLi had this to Say in Johnson v. M'lntosh: 

"On the discovery of this immense continent, the great nations o f  
Europe were eager to appropriate to themselves so much of it as they 
could respeaively acquire. Its vast extent offered an ample fieid to the 
ambition and enterprise of al; and the charaaer and religion of its 
inhabitants afforded an apology for considering them as a people over 
whom the superior genius of Europe might daim an ascendency. The 
potentates of the old world found no difficulg in convincing themselves 

7 See generally K. McNeiI, Commun Law Aboriginal Tiile (Oxfard: Clarendon Press, 1989); 
K. McNeil, "The Meaning of Aboriginal TitIen, in Michael Ash, ed., Aboriginaland Treaty 
Rights in Canada (Vancouver: U.B.C. Press, 1997); K. McNeil, "Aboriginal Title and 
AboriginaI Rights: What's the Connection" (1997) 36 AIta. L, Rev. 1 17: B. Slartery, 
"Understanding Aboriginal Rightsn (1987) 66 Cm. Bar. Rev. 727: R.H. Bartlett, 
"Abmiginai Land Claims at Cornmon Law" [I984] 1 C.N.L.R. L; K. Lysyk, "The Unique 
Constitutional Position of the Canadian Indian" (1967) 45 Cm. Bar Rev. 5 13; B. Slattery, 
The Land Rights of Indigenous Canadiun Peoples (Doctoral Thesis, Oxfiord University, 
1979), available h m  University of Saskatchewan, Native Law Centre; P. MackIem, 
"Aboriginal Rights and State 0bligationsm(1997) 36 Alta. L. Rev. 97: H. Brun, "Les h i &  
des indiens sur le territoire du Québec* (1969) I O  C. de D. 415; B. Slattery, T h e  Hidden 
Constitution: Aboriginal Rights in Canada" (1 984) 32 Am. J. Comp. L. 361 : H. Brun, Le 
ferrimire du Québec (Québec: Les Presses de ['Université. Laval, 1974); B. Clark, Indiun 
Tirle Clr Cmada (Toronto: CarsweIl, 1987); K. Lysyk, "The Indian TitIe Question in 
Canada- An Appraisal in Li& o.f CaIdef' (1973) 51 Con. Bar Rev. 450; D.W. Eltiott, 
"Abonginai Title", in B.W. Morse, ed.,Aborighal Peoples andthe Lm (Ottawa: Carleton 
University Press, 1989); N. RouIand, S. Pierré-Caps & J. Poumaréde, Droirs des minorités 
et des peuples autochtones (Paris: PüF, 1996). 

8 J o h o n  v. M'lntosh, 2 1 U.S. (8 Wheat.) 543 (I8î3). 

Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30 US. (5  Pet.) 1 (183 1). 

Io Worcester v. Georgrk, 3 1 U S .  (6 PeL) 530 (1832). 
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that they made ample compensation to the inhabitants of the new, by 
bestowing on them civilization and Christianity. in exchange for unlirnited 
independence. But. as they were al1 in pursuit of nearly the same objea, 
it was necessary, in order to avoid conflicting Settlements, and 
consequently war with each other, to establish a principle which al1 wouId 
acknowledge as the law by which the right of acquisition, which they al1 
asserted, should be regulated as between themselves. This principle was 
that discovery gave title to the govemment bywhose subjects, or bywhose 
authority, it is made, against al1 other European governments, which title 
might be consummated by possession. 

The exdusion of al1 other Europeans necessarily gave to the nation 
making the discovery the sole right of acquiring the soi1 from the natives, 
and establishing settlements upon it. It was a right which no Europeans 
could interfere. I t  was a right which al1 asserted for themselves. and to the 
assertion of which, by others, al1 assented. 

Those relations which were to exist between the discoverer and the 
natives, were to be regulated by themselves. The rights thus acquired 
being exdusive, no other power could interpose between them. 

In the establishment of these relations, the rights of the original 
inhabitanu were, in no instance, entirely disregarded; but were necessarily, 
to a considerable men t ,  impaired. Thev were admitted to be the riehtfid 
occupants of the soil. with a legal as well as a iust daim to retain 
possession of it. and to use it accordine; to their own discretion; but their 
rights to complete sovereignty, as independent nations, were necessarily 
diminished, and their power to dispose of the soi1 at their own will, to 
whomever they pieased. was denied by the original fundamentai principle 
that discovery gave exclusive title to those who made it." " 

Justice Marshall further explained in Worcester v. Georgia the common law legai 

consequences of European discovery on aboriginal title: 

"It [the principle that discovery gives titiel regulated the right given 
by discovery among the European discoverers, but could not affect the 
rights of those already in possession, either as aboriginal occupants or of 
occupants by virtue of a discovery made before the memory of man. & 

I I  Johnson v. M'lnrosh, supra note 8 at 572-573 [emphasis added]. 
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pave the exclusive rieht to ~urchase. but did not found that r i ~ h t  on a 
denial of the Dossessor to sell." " 

These statements have been very influentid in Canada in formulating the common 

law in regards to aboriginal title." hdeed, for a very Long t h e  a debate existed in Canada 

as to whether or not aborighai !and rights were recognizable at common law or whether 

these rights could oniy be recognized by the courts when they were the subject of a prior 

acknowledgement by the British Crown. Such prior acknowledgement was seen to flow 

fiom the Royal Proclamation, 1 763.'' 

An extensive review of the notion of aboriginal titie was carried out by the Supreme 

Court of Canada in St- Catherine Milling and Lumber Co. v. The Queen.15 There, Justice 

Strong, who later became the Chief Justice, recognized aboriginal title at cornmon law in 

Canada in terms sornewhat similar to those of U.S. Chief Justice Marshall. For Justice 

Strong, aboriginal interests in land were recognized at common law as legal rights and were 

in the nature of a usufructuary right in traditionai land. Such right could not be surrendered 

by the concerned aboriginal peopks to any party except the Crown. Other members of the 

Court were more reserved on the common law recognition of aboriginal title, though most 

agreed that at les t  a right of occupation and use of land by aboriginal peoples flowed fiom 

the Royal Proclamation, 1763 if it could not be recognized by the cornmon law itself. 

The issues of native titie and of the common law in relation thereto were however 

largely ignored by the Privy Council when rendering its decision in the appeai of this case. 

The important issue of whether aborïginai land rights were recognized under the common 

12 Worcester v. Georgia, mpra note 1 O at 544 [emphasis added]. 

13 J. Hurley, "Aboriginal Rights, the Constitution and the Marshall Court" ( 1982-83) 17 RJ-T. 
403. 

'' The Royal Proclamation, October 7,  1763, reprinted in R.S.C. 1985, App. U, no. 1. 

15 St. Catherme MiIlmgandLMn6erCu. v. The Queen (18861, 13 S.C.R. 577. 
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law or rather flowed fiom prior Crown recognition and the Royal proclamation. 1763 was 

thus not dealt with clearly by the Privy Council in St. Catherine Milling and Lumber Co. v. 

The Queen.I6 Lord Watson recognized that aboriginai land cights existed in Canada, but he 

ascribed these to the Royal Proclamation, 1763 and refused to discuss their recognition at 

common law since this did not appear relevant to the resolution of the legal dispute at hand 

in the case. Lord Watson however stated that the rights of aboriginal peoples in land were 

in any event less than a fee simple. For Lord Watson, the tenure of aboriginal peoples under 

the Royal Proclamation, 1763 could be descnied as "a personal and USUfrUctuary nght" 

which could be sumndered onIy to the Crown, and since the passing of the Constitution Act, 

1867, oniy to the Crown in Right of Canada. 

The modem Canadian law relating to aboriginal rights begins with the decision of the 

Supreme Court of Canada in the case of Calder v. Attorney-General of British Columbia." 

tn that case a declaration as  to the existence of aboriginai title in British Columbia was being 

sought on behaif of the Nishga Though the claims of the plaintiffs were denied on narrow 

procedural grounds, the Calder decision stands for one of the most important judicial 

statements on aboriginai titie. This decision iduenced considerrtbly the subsequent 

developrnent of aboriginal law not oniy in Canada but throughout the Commonwealth. 

Six of the seven Supreme Court Justices hearing the case clearly recognized that 

aboriginal title exïsted in British Columbia and couid be recognized under the ternis of the 

common law irrespective of the application of Royal Proclamation, 1763 to that province. 

As Justice Judson stated in his reasons: 

"Although 1 think that it is clear that lndian titIe in British Columbia 
cannot owe its origin to the Prodamation of 1763, the Fact is that when the 

l6 St. Catherine Millmg and Lumber Co. v. The Queen (I888), 14 App. Cas. 46. 

17 Calder v. Attorney-General of British Columbia, [1973] S.CA 3 13. See aIso K. Lysyk, 
"The Indian Tide Question in Canada: An AppraisaI in the Light of Calder", supra note 7 
at 328. 
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settlers came, the Indians were there, organized in societies and occupying 
the land as their forefathen had done for centuries. This is what Indian 
title means and it does not help one in the solution of this problem to cal1 
it a "personal or usufnrctuary right."'8 

Although Justice Hall rather took the position that the terms of the Royal 

Proclamation, 1763 appLed to British Columbia, he also emphasized that abonginai title 

couId nevertheless be recognized under the common law and did "not depend on freafy 

executive order or legislative enaciment "- Ig 

Both Justices did not deem it appropriate to define the content of aboriginal title at 

cornmon law, an exercise which was finaIIy compIeted by the Supreme Court of Canada 

nearly twenty-five years later in the case of Delgamuukw v. B.C.," and which we discuss 

extensively below. 

Both Justices disagreed over the issue of extinguishment of aboriginal title. For 

Justice Judson. aboriginal title at common Iaw codd be unilaterally e.utinguished by the 

Sovereign, and this without any common law obligation to provide compensation. Justice 

Judson also added that such extinguishment need not be made by a direct statutory 

enactment. Adverse dominion over aboriginal land resulting fiom legislative action 

fundamentaiiy incompatible with the right of occupation by aboriginal peoples was. 

according to Justice Judson, s ac i en t  to effect anextinguishment of common Iaw aboriginal 

title. Justice Hall, on the other han& took f ï d y  the view that common law aboriginal title 

could not be extinguished other than by the Wear and plain= intention of the Sovereign, and 

the onus of proving such "cIear and plain" intent was to be assumed by those claiming such 

e.xtinguishment. For Justice Hall, since aboriginal title is a legd right recognizable inter alia 

under the cornrnon law, it could not be extinguished except by voIuntary mender  to the 

Calder v. Attorney-Grnerd of Brirish Columbia, supra note 17 at 328. 

l9 Ibid at 390. 

'" Supra note 1 .  



Crown or by specific legislation fiom the comptent authority specificaily purporting to 

extinguish the rights of the abonginais to theu land. Justice Hail aiso took the view that even 

in the case of a "clear and plain" intent on the part of the Sovereign to extinguish aboriginai 

titie, there existed in such circumstances a common Iaw nght to fair compensation for the 

affected aboriginal peoples. 

Both Justices disagreed as to whether aboriginai title recognized at common law had 

been exthguished or stiil existed in British Columbia, and since the other Justices hearing 

the case supported eveniy both the reasons of Judson and of Hall on this issue, no hl 

determination was made. 

The Supreme Court of Canada discussed aboriginal title at common law a decade 

later in the case of Guerin v. The Queen." Though this case was concemed in large part with 

the fiduciary obligations of Canada in deding with Indian Act reserve land, Justice Dickson 

(Iater Chief Justice) nevertheless deait with the issue of common law aboriginal titie within 

the context of that case since: 

"lt does not matter, in my opinion, that the present case is 
concerned with the interest of an Indian Band in a reserve rather than with 
unrecognized aboriginal title in traditional tribal lands. The lndian interest 
in the land is the same in both cases: see AG. Que. v. A.G. Cm., [1921] 1 
A.C. 401 a t  pp. 410-1 1 (the "Star Chrome" case)."= 

Justice Dickson confimeci that aboriginal title is not dependent for its existence on 

any prier Iegislative or Crown recognition or on the terms of Royal Proclamation, 1763. 

Abonginai titie results from the use and occupation of the land by aboriginal peoples pnor 

to the arrivai of the Europeans and is recognizab1e by the courts under the common law. He 

" Guerin v. The Queen, [1984] 7 S.C.R. 335. 

" Ibid. at 379 [emphasis added]. This staternent of the law was reiterated by Chief Justice 
Lamer in Delgamuukw v. B.c, supra note 1 at 1 O85 (para. 120). 
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decluied to define the content and scope of aboriginal titIe teferring to it as a sui generis 

interest which defies a precise description: 

"Indians have a legal right to occupy and possess certain lands, the 
ultimate title to which is in the Cruwn. While their interest does not, 
strictly speaking, amount to beneficial ownership, neither is its nature 
completely exhausted by the concept of a persona1 right. it is true that the 
sui generis interest which the lndians have in the land is personal in the 
sense that it cannot be transferred to  a grantee. but it is also true, as will 
presentiy appear, that the interest gives rise upon surrender to a distinctive 
fiduciary obligation on the part of the Crown to deal with the land for the 
benefit of the surrendering Indians. These two aspects of lndian titie go 
together, since the Crown's original purpose in dedaring the Indians' 
interest to be inalienable otherwise than to the Crown was to facilitate the 
Crown's ability to represent the indians in dealings with third parties. The 
nature of the Indians' interest is therefore best charaaerized by its general 
inaknability, coupled with the faa that the Gown is under an obligation 
to deai with the land on the Indians' behalf when the interest is 
sumendered. Any description of lndian title which goes beyond these two 
features is both unnecessary and potentially mi~leading."~~ 

The coming inco force of the Conîtittrlion Act, 1982 considerably affected the 

constitutionai position of aboriginal title and of aboriginal rights generally. in particuiar, 

section 35(1) of the Constifution Act, 1982 and ir explicit recognition and affirmation of 

the aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada, has elevated these rights 

to a constitutional plane. However, in Iight of the case law developed prior to and 

independentiy of these constitutional provisions, one must guard against ascribing to section 

35 the legal origin or basis of aboriginal rights, It must dways be clearly kept in rnind that 

these rights are N l y  recognized under the common law irrespective of any constitutional 

provision which may pertain to them. Thus aboriginal titie as well as aii other aboriginal 

rights existed prior to the 1982 constitutional amenciments and exist as legal rights 

irrespective of these constirutionai provisions. 
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Moreover, it is important to note that the recognition at common law of aboriginal 

rights is not limited simply to abriginai titie. indeed abriginai cights generally have been 

heId to exist and are recognized at common law irrespective of whether the rights involved 

relate to [and. In adysing aboriginal rights within the context of section 35 of the 

Consfiturion Acr, 1982, Chief Justice Lamer c1early pointed out in R. v. Van der Peer" that 

the common law recognizes aborigiad rights generatly and in this respect he was tiilly 

supportecl by Justice L'Heureux-Dubé as well as by Justice McLacblin in theü separate 

opinions in that case." Thus, the doctrine of aboriginal ri&& is essentidiy a common law 

doctrine which has, through inter alia section 35, been elevated to a constitutionai sbtus. 

By acquiring this constitutional status, aboriginal rights at common Law are protected fiom 

unilateral extinguishment and can only be regulated in accordance with the d e s  set out by 

the Supreme Court of Canada and which wiU be examined betow. However. aborigind 

rights- incfuding but not Iimited to aboriginal title -existed as enforceable and compensable 

Iegal rights at common law pnor to 1982. 

Since the adoption of the Consriturion Acr, 1982, the courts have had a greater 

opportunity to discuss the nature and content of these common Iaw rights. Of particular 

interest to our discussion here are the cases of R, v. Van der  Peer," R v.  dam,'^ and 

Delgamuukw v. B . C Z 9  

" R v. Van der Pees, [I996] 2 S.CK 507. 

" Ibid at 538 (para. 28 and 29), 579 (para 116) and 642 to 648 (para. 263 to 275). 

26 See K. Lysyk, "The Rights and Freedoms of the Aboriginal Peoples of Canada", in 
W.S.TamopoIsky and G.-A. Beaudoin, eds., The Canadian Chorter ofRights mdFreedom: 
Cornmentory (Toronto: Carswell, L982). See also K. McNeiI, "The ConstitutionaI Rights 
of the AboriginaI PeopIes of Canada" (1982) 4 Supreme Court L.R. 255. 

" R v. Van der Peet, .nrpra note 24. 

'9 DelgamuuAw v. B.C., supra note 1. 
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It fiows h m  the R v. Van der Peet and the R v. Adams decisions, that comrnon law 

aboriginal rights lie on a spectnim, At one end are those rights which d a t e  to the traditional 

practices, customs and traditions of the aboriginal peoptes and which have nothing or little 

to do with kand, and at the other end thete is aboriginal title in its full form. As Chief Justice 

Larner stated in Delgamuzrkw: 

"The picture which emerges fiorn Adams is that the aboriginal rights 
which are recognized and affinned by S. 35(1) fail dong a spectmm with 
respect to their degree of conneaion with the land. At  the one end, there 
are those aboriginal rights which are practices, custorns and traditions that 
are integra1 to the distinctive aboriginal culture of the group daiming the 
right. However, the "occu~ation and use of the land" where the activity is 
taking place is not "sufficient to s u p ~ o r t  a daim of title to the land" [at 
para. 26 (emphasis in original)). Nevertheless, those activities receive 
connitutional protection. In the middie, there are activities which, out of 
necessity, take place on Iand and indeed, might be intimately related to a 
particular piece of Iand. Alttiough an aboriginal group may not be able to 
dernonstrate tide to the land, it rnay nevertheiess have a site-specific right 
to engage in a particular aaivity." 
(4 

At  the other end of the specmim, there is aboriginal titIe itselE As 
Adams makes dear, aboriginal title confers more than the right to engage 
in site-specific activities which are aspects of the practices, customs and 
traditions of distinctive aboriginal cultures. Site-specific rights can be 
made out even if titie cannot. What aboriginal tide confers is the right to 
the Iand i t ~ e l f . " ~ ~  

The generd method for identfiing and defining the common law aboriginal rights 

which lie on this spectm was füst discussed by the Supreme Court of Canada in the R. v. 

Yan der Peer decision and in its cornpanion cases of R. v. M T. C. Smokehouse Lid3' and R. 

v. Glaakrone ." 
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Before proceeding with a review of this method, it is appropriate to note that it was 

developed by the Supreme Court of Canada in the context of section 35 of the Comti~ution 

Act, 1982 and of the ùifringement and justification test contained therein. Indeed, pursuant 

to section 35, the courts now have a major role to play in controlling the administrative and 

legislative actions of governments that affect aboriginai rights. This power of review and 

control over administrative and Iegisiative actions did not exist at comrnon law. It cm be 

argued that the method for identibing and defïning abonginai rights stated in the Van der 

Peet decision and its cornpanion cases may be more restrictive thm what the common Iaw 

itself recognizes as rights for aboriginal peoples. The rights of aboriginal peoples which 

may be recognized at common Iaw and which may be compensated by the courts under 

common law principles rnay be more expansive than those aboriginal cights recognized and 

afKrmed under section 35. This distinction may, to some extent, serve to recancile the 

different approaches to the identification and definition of aboriginal rights found in the 

reasons of Chief Justice Lamer and of Justices L'Heureux-Dube and McLachlin in the case 

of R. v. Van der Peer. the latter dealing with rights of aboriginai peoples recognized at 

common law generally and which are recognizable and cornpensable at common lawand the 

former deding with that subset of rights known as aboriginal rights and which have been 

afforded constitutional protection and which warrant the supervisory and control powers of 

the judiciary over govemment actions which affect them. However, since this distinction has 

not been explicitly recognized by the Supreme Court of Canada itself. we will deai with the 

issue of the identification and definition of the rights of aboriginai peoples recognized at 

common law as if these were wholly included in those common law aboriginal rights 

contemplated by section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. 

For Chief Justice Lamer, section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 provides a 

constitutionai framework through which the fact that the aboriginal peoples were already 

living in communities on the land prior to the arriva1 of the Europeans is acknowledged and 

reconciled with the sovereignty of the Crown. In order to hifil1 the purpose underlying 

section 35, the test for identiijrhg those aboriginal rights recognized and affmned by that 
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section rnust be directed at i d e n m g  the crucial elernents of those pre-existing distinct 

aboriginal societies. It must4'aim ut idenhMngthe practices, traditions and m t o m s  cenrral 

to the aboriginal societies that existed in North America prior IO coniact with the 

European.~''~~. For the Chief Justice and the major* of the Supreme Court, in order to 

qualify as an aborigrnal right contemplated by section 35, an activity must be an element of 

a practice, custom or tradition integrai to the distinctive culture of the aboriginal group 

ciaiming that right- 

This test involves two steps: the first stage of the analysis of a clairn to an aboriguial 

right requires a determination of the precise nature of the claim being made, taking into 

account such factors as the nature of the action taken pursuant to the claimed aboriginal right, 

the goverment regdation argued to Uifringe upon the right, and the tradition, custom or 

practice relied upon to establish the right. The second stage requires a detemination of 

whether the practice or custom claimed to be an aboriginal right was. pior to contact with 

Europeans, an integai part of the distinctive aboriginal society of the aboriginal peoples in 

question or, in other words, whether the practice or custom was of central significance to the 

concerned aboriginai society, was one of the things that tnily made the society what it was 

prior to European contact. In assessing such a claim, the perspective of aboriginal peoples 

and the perspective of the cornmon law must equaily be taken into accouat.'" 

In addition. for such a right to be recognized under section 35. there must be some 

continuity between the practice, custom or tradition prior to contact with Europeans and 

modem times and thus the cIaimed practice must still today be integrai to the distinctive 

aboriginaI cdture of the concerned aboriginal peoples. The evotution of the practice, custom 

or tradition to modem forras wil1 not impede its protection as an aboriginal right recognized 

and afErmed under section 35. However, where the practice, custom or tradition arose soIeiy 

j' R v. Vm der Peer, supra note 24 at 548 (para. 44) [emphasis added]. 

This raises interesting evidentiary issues which were partialIy addressed in DeIgantnthv v. 
B.C., supra note 1 at 1070 to 1079. 
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as a response to European influences, then that practice, custom or tradition wiII not meet the 

standard for recognition as an aboriginal right under the terms of section 35 of the 

Constiîution Act, I !J8Z.35 

Such an approach necessarïly implies that abonginai rights are not general and 

universal to al1 aboriginal communities. These rights are thus determined on a case by case 

bais and are specific to each aboriginal comrnunity. 

The position of Chief Justice Lamer and of the majority of the Supreme Court on the 

method of identification and definition of those aboriginal rights recognized and afErmed 

under section 35 can be seen as Iimiting the scope and extent of such rights. By limiting 

section 35 aboriginal rights to those practices, customs and traditions existing previous to 

contact with Europeans, the majority of the Court has, to some extent, limited recognition 

of the dynamic evolution of aboriginal societies since first contact with the Europeans and 

ignored to a large degree the important impact the contact between Europeans and 

aboriginals has had in sbping both the aboriginal and the mainstream Canadian societies and 

Furthemore, the approach based on aboriginal "practices, traditions and customs" 

considers only part of aboriginal culture and requires, to a c d  degree, a separation 

between particular elements of a culture and the general cdtural and socid context in which 

35 This restriction to the recognition of aboriginal rights deny ing constitutional recognition to 
thosepractices,customs andtraditionsemerging h m  theabonginal contact with Europeans 
sharpIy divided the Court as shown by the strong dissents oFL'Heureux-Dube 1. (at 596 to 
603) and of McLachlin L (at 633 to 636) in R v. Van der Peet, s u p  note 24. As we note 
above, it rnay be argued that abonginai practices, customs and traditions which arose h m  
the contact with the Europeans may still be recognized as enforceable rights under the 
cornmon law, albeit not receiving the constitutionai protection of S. 35 of the Constihrron 
Act. 1982. 

" See in this regard J- Webber, "Relations of Force and Relations of Justice" (1995) 33 
Osgoodc Hall L.J. 623. 
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these elements are rooted. This approach renders ciifficuit a hoiistic focus on aboriginal 

rights based on an analysis of the concerned culture and society as a whole dynamic 

phenomenon interrelating with strong extemal factors such as European society. It can be 

argued that the approach taken on these rnatters by the majority of the Supreme Court is 

somewhat culhuaiiy static. Nevertheless, the approachdescnbed above is the one applicable 

in Canada for identieing and defining those common law aboriginal rights which are 

recognized and affmed under section 35 of the Consriturion Act, 1982. 

As noted previously, this approach rnay not necessarily be applicable in identi@ing 

and defining al1 rights of aboriginal peoples recognized at cornmon law. Indeed, it can be 

argued that certain rights of aboriginal peoples rnay exist at cornmon law irrespective of their 

recognition under the terms of section 35. The common law rnay thus recognize as legal 

rights certain aboriginal practices which resdted fiom contact with the Europeans. Though 

these rights may not be afforded the constitutionai protection provided by section 35 and rnay 

thus be regulated by govenunent without cecourse to the constitutionally rnandated 

supervisory and control powers of the courts, such rights rnay well be cognizable at common 

law and subject to appropriate compensation when infringed upon or extinguished, Save 

when clear legislation to the contrary has been adopted by the competent authority. Section 

25 of the Consrirurion Act, 1982 may itselfbe ceferring to such common law rights extendiig 

beyond those set out in section 35 when it provides for the "aboriginal, rreas, or orher rkhts 

or fieedoms rhar pertain &O the Aboriginal peoples of Canada c..)".~~ 

Moreover, the recognition by the common law of an aboriginai right is not in itself 

a prerequisite for recognition under section 35 of the Consfirurion Act, 1982. Aboriginal 

rights rnay receive constitutionai protection irrespective of their recognition at cornmon 

37 ConstitutionaL Act, 1982, s- 25, king Schedule B to the C m d a  Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 
11 [emphasis added]. 
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 la^.^' Conversely, it may be argued that certain common law rights of aboriginal peoples 

may exist irrespective of their recognition as constitutionaIly protected rights, though no case 

has to date specificaily dealt with this issue. 

Though extensive discussions have been carried out by the Supreme Court of Canada 

in relation to the method of identification of aboriginal rights, the contents of such rights 

have not been afforded extensive attention. This resuits in large part fiom the approach 

favoured by the Court which cails for a case by case review and which defies generdizations 

as to the contents of such rights. These rights have nevertheless been characterised by the 

Court as suigeneris and as possessing attnbutes sirnilar to those of aboriginal title, Uicludmg 

the inalienability of the rights, the particuiar origin of the rights rooted in prior occupation 

of the land, and the collective aspect of the 

The Supreme Court of Canada has however proceeded with an extensive discussion 

of the content of aboriginal titie in the seminai case of Delgamuukw v. B.C.?' Aboriginal 

titie is but one particuiar manifestation of aboriginal rights generally. Like ail other 

aboriginal rights, it is recognizable under the common law as a legal right enforceable by the 

courts. In addition, common law aboriginal title in its full form is recognized and a££irmed 

under section 35 of the Constitution Act. 1982. As held in the A. v. Guerin'" case and 

reiterated in Delgamuzrkw v. B.C.,'" aboriginal title is a sui generis interest in land 

distinguishable Tom a fee simple and which cannot be entirely explained in traditional 

common law property terms. The principal characteristics of aboriginal titie at common law 

js See R v. Cûté, [1996] 3 S.C.R. 139 at 174-175 (para. 52-53), and D e l g a m h  v. B.C., 
supra note 1 at 1093 (para. 136). 

39 Delgamuukw v. B.C.. supra note 1 at 1066 (para. 82). See also R v. Sparrow, supra note 
5 at 1 1 12; St. M q  S Indian Bandv. Cranbrook, [1997] 2 S.C.R. 657 at 666-667 (para 14). 

Delgamuubv v. B. C., supra note 1. 

41 R v. Guerin, supra note 2 1. 

" Delgamuukw v. B. C-, supra note 1 .  
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are its inalienability except to the C m  in Right of Canada, its origin which flows h m  the 

prior occupation of Canada by the aboriginal peoples, and the fact that aboriginal titie is heId 

collectivcly by al1 the rnembers of the concerned aboriginal nation. 

Aboriginal titie however diff'' h m  otber abririginai rights in that it involves a right 

to the land itself. In order to take into account this specificity of aboriginal title, the Supreme 

Court of Canada has adapted the test set out in R. v. Van der PeeP in order to identiQ or 

prove aborigind titlt. This, whiIe an aboriginal right generally requires estabtishing a 

pracuce existing pnor to Euro~ean contact in order to be recognized under section 35, in the 

case of aboriginal titie, exclusive occupation of the land by the concemed aborigind peoples 

pior to the assertion of soverei~ntv bv the Crown is rather required. 

The actual content of aboriginal title is quite broad, Chief Justice Lamer summarizes 

as follows in Delgumuukw v. BFC. the content of aboriginal title at common Iaw: 

"( ...) 1 have arrived at the conclusion that the content ofaboriginal 
title can be summarized by two propositions: first, that aboriginai title 
encompasses the right to exciusive use and occupation of the band heid 
pursuant to that title for a variety of purposes. which need not be aspects 
of those aboriginal practices, customs and traditions which are integral to 
distinctive aboriginal d tures ;  and second, that those proteaed uses must 
not be irreconcilable with the nature of the group's attachment to that 
land." 

As c m  easily be ascertained by the above quote, aboriginal title is not she equivaient 

of a common law fee simple land interest. However, it aiIows for the exclusive use of the 

land for broad and extensive pinposes which are cIearly not ihi ted to traditional aboriginal 

uses of land. Indeed, though aboriginal title generally flows h m  the use and occupation of 

the land for traditiond aboriginal activities, once it is established. it d!ows the concerned 

45 R v. Van der Peet. mpra note 24. 

Delgamuukw v. B. C, supra note 1 at 1 O83 (para 1 t 7). 
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aboriginal peoples the possibiIity of using the Iand on an exclusive bais for al1 kinds of 

purposes, including commercial purposes unrelated to aboriginal practices. Aboriginal titie 

also extends to the natural resources on or in the land." 

The inherent Iimitation to common Iaw abonginal titie is the requirement that the 

Iand not be used by the aborighds for purposes which are completely at odds and totally 

incompatible with their traditionai activities on the concemed land. Aboriginal title cannot 

thus justi@ uses of the land by the aboriginal peopIes themsetves which would sever their 

special relationship with the land. This limitation has been cornpared to the land use 

restriction found at cornmon Iaw under the concept of equitable waste and under which a 

person who holds a Iife estate cannot commit wanton and extravagant acts of destru~tion.~ 

However, barring such rare incompatible uses, aboriginai titie ensures to the concerned 

aboriginal peoples the undisturbed and exclusive use of the land which is subject to it for a 

large variety of purposes which need not be tied to traditional abonginal activities. 

B. Treaty Rights 

Treaty rights generdly flow fiorn the agreements made between the aboriginal 

peoples and the representatives of the Crown." Though there is a tendency to perceive treaty 

55 Delgamuukw v. B.C., supra note 1 at 1086- I O87 (para. 122); see also Haida Nation v. 
British Columbia (Minisrer of Foresfs) (1997), 153 D.L.R. (4") 1 (B.C.C.A.) at 4-5 (para. 
5-6). 

" DelgamutlRHt v. B.C., supra note 1 at 1090 (para. 130). 

57 See generally on the issue of mties: S. Grammond, Les traités entre 1 ' h t  canadien et les 
peuplesaurochrones(CowansviIle: Éditions Yvon Blais, 1995); S. Grammond, "AboriginaI 
Treaties and Canadian Law" (I994) 20 Queen7s LJ. 57; S. Aronson, "The Authority of the 
Crown to Make Tmaties with Indians" El9931 2 C.N.L.R. 1; A. Moms, The Treaties of 
Canada with the Indians of Manitoba and the North-West Territories (Toronto: Belfords, 
Clarke and Co., 1880), reprinted 1991 by Fifth House PubIishers, Saskatoon; Royat 
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Treafy MaRmg in the Spirit of Co-c~istence: An 
Alternative to Ertinguishmenr (Ottawa: Mimister of Supply and Services. 1995); J. 

(continued ...) 
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rights as inherently different in origin and content than aboriginai rights, this is not an 

entirely correct view, particulady when dealing with those treaty rights which CO& or 

regdate pre-existing aborighai rights such as hunting and fishing rights or the cawing out 

of resewe land fiom Iand subject to aboriginaI titie. Indeed, when, as they ofien do, treaties 

confirm to the aboriginal signatories the continuation of their hunting and fishing activities, 

the scope and extent of such activities must essentially be found in the underlying aboriginai 

right recognized at common law. Likewise, the nature of the rights of aboriginai peoples in 

traditional land reserved to them by treaty mut  also be found in common law aboriginal title- 

A treaty may modi@ or resûict or expand these common law rights, however absent clear 

language to the contrary in the treaty, the common law applicable in such matten will be 

presurned to have been maintained and confirmed by the treaty. Thus, treaties often provide 

superadded protection to underlying surviving comrnon law aboriginal rights. 

Treaties aiso ailow aboriginai peoples and the Crown to create new rights unknown 

or unrecognized by the common Iaw and to extinguish or regdate existing common law 

aboriginal rights. Although treaties can be characterized as contracts. they are very speciai 

contracts of a sui generis and public nature.* 

j7 (...continued) 
Woodward, Narive Lm (Toronto: Carswell, 1994) (particularly chapter 21); B.H. 
Wildsmith, "Pre-Confederation Treaties", in B. W. Morse, ed., Aboriginal Peoples and the 
L a w  (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1989); N.K. Zlotkin, "Post-Confederatim 
Treaties", in B.W. Morse, ed., Aboriginal Peoples and the L m  (Ottawa: Carleton 
University Press, 1989); K. Lysyk, "Indian Hunting Rights: Constitutional Considerations 
and the Role of Indians Treaties m British Columbia" (1966) 2 U.B.C. L. Rev. 401; D. 
Knoll, "Treaty and Aboriginal Huntiug and Fishing Rights" [1979] 1 C.N.L.R. 1; 1. 
Bmwnlie, Treaties und lndigenouiv Peoples (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992). 

'' R v. White undBob (I964), 50 D.L.R. (2d) 613 (B.C.C.A.), aff'd [1965] S.R.C. vi; (I965), 
52 D.L.R ( 2 4  48 1 (S.C.C.); Simon v. The Queen. [1985] 2 S.C.R 387, in particuiar at 404 
and 410; R v. Sioui, LI9901 I S C R  1 O Z ,  in particular h m  1038 to 1044 and 1063; R 
v. Badger, [1996] I S.C.R. 771, in particular at 813-814 (para. 78-79); R v. Sundown, 
[1999] 1 S.C.R. 393 at 4OMO7 (para 24-25); R v. Marshall, September 17,1999, file no. 
26014 (S.C.C.), [I999] 4 C.N.L.R. 161. 
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Treaties are sui generis documents in that they often purport to be binding in 

perpetuity, they are ofken binding not only on the aboriginai signatories but also on whole 

aboriginai peoples as well as on their descendants, and they often create various forms of sui 

generis rights. They are of a public nature in that they clearly bind the Crown, they purport 

to regdate the relationship of the Crown with entire populations and often over vast 

temtories, and they are regulated by a corpus of public common law d e s  as regard inter 

afia the capacity of the parties to enter into a treaty, the formalities related thereto and the 

d e s  goveming treaty Uiterpretation. 

Many cases have deait with these common law d e s .  It can be surmised h m  the 

case lawJ9 that treaties with aboriginal peoples represent an exchange of solernn promises 

ktween the Crown and the concemed aboriginals. This exchange of promises takes the form 

of an agreement whose nature is said to be sacred and which places upon the Crown a high 

responsibility in the fulfilment of ail the undertakings made in the context of this agreement. 

The integrity and honour of the Crown are aiways at stake in the implementation of treaties 

with aboriginai peoples. Thus no sharp dealings with aboriginal peoples will be sanctioned 

nor wiIl the courts provide a restrictive interpretation to the comrnitrnents of the Crown in 

the treaties it has signed. On the contrary, arnbiguities or doubtful expressions in a treaty will 

be interpreted in the favour of the aboriginal party and limitations to the rights of the 

aboriginal party are to be narrowly construed. 

Consequently, restrictions to cornmon law aboriginal rights or extinguishments of 

such rights purported to be effected by a treaty will be narrowly construed in favour of the 

aboriginal Party. Moreover, it will be incumbent upon the Crown to prove that such a 

restriction or extinguishment was indeed effected by the treaty. Likewise, the onus of 

establishing that a treaty right itseif has been extinguished or restricted Iies on the party 

J9 See amongst other R v. White und Bob, Ibid; R v. Taylor und WilIim ( 1982), 34 O.R. 
(2d) 360; Simon v. The Queen, ibid; Suunichton Mmina Ltd. v. Tsawouf Indiun Band 
(1989), 57 D,L.R (4') 161 (B.C.C.A.); R v. Sioui, ibid; R v. Bodger, ibid; R v. 
Smdown, Ibid; R v. MarshaII, ibid at para, 49 to 52 and 78. 
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relying on the extinguishment or restriction. Strict evidence of a clear and plain intent to 

effect such a restriction or to cany out such an extinguishment is also required. 

Treaty rights are provided with statutory protection h m  interference by the 

provincial legislatures through the ternis of section 88 of the Indian Act? Though this 

protection may have existed in any event under constitutional division of powers principles 

as discussed M e r  below, the terms of the Indian Act indicate clearly the importance of 

treaty rights for Parliament and the clear priority such rights are to be afForded. 

Like common law aboriginal rights, treaty rights have aiso been constitutionalIy 

recognized and ~ m e d  through inter alia the tems of section 35 of the Consritution Act, 

1982. The wording of section 35 has been held as supporting a common approach to 

infringements of aboriginal and treaty rights?' The similarities between these rights are not 

limited to the infigement and justification principles impiicit in section 35. but aiso extend 

to the common law compensation principles applicable in cases of infringement or 

extinguishment. 

This brief review ofboth aboriginal rights at cornmon law and of treaty rights d o w s  

to set the stage for the next chapters of this paper which will deal fust with the fiduciary 

relationship and attending fiduciary duties of the Crown and second with the constitutional 

h e w o r k  in which treaty and aboriginal rights evolve in Canada. Once this is completed, 

we will then be in a position to discuss the standards applicable in cases of infnngement or 

extinguishment of such rights in order to then address the legai principies applicable to 

compensation in such cases. 

50 Indiun Act, R.C.S. 1985, c. 1-6, S. 88. 

'' R Y. Badger, supra note 48 at 812 to 814 (para. 77 to 82). See also R v. Bombqv, [1993] 
I C.N.L.R. 92 (Ont, C.A.) and R v. Stmdown, supra note 48 at para. 43 and 46. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE FIDUCIARY RELATIONSHIP 

AND THE FIDUCIARY DUTIES OF THE CROWN 

The Supreme Court of Canada has often stated that a sui generis fiduciary 

relationship binds the Crown and aboriginal peoples and colours al1 govenunent actions 

relating to aboriginal matters." 

This reiationship implies political obligations and duties for govemments in their 

dealings with abonginal peoples. However, this relationship is not limited to the political 

arena. It ais0 finds judicial expression and recognition in that the courts are, inter alia, 

bound to consider and take into account this relationship when reviewing govemment actions 

affecthg aboriginal peoples. 

Thus, this relationship colours the interpretation of legislation, treaties and other 

documents relating to aboriginal peoples. As Justice Sopinka pointed out in R. v. Badger, 

the principles applicable to the interpretation of treaties with aboriginal peoples "arise out 

of ihe nature of the relationship betwren the Crown and aboriginal peoples with the resulf 

" Reference may be made in this regard, arnongst other, to R W. Sparrow, supra note 5 at 
1 1 O 8  Guerin v. The Queen. supra note 2 1 at 375-376; R W. Van der Peet, supra note 24 
at 536-537; and Delgamtlukw v. BK. ,  supra note 1 at 1 125-1 126. See generdly L.I. 
Rotman, Pmaflel Parhs: Fiducias, Docrrine and the Crown-Native Relationship m C d a  
(U. ofT. Press, 1996); J.D. Hurley, "The Crown's Fiduciary Duty and [ndian Title: Guerin 
v. The Queen" (1985) 30 McGilI LJ. 559; RH. Bartlett, "The Fiduciary Obligation of the 
Crown to the Indiansn (1989) 53 Sask, L. Rev. 301; RN. Bartfett T o u  Can't Trust the 
Crown: The Fiduciary Obligation ofthe Crown to the Indians: Guerin v. The Queeny'(I984- 
85) 49 Sask. L. Rev. 367; W.R. McMurtry & A. Pratt, "Indians and the Fiduciary Concept, 
Self-Govemment, and the Constitution: Guerin in Perspectiven [1986] 3 C.N.L.R. 19; DY. 
Owen, "Fiduciary ObIigations and AboriginaI Peoples: Devohtion in Actionn 119941 3 
C.N.L.R 1; B. Slattery, "First Nations and the Constitution: A question of T& (1992) 
71 Can. Bar Rev. 261; B. Slattery, "Understanding Aboriginal Rightsn, supra note 7; E J .  
Weinrib, "The Fiduciary Obligationn (1975) 25 U.T.L.J. I ;  P. Hutchins et al, "When do 
Fiduciary Obligations to Abonginal Peoples Arise?" (1995) 59 Sask. L. Rev. 97. 
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ihar, whatever the document in which rhar relatiomhip hm been mticulared, the principles 

should q p i y  ro rhe inierpretafion of t h  d ~ c m e n t ' ' - ~  

This reiationship aIso fmds expression in section 35 of the Consritufion Act, 1982 

and must be taken into account by the courts when appiying t b i s  constitutiod provision. As 

the Supremt Court of Canada stated in R. v. Sparrow: 

"( ...) In our opinion, Guerin, together with R. v. Taylor and Williams 
(1981), 34 O.R. (2d) 360, ground a general guiding principle for S. 35(1). 
That is, the Government has the responsibility to act in a fiduciary capacity 
with respect to aboriginal peoples. The relationship between the 
Cavernment and aboriginals is trust-like, rather than adversarial, and 
contemporaty recognition and affirmation of aboriginal righu must be 
defined in light of this historic reIationship."" 

Thus, the relationship between the Crown and abriginal peoples is fiduciary and this 

fiduciary relationship must be taken into account by the courts in dl circumstances where 

aboriginal rights are at issue. 

This fiduciary relationship aIso entails, in certain circurnstances, judicially 

enforceable fiduciary duties on the Crown, particulariy in regard to deaiings in abonginal 

land, rights and interests. In Guerin v. The Queen..'' the Supreme Court of Canada cofirmed 

a lower court award of $10 million against Canada for mishandling land transactions 

involving the iease of Musqueam indian Band teserve land. The Supreme Court of Canada 

there set aside the "poIitical trust'' rheories of the British courts discussed in Kinlock v. 

R v. Badger, supra note 48 at 782 (para 9). See a h  Province of Untario v. Dommion of 
Canada and Pmvince of Quebec: In Re lndian CIaim ( I WS), 25 S.C.R. 434, at 534-535. 

" R v. Sparrow, ,supra note 5 at 1 t 08. 

" Guerin v. The Queen, supra note 2 I . 
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Secretary of Statefor India in Councif6 and in Tito v. Waddell (No. 2);' and rather found 

that the Crown was subject to a judicially enforceable fiduciary duty towards aboriginal 

peoples in cases involving aboriginal land transactions. The Supreme Court of Canada found 

the origin of this judicially enforceable fiduciary duty of the Crown in the fiduciary 

relationship between the Crown and abonginai peoples coupied with the nature of aboriginal 

titie and, in particular, with the proposition that the aboriginal interest in land is inaiienable 

except upon surrender to the Crown. 

Professor Slattery has set out this judiciaily enforceable fiduciary duty of the Crown 

in very broad ternis in his seminal 1987 article "Understanding Aboriginal Rights": "The 

Crorvn has a generalfiduciary du@ towards native people ro protect them in the enjoymenr 

of rheir aboriginal rights and in particular in the possession and use of their ianak.'"' 

Thus. the fiduciary relationship between the Crown and aboriginal peoples. in 

addition to serving as a guiding principle for the courts when reviewing legal issues 

involving aboriginals, also leads to judiciaiiy eaforceable fiduciary duties on the Crown 

whenever the Crown assumes or exercises a discretionary power over aboriginal peoples, or 

over theirrights or interests. These fiduciary duties are always present in cases invotving the 

surrender or management of aboriginal land because ofthe very nature of aboriginal title and 

of the surrender restrictions relating thereto. However* the judiciaily enforceable fiduciary 

duties of the Crown are clearly not limited to transactions involving aboriginal land. They 

exist each t h e  where by statute, agreement or by unilaterai undertaking, the Crown assumes 

56 KinIuck W. Secretary of State for India in Corncil (1 W), 7 App. Cas. 6 19. 

" Tito W. Wrrddeell (No. 2), [I97TJ 3 AIL E, R 129 (Ch.). 

58 B. Slattery, "Undetstanding Aboriginai Rights", supra note 7 at 753. 
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an obligation to act for the benefit of an aboriginal group or an abonginai individuai and îhat 

obligation catries with it a discretionary power." 

The fiduciary telationstiip of the Cmwn extends to treaties with aboriginal peopies. 

In interpreting and applying the ternis of a treaty, the courts will aiways keep in mind and 

enforce the underlying fiduciary relationship in which the treaty was made and the fiduciary 

relationship the treaty iiseff generdly represents. Moreover, in most treaties the Crown wilI 

undertake to assume certain obligations. in executing these obligations, the Crown will 

normally be held by the courts to the standards of execution required under a fiduciary 

relationship. 

This is exempIified in the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in the 

case of Seminole Nation v. UnifedSf~res.~~ In that decision, the Supreme Court of the United 

States reviewedadamage award fiomthe US. Court of Claims in which the Seminole nation 

had sued the United States for failing to make payments under various treaties. The Supreme 

Court of the United States remandeci certain issues to the Court of CIaims and in so doing 

decided that ajudicially enforceabIe duty of care in the nature of a fiduciary obligation was 

incumbent upon the government in discharging its treaty obligations. [ndeed, it had k e n  

estabIisited that the Seminole tribal govemment was utterly corrupt during the years 1870 to 

1871. yet the govenunent of the United States continued treaty payments to this tribal 

government knowing that the monies wouid be diverted fiom tribaI uses. The Supreme 

Court of the United States asked the Court of Claims to review again the case based on a 

b a h  of the government's fiduciary duty in discharging its treaty obligations. For the 

Supreme Court of the United States. the conduct of goverment in discharging treaty 

59 See Guerin v. The Queen, supra note 21 at 383-384. See also Semiahmoo tndian Band v. 
Cunada, [11998] 1 F.C. 3 (C.A.}. 

Seminole Nation v. UnitedStates, 316 US. 286 (1942). 
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obIigations must be examined by the courts and judged "by the mosr exactingfiduciary 

~tandarcis".~': 

This is also the position heM in Canada, In Ontario (Atforney General) v. Bear 

Island Foundation,b? the Supreme Court of Canada rejected the aboriginal claims of the 

Terne-Augawa Anishnabay and Temagami on the basis that the nghts whkh were claimed 

had ben surrendered by arrangements under which the ancestors of the concemed 

aboriginals had adhered to the Robinson-Huron treaty in exchange for treaty annuities and 

a reserve. It was however recognized in that case h t  the Crown had failed to discharge its 

obligations as pmvided for under the t e m  of the concemed treaty. The Supreme Court of 

Canada found that by faiking to comply with the lems of the treaty, the Crown had breached 

its fiduciary obligation towards the concerned aboriginal pe~pks.~ '  

This idea had been expressed in Canada as early as 18% in the dissenting opinion of 

Gwynne J. in Province of Ontario v. Dominion of Canada and Province of Quebec: In Re 

Indian Claims: 

"( ...) what is contended for and must not be lost sight of, is that the 
British sovereigns, ever since the acquisition of Canada, have been pieased 
to adopt the mle or praaice of entering into agreements with the Indian 
nations or tribes in their province of Canada, for the cession or surrendes 
by them ofwhat such sovereigns have been pleased to designate the tndian 
title, by instruments similar to these now under consideration to which 
they have been pleased to give the designation of "treaties" with the 
Indians in possession of and claiming tide to the lands expressed to be 
surrendered by the instruments, and further that the terms and conditions 
expressed in those instruments as to be perfonned by or on behdf of the 
Crown, have alwavs been reearded as involvina a trust araciouslv assumed 
bv the Crown to the filfiIrnent of which with the Indians the faith and 

61 lbid at Z962!l7. See also Carlo Y. G~srtqbn, 512 F. Supp 833 (I98I) at 838. 

" Ontario (Attorney General) v. Bear hlmd Fomd~fion, [I 99 t 2 S.C.R 570. 

" Ibid at 575. S e e  also Cree Regional Authoriiy v. Canada, [1992] I F.C. 440 at 463-464. 
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honour of the Crown is ~ I e d ~ e d ~  and which trust has always been most 
faithfully fulfilled as a treaty obIigation of the G o ~ n . " ~  

Thus, when the Crown exercises discretionary powers over aboriginai peoples or in 

the management of aborigind lands, rights, property, or interests, it assumes a fiduciary duty 

or obligation to discharge these powers in accordance with exacting fiduciary standards 

which are subject to review and enforcement by the courts. In irnptementing treaty 

obligations, the Crown will be held to the obligations of a fiduciary and the courts will 

review Crown action in this regard in light both of the general fiduciary relationship and of 

the specific fiduciary obligation to discharge maty obligations with due regard to the most 

exacting fiduciary standards. 

The fiduciary relationship between the Crown and aboriginal peoples, as well as the 

fiduciary duties and obligations which flow h m  this reIationship in certain circumstances, 

both predate the 1982 constitutionai framework and exist irrespective of the provisions of 

section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. Rather, it is the fiduciary relationship which 

conditions the approach ofthe courts towards section35. The fiduciary relationship between 

the Crown and aboriginai peoples fin& constitutionai co~rmat ion  through the operation of 

sections 91(24) and 109 of the Constitution Act. 1867,6' and this relationship suongly 

conditions the a~plication and interpretation of section 35 of the Constitution ACT. 1982. 

In addition. the fiduciary relationship and its attending fiduciary duties extend in 

certain circumstances to the provincial Crown, particularly when the provinces affect 

aboriginal lands, rights, property or interests or assume discretionary powers over aboriginal 

peoples or their lands, rights, property or interests. ClearIy the courts have found this 

65 Province of Ontario v. Dominion of Canaàa and Province of Quebec: In Re Indiun Claims, 
supra note 53 at 5 I 1-5 12 [emphasis added]. This very quote has been approved as a correct 
statement of the law by the majociiy decision in R v. MwshdI, supra note 48 at para. 50. 
See also Ontario Mining Co. v. Seybold (190 1),32 S.CR- 1 at 2. 

6' Comti~~tion Act. 1867 (U.K.), 30 & 3 1 Vict., c. 3. reprinted in R.S.C. 1985, App. II. No. 5. 
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fiduciary relationship to extend to the provinciai Cmwa when section 35 of the Constitution 

Act, 1 9 8  cornes into play." 

insofar as the provincial Crown assumes powers or responsibilities over aboriginal 

peoples or their interests, it appears that it aiso assumes the resuiting duty and obligation to 

discharge these powers in accordance with fiduciary standards. Za particular, shodd a 

provincial goverment assume obligations through treaty undertakiags with aboriginal 

peoptes - as is now cornnion in modern treaties such as theJames Bay and Northern Quebec 

&reemenf7 - it seems that in so doing the provinciai Crown assumes a superadded duty to 

discharge these treaty undertakings following fiduciary standards. These standards probably 

extend to al1 cases in which a provincial Crown has the discretionary power to affect the 

rights or interests of aboriginal peopies. Professor Slattery puts it this way: 

"The Crown's generaI fiduciary duty binds both the federal Crown 
and the various provincial Crowns within the Iimits of their respective 
jurisdiaions. The federal Crown has primary responsibitity toward native 
peoples under section 91(24) of the Constitution Act. 1867, and thus bears 
the main burden of the fiduciary trust. But insofar as provincial Crowns 
have the power to affect native peoples. they also share in the 

" See R v. Sparrow, supra note 5 at 1105; Ontario (Attorney General) v. Bear Island 
Foundation, supra note 62 ; R. v. Côté, supra note 38 at 185; R v. Bodger, supra note 48 
at 820; Côti v. R, LI9931 R.J.Q. i 350 (Que. CA,) at 137 1- 1372; Cree RegionaIAuthority 
v. Canuda, supra note 63 at 470; The Queen v. Secrefaty of State. [198 i] 4 C.N.L.R. 86 
(Eng. CA.), at 97 and 1 17; Gitariyow F k r  Nation v. Canada, [[1999] 3 C.N.L.R. 89 
(S.C.S.C.) at IO0 to [O2 (para. 45 to 53). 

67 Re printed as Jmes Bay andNorthern Quebec Agreement md Complementmy Agreements, 
1998 ed. (Sainte-Foy: Les Pubtications du Québec, t998). The James Bay and Northern 
Quebec Agreement was approved, given effect and declareci valid by the James Bay and 
~Vorthm Quebec Native CImm Settlemenr Act, SC. 1976-77, c. 32 and the Act approvmg 
the Agreement c o n c d g  Jmnes Bay and Northem Quebec, 1976 S.Q- c. 46. 

68 B. Slattery, "Understanding Aboriginal Rights", supra note 7 at 755. See aIso Manitoba, 
Report of the Aboriginal Jmtice Inquiry, vol. [ ( t 99 1 ) at 1 55. 
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îHAP'IER3 

FEDERAL COMMON LAW AND ABORIGINAL AND TREATY RIGHTS 

The law pertaining to aboriginal rights, to treaty rights and to aborigind Law matters 

general ly is govemed by a corpus of d e s  which can be tenned the federal common law of 

aboriginal rights. 

These d e s  are in large part sui generis and they indude, inter a h ,  elements of 

international law and of Imperid policy, as well as various d e s  and principles found in or 

derived fiom the cornmon law relating to aboriginal and treaty rights, abonginai treaties, 

the Royal Proclamation, 1 763, the provisions of sections 9 1 (24) and 109 of Constitution Act. 

1867, and the provisions of sections 25 and 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. 

The main purpose of these sui generis d e s  known as the federal common law of 

aboriginai ri&ts is to govem the reIationship resulting fiom the contact between aboriginal 

and European societies. 

In Canada, the sui generis rules which govem this relationship belong to a specid 

branch of constitutionai law, a branch which was first closely related to the imperiai policy 

of Great Britain as welI as to Imperia1 and colonial constitutional law. Because of the 

strategic and geopolitical importance of the relationship between Imperid Britain and the 

aboriginal nations of the Arnericas, the law and policy relating to abonginai matters was 

closely guarded by the imperid authorities. indeed, the very basis ofBritish control ofNorth 

America - including control through the Hudson's Bay Company - depended to a large 

extent on maintainhg a relationship with the aboriginal nations and ensuring their support 

as d i e s  of the Crown. Relations between aboriginal peoples and the lmperiai Cmwn - 

directiy or through the Hudson's Bay Company- thus ofien involved issues of war and peace 
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and ofjurisdiction and control over large temtories. in consequence, aboriginal policy - and 

by extension Iegai matters relating to aboriginaIs - held a speciai position in the British 

hperial politicai, legal and constitutionai system. 

At Codederation, ovedi  jurisdiction over aboriginai &airs was devolved to 

Parliament, Thus, section 91(24) of the Co11sritution Act, 1867 specificaily assigns 

exclusively to Parliament al1 matters relathg to "Indium, and Lanàs reserved for the 

Indians ". Abonginai law and its sui generis d e s  were thus entirely placed within the 

federal sphere of constitutionai authority. As a result, aboriginal law is now a branch of 

'ifederai" law. In particular, the common law d e s  relating to aboriginal tide, to aboriginal 

rights and to treaty rights and briefly described in the first chapter are now part of what is 

ca1Ied - for lack of a better term - the federal common law of aboriginal rights. The 

fundamental mles which govem the relationship between aboriginal peoples and the 

mainstream Canadian society are thus within the federai sphere of constitutional authority 

and cannot be substantiaily affected or modified by provincial Iegislation. 

With the coming into force ofthe Consritution Act, 1982, the migeneris rules known 

as the federai comrnon law of aboriginal rights became to a large extent constitutionaiized. 

These mles, which had in the past been IargeIy beyond the reach of the provincial 

legislatures, are now aiso targely beyond the reach of Parliament. 

It is important not to confuse the federaf comrnon law of aboriginal rights with the 

common lm in a private iaw sense or with the civil Iaw of a province. Thus, the federal 

comrnon law relating to aboriginal rights is an autonomous branch ofthe law whichoperates 

within the federal sphere of constitutional authority. It is also to a large extent federal pubIic 

law. In consequence, the common Iaw ofaboriginal rights operates unifody across Canada 

within the federal sphere of authority. These distinctions are crucial for the determination 

of the legai ûamework and legal d e s  relating to compensation in cases of infnngements 

to aboriginal or treaty rights. 
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It is to these issues which this chapter dweiis into finther. 

The leading case in these regards is the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in 

Roberts v. Canada.@' The case revolved around the issue of the jurisdiction of the Fedeml 

Court of Canada to adjudicate a trespass action brought by one Indian Act Indian band 

against another. in Roberts, the Suprerne Court of Canada found that feded common law 

was an essential element of the laws of Canada under the meaning of section 101 of the 

Constitution Act, 1867. The Court then went on to add that tbis federal corrunon law 

includes the common law of aboriginal titie as well as the mies governing the fiduciary 

relationship between the federaI Crown and abonginai peopIes and the resulting fiduciary 

obligations of the federal Crown. As a result. the common law d e s  reiating to aboriginal 

title and to the fiduciary rdationship and duties of the federal Crown apply un i fody  across 

Canada within the federai sphere of authority. As professors Evans and Slattery have 

commented in discussing this specific case: "In this manner, the common law of aboriginal 

ritle - and indeed the common lm governing aboriginal and treaiy rights generally - 

became federal common lm. To pur the point precisely, it became a body of basic public Iaw 

operating uniformly across the countp within the fiderai sphere of competence. "'O 

The idea that the commn taw of aboriginaf titie -and by extension the common law 

of abonginai and treaty rights - applies uni fody across Canada in the guise of feded 

69 Roberts v. Canada, [[1989] 1 S.C.R. 322. 

I.M. Evans & B. Slattery, "Feded lurisdiction-Pendant Parties-Aboriginal Titleand Federal 
Common Law-Charter Challenges-Refarm Proposais: Roberts v. Cunadd' (1989) 68 Can. 
Bar Rev. 8 17 at 832 [emphasis in original]. See ais0 B. Slatteqr, "Understanding Aboriginal 
Rights", supra note 7 at 732, î36 to 741 and 777; Royal Commission on Aboriginal 
Peoptes, Parmers m Conjèdemtion: Aboriginal Peoples, Self-overnment a d  the 
Constitution (Canada, 1993) at 20. 
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cornmon law was reiterated in the cases of R v. Côte" and of R v. ~ d u m . ?  The issue of the 

existence of aboriginal land rights in the province of Quebec was raised in these cases and 

it was argued that the French regime did not recognize aborigiaal titie and that, in any event, 

the cornmon law relating to aboriginal title had not been received in Quebec. In rejecting 

these arguments, Chief Justice Lamer found that section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 

ensured the dirmation and recognition of aboriginal rights irrespective of the colonial tegal 

regime in force prior to the assertion of sovereignty by the British Crown and irrespective 

of whether or not the common Iaw of aboriginal titIe had been received in a particular 

province or territory. However, the Chief Justice also discussed beyond the cotistihrtional 

argument based solely on section 35. In so doing, he not oniy tbrew doubt on the contention 

that the French had failed to recognize aboriginal land rights in their colonial empire in North 

America, but he also reiterated the idea of aboriginal titie as an essential componenr of the 

federal cornmon law applying uniformly across Canada. The Chef Justice argued that the 

comrnon law of aboriginal titie was a necessary incident of British sovereignv which 

displaced any prevziiling foreign colonial law relating to the matter. The Chief Justice 

reiterated the finding in Roberts v. Canada that the law of aboriginal title represented "a 

distinct species offederal common Iaw rarher than a simple subser of rhe commun or civil 

Imv or properîy lmv operating within rhe province "." 

The Chief Justice also had an opportunity to review the implications of the inclusion 

of the doctrine of aboriginal rights within the federd sphere of constitutional authority in the 

case of Delgumtntkw v. B.C.. Though Delgamuzrkw de& in large part with the notion of 

aboriginal title, the constitutionai concepts discussed there within the context of aboriginal 

title extend to the federal common law of aboriginal and treaty rights generaily. The Chief 

Justice himself notes in this regard that his comments rdating to the constitutional poshion 

R v. Côté, supra note 3 8 at 170 and 172 to 175 (para- 45,46 and 49 to 54). 

" R v. .4darns, supra note 28 at 120 to 122 (para 3 I to 33). 

R v. C6t.6, supra note 38 at 173 (para. 49). 
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of land subject to aboriginal titie extend to aboriginal rights." The comments of the 

Supreme Court of Canada in this regard cm be extended as weU to treaty rightsX 

A proper discussion of these constitutional considerations m u t  begin with a brief 

analysis of section 109 of the Constitution Act, 1867. This provision States that the 

ownership of the land and natural resources located in a province at Codederation belong 

to the Crown in right of that province, subject however to "(...) any Trusts existing in respect 

thereof; and to any Interest ollzer than that of the Province in the same ".76 The Privy 

Councii has long ago decided rhat this exception to provincial propriety interests includes 

aboriginal title. This title is an underlying burden on provincial lands and, by extension, on 

the natural resources of the  province^.^ 

In St. Catherine Milling und Lumber Co. v. The Queen." the Privy Council aiso 

recognized that those lands subject to aboriginal title where "Lands reservedfor the Indians " 

under the meaning of section 91 (24) of the Constitution Act, 1867, and consequently the 

exclusive power to legislate over the aboriginal title burdening these lands is vested within 

Parliament. The result of this Privy Council decision is to confer on the federal authorities 

the exclusive power to receive a surrender of aboriginal titIe, but if this surrender concerns 

[and located in a province and which is subject to section 109 of the Constitution Act, 1867, 

then the beneficiary of this surrender is the concemed province which sees the aboriginal 

74 Delgamkw v. B.C., supra note 1 at 1 I 18- I 1 19 (para. 176 and 179). 

75 Since both abonginal rights and treaty rights are part of the federal common law and faIl 
under the federd sphere of constitutional authority, it follows logically that the 
constitutionai position of treaty rights is similar to that afforded to aboriginal rights. 

Conscifufion Act. 1867(U.K.) 30 & 3 1 Vict, c. 3, S. 109, reprinted in R.S.C. 1985, App. II, 
No. 5. 

n St. Catherine Milling and Lumber Co. v. The Queen, supra note 16. The temtory 
contemplated in that case was subject to the Royal Proclamation. 1763. 

ibid 
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burden on its proprietary interest Med. The provinces are however lefi powerless in these 

regards. 

In Delgumuukw v. B.C.? the Supreme Court of Canada had to contend with the 

propositionthat the province of British Columbia had extinguished aboriginal titie and other 

aboriginal land rïghts in that province through various legisiations relating to land and 

adopted by the provincial legislatu. after the adhesion of that province to Canada Chief 

Justice Lamer rejected this contention as constitutionally inaccurate since only Parliament 

is constitutionalIy empowered to legislate in dation to aborigrnal titie and consequently only 

Parliament couid have vdidly extinguished aboriginal title subsequent to 1 867 and prior to 

1982. In consequence, provincial legislation could not have the effect of extinguishing 

common law aboriginal titlemsO 

In order to properly understand this position, a brief review of the case law 

pertaining to the application of provincial laws to "Indiam" is in order." 

The exclusive federal authority under section 91 (24) of the Consiiruiion Act, 1867 

contains two branches, one relating to "Indians" and for which much case iaw exisîs as 

79 Delgamznrhv v. B.C., supra note 1. 

Ibid. at 1 121 (para. 180- 18 1). 

8 1 See in general P.W. Hogg, Constiiutional L a w  of Canadu, 4& ed., Vol. 1 (looseleaf) 
(Toronto: CarsweIl, 1997), partkularly chapter 27; K. Lysyk, "The Unique ConstitutionaI 
Position of the Canadian indian", supra note 7; K. McNeil, "Aboriginal TitIe and the 
Division ofPowers"(1998) 6 1 Sask. L. Rev. 43 I; J. Woodward,  vie Lm, stipra note 47, 
in particular chapters 3 and 4; B. Slattery, "Understanding Aboriginaf Rights", supra note 
7; M. Fatenaude, Le droit provincialet tes terres indiennes (Montréai: Les Éditions Yvon 
Blais Inc., 1986); N. Lyon, "Constitutional Issues in Native Law", in B.W. Morse, ed., 
Aboriginal Peoples and rhe Lm (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1989); D. Sanders, 
"The Application ofProvincial Laws", in B.W. Morse, ed., Aborignlui Peupiesandthe Law 
(Ottawa: Carieton University Press, 1989); B. Slattery, "The Hidden Constitution: 
Aboriginal Rights in Canada", supra note 7. 
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regards its impact on provincial laws," and the other concerning the "Lands reserved for the 

indians". The case Iaw relating to the impact of this second branch on provincial laws is stiii 

in a state of flux.83 

Section 9 l(24) clearly precludes the provinces h m  legislating directly in relation to 

"Indians". The real difficdty resides in the impact of this £irst branch of federal power on 

provincial laws of gened application, As a general constitutional principie, the "Indians" 

branch of federal power does not act as a bar to the application to "Indians" of laws of 

general application adopted by the provinces within the provincial sphere of jurisdiction. 

Provincial laws of general application and which do not single out "Indians" are deemed to 

apply exproprio vigore to "Indians". The example of provincial traff~c regulations is usually 

given to illustrate this matter. There are nevertheless serious constitutional limits as to the 

extent to which such provincid laws of generd apphcation may so apply. 

Indeed, it has been held that section 91(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867 protects a 

core of "Indianness" h m  provincial legislation of general application. In consequence, 

provincial laws of geneml appIication cannot affect this core of "Indianness" ex proprio 

vigore. The extent ofthis core remains Iargely undefined, however aboriginal rights squarely 

fall within it: 

Some of the relevant Suprerne Court of Canada cases decided prior to Delgamuukw v. B.C., 
supra note 1, and dealing with the application of provincial laws in regards to the first 
branch of the federal jurisdiction, namely uIndians," are Cmdinal v. Attornq General of 
Alberta, [ t  9741 S.C.R. 695; .Vaturd Pments v. Superintendent of Child Welfare, [1976] 2 
S C R  751; Kruger v. The Queen, [1978] 1 S.C.R 104; Four B Mmfuctwing Ltd v. 
United Garment Workers ofAmerica, [ 19801 1 S.C.R 1 O3 1 ; The Queen v. SutherImd et al. 
[1980] 2 S.C.R. 451; Dick v. The Queen, [1985] 2 S.C.R. 309; Derrickson v. Dewickron, 
[1986] 1 S.C.R. 285; R v. Francis, ,119881 1 S.C.R. 1025. 

83 See Derrickson v. Derrickson, &id; Compare Oka (Municipdiry} v. Simon, [1999] 2 
C.N.L.R. 205 (Qué. CA.) (leave to appeal to S.C.C. cefûsed October 21,1999 (file 272 12)) 
with S m e y  v. Peace A r d t  Ent. Ltd (1 WO), 74 W.W.R. 380 (B.C.CA.). 
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''The core of Indianness at the heart of S. 91(24) has been defined 
in both negative and positive terms. Negatively, it has been held to not 
indude labour relations (Four B) and the driving of motor vehides (Francis). 
The only positive formulation of Indianness was offered in Dick. Speaking 
for the Court, Beetz J. assumed, but did not decide, that a provincial 
hunting law did not apply proprio vigore to the members of an Indian band 
to hunt and [fishj because those activities were "at the centre ofwhat they 
do and what they are" (at p. 320). But in Van der Peet, I described and 
defined the aboriginal rights that are recognized and affirmed by S. 35(1) 
in a similar fashion, as protecting the occupation of land and the aaivities 
which are integral to the distinctive aboriginal culture of the group 
claiming the right. I t  follows that aboriainal r i~h t s  are Dart of the core of 
Indianness at the hean of S. 91124). Prier to 1982, as a result, they could 
not be extinguished by provincial laws of generai appli~ation."~ 

In the existing constitutional fi-amework relating to the separation of powers between 

the provincial legislatuces and Parliament, aboriginal rights fail squarely within the exctusive 

jurisdiction of Parliament. As a necessary consequence, these rights cannot be regulated 

detrimentally ex proprio vigore by the provinces through laws of general application. 

These constitutional principles aiso extent to the treaty rights of abonginai peoples. 

indeed, only the federal authorities can vaiidly accept the surrender ofaboriginal title and this 

sunender is d l y  made through a treaty. Though treaties are not limited to abonginai title 

surrender transactions, the importance of treaties for aboriginal peoples and the crucial role 

treaties play in def~iing the relationship between aboriginal peoples and the mainswam 

Canadian society militates strongly in favour of including ail treaty nghts of aborigind 

peoples - be they related or not to aboriginal titie - within the core of "indianness" protected 

under section 9 1 (34) of the Constitution Act, 1867. This argument is moreover reinforceci 

by the inclusion of treaty rights within sections 25 and 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 thus 

showing the central - or, to paraphrase the Supreme Court of Canada, the "core" - 
importance of treaties in the relationship between the Crown and aboriginal peoples. 

" Delgamuukw v. B.C., supra note 1 at 1 12 1 (para. 18 1) [ernphasis addea. 



Aboriginal and treaty rights thus faIl under the core protected by section 9 l (N)  of the 

Constitution Act, 1867 and they cannot in consequence be directly regulated by the provinces 

exproprio vigore. Moreover, provincial laws of general application cannat exproprio vigore 

detrimentaily affect the aboriginal and treaty rights of aboriginal peoples. The regdation of 

such rights, including the regdation of the d e s  relating to compensation in cases of 

hfkingernents to these rights, fdls under the core protected by section 91(24) of the 

Constitution Act, 1867. Since 1982, tbis core has also been protected from detrimenta1 

federal legislative and regdatory activities through the terms of the Consriturion Act. 1982. 

ï h e  second branch of federal jurisdiction under section 91(24) of the Constitution 

Acr, 1867, narnely that branch relating to the "Lands reserved for the Indians", involves 

sirnilar constitutional considerations. Though the case law in this regard is much less 

developed (see note 83), it can nevertheless be safely concluded that the rules in regard to 

the application ex proprio vigore of provincial laws to "indians" will also apply to the 

second branch of federal powers relating to "Lands reserved for the Indians". Though 

provincial laws of general application may in certain circumstances apply over the territories 

subject to aboriginal title, these laws can neither purport to regulate that title nor to limit the 

enjoyment by the "1ndians3 of the land subject to the said titie. In particular, provincial laws 

of general application cannot purport to regulate the means and conditions under which 

aboriginal title or aborigind treaty land rights may be surrendered or detrimentaily affected, 

nor rnay they - by implication - purport to regdate the principles govexning compensation 

in such circumstances. 

tt is very important to note that though aboriginal and treaty rights may not be 

detrimentaily affected or regulated through provincial laws of generai application applying 

exproprio vigore, provincial Iaws of generai application may be made to regdate such rights 

under federai legislation or under the terms of the treaties themselves, subject of course to 

certain legal and constitutional limits, including those limits set out in the Consriturion Act, 

1982. It is thus open for Parliament to adopt laws incorporating provincial legislation or 
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rendering such provinciai legislation applicable to ''Indiaus" or to "Lands reserved for the 

hdians". In fact Parliament has, to a Iimited extent, proceeded to render applicable to 

"indians" provincial laws of general application through the operation of section 88 of the 

Indian Ac: which reads as follows: 

"88. Subject to the terms of any treaty and any other Act of Parliament, 
ail laws of general application fiom time to time in force in any province 
are applicable to and in respect of Indians in the province, except to the 
extent that those laws are inconsistent with this Act or any order, mle, 
regulation or by-law made thereunder, and except to the extent that those 
Iaws make provision for any matter for which provision is made by or 
under this 

This section reaf'firms the primary federal jurisdiction over treaties. It also reiterates 

that the terms of al1 treaties with aboriginal peoples cannot be detrimentally regulated or 

affected by provincial legislation of general application referentially incorporated hou& 

this section 88 unless the treaty itself so pro~ides.'~ 

Section 88 of the Indian Act also confirms the ovemding power of Parliament to 

legislate in relation to aboriginai flairs generally. By making provincial laws of general 

application subject to the terms ofany Act ofPadiament including the Indian Act. Parliament 

is simply afhning its overriding jurisdiction to deal with aboriginal and treaty rights issues 

As we shall discuss in the next chapter, this legislative prohibition in regard to provincial 
legislation detrimentally affecting treaties has f s  reaching implications. In particular, and 
as more hlly argued in the next chapter, the justification test laid out by the SupremeCourt 
of Canada in application of section 35 of the Constitution Act. 1982 when provinciaI Iaws 
purport to infringe upon aborigind righîs may not be fully applicabie to treaty rights thmugh 
the operation of section 88 of the Indian Act. Section 88 may thus afford a specid and 
paramount statutory protection for the terms of treaties against any potentidly conflicting 
provincial law. See generally: Kruger v. The Queen supra note 82 at 1 14-1 15; Simon v. 
The Queen, supra note 48; R v. Sioui, supra note 48 at 1065; R v, Badger, supra note 48 
at 809 (para. 69); R v. Côté, supra note 38 at 19 1 (para, 86); R v. Sundown, supra note 48 
at para. 47. 
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Provincial laws of generai application are made to apply only in relation to the first 

branch of federai powers under section 91(24) of the Co~~~ti tut ion Act, 1867, namely that 

branch relating to "Indians". Section 88 of the Indian Act does not appear primafacie to 

extend provincial Iaws of general application to the second braach of federai powers relating 

to "Lands reserved for the Indians" which includes, as we have alr%ady discussed, lands 

subject to aboriginal title as well as those lands reserved under the rneaning of the Indian Ac[. 

Thus, provincial laws of generai application may not apply p m t  to section 88 of the 

Indian Act in order to regulate the aboriginal interest in "Lands reserved for the Indians" 

under the meaning of section 91(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867, though this issue is not 

definitely settled." The extent of the application ex proprio vigore of provincial Iaws of 

general application which may incidentally regulate such lands aiso remains somewhat 

unsettled. Nevertheless, it can be safely stated that such provincial laws cannot affect the 

core aboriginal interest in such lands and these provincid laws may be displaced by federal 

aboriginal land legislation such as those provisions found in the Indian Act reIating to the 

regdation of 'Lreserves" under the meaning of that act. 

The operation of provincial laws of generai application through the tenns of section 

88 of the lndian Act is subject to further restrictions. Only those provincial laws which 

wodd not be othecwise constitutionally applicable and which regulate or affect indirectly or 

incidentally "Indians" are contempIated by the section. Section 88 does not however allow 

the provinces to legislate directiy in regard to "Indians" - and by extension in regard to 

aboriginal rights -and its terms should not be interpreted as vdidating provinciai laws which 

destroy or detrimentally affect the core of federai jurîsdiction under section 9 1(24) of the 

Constitution Act, 1867. AI1 section 88 provides for is the application to "Indians" of 

" See generaily: Derrickson v. Dernckson, supra note 82, at 293 to 296 and 299 to 303; 
D e l g d  v. B.C. supra note 1 at 1 1 16 to 1 123 (para. 174 to 183); Szurey v. Peace Arch 
Ent. Ltd supra note 83; Marsqui Indian Band v. Bbd, [1993] 3 C.N.L.R. 80 (B.C.S.C.); 
Stoney Creek Indim Band v. BritrSh Columbia, [I999] 1 CN.LR. 192 (B.C.S.C.) at 20 1 to 
210 (teave to appeal to B.C.CA. granted: (1999), 172 D . L K  (4') 679 (B.C.C.A.); contra: 
O h  (Municipality) v. Simon, supra note 83. 
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provincial laws of general application which would not be otherwise constitutiody 

applicable ex proprio vigore and which incidentallv affect the core of "Indianness"?' As an 

example, provincial hunting laws of generai application and which may incidentaily affect 

aboriginal hunting activities may be made to apply to aboriginal peoples through the 

operation of section 88 of the Indian Act even though the hunting or fishing activities may 

be carried out pursuant to an aboriginal right. Section 88 operates to make these provincial 

laws of general application applicable in certain circumstances and subject to certain legal 

and constitutional constraints. 

Were it not for section 88 of the Indian Act, provincial laws, including those of 

general application, could not operate - even incidentally - to infringe or restrict aboriginai 

rights. This results from the exclusive federal jurisdiction provided under section 9 l(24) of 

the Consriturion Act, 1867 and from the concept of the core of "Indianness" section 9 l(N) 

is intended to encompass and which includes abonginai and treaty rights. With section 88 

of the Indian Act, it is thus possible for provincial legislation of gened application 

referentially incorporated through that piece of federal IegisIation to incidentally affect this 

core of "Indianness" in relation to certain aboriginai rights. in so incidentdiy afTecting 

certain aboriginal rights, this federaily incorporated provinciai legislation is subject to certain 

consiraints which flow from the federai comrnon Iaw of aboriginal right~.'~ 

The comrnon Iaw constraints are the same as those which apply to any federai 

legislation affecting aboriginal rights. First, in order to cause an extinguishment of a 

comrnon law abonginai ri@, a clear and plain intent on the part of Parliament must exist to 

that effect. Since section 88 of the Indian Act does not show such a clear and plain intent on 

88 See Dick v. The Queen, supra note 82 and Delgamuukw v. B.C.. supra note 1 at 1 12 1- 1 122 
(para. 1 82). 

a9 Since 1982 - like d l  other federal legislation - the provincial legislation referentiafly 
incorporated under the terms of the Indian Act is aIso additionally subject to certain 
constitutional constraints which flow, inter aiia, fiom the provisions of section 35 of the 
Constitution Act, 1982. 
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the part of Parliament, provincial legislation of general application referred to in that piece 

of federd legislation cannot thus purport to cause the extinguishment of an aboriginal rightW 

Second, in certain circumstances, federai legislation may infnnge upon or impair the 

aboriginal right itself or the exercise of that right. This may Iead to compensation under the 

fderal common law relating to aboriginal righîs unless Parliament has shown a clear 

intention not to provide such compensation?' 

Provincial Iegislation of generai application rendered applicable through the operation 

of section 88 of the Indian Act and which incidentally afiect aboriginal rights would be in 

the same position as federal legislation which infnnges upon aboriginal rights. Thus, barring 

specifk federal legislation excluding compensation for the afiected aboriginal peoples, 

compensation wouid normally be avaiIabIe pursuant to the infnngement or impairment of 

art aboriginal right through the operation of referentially incorporated provincial Iegislation, 

presuming such legislation would be nevertheless constitutionally applicable. 

The niles goveming compensation in such circumstances would be those of the 

fderal common Iaw of aboriginal rights since laws of general application in a province 

cannot dispkace the federal common law in this regard. A law which would dispiace federai 

common law in this regard wouid be in relation to "Indians" or to "Lands reserved for the 

Indians" and, as such, would be beyond the constitutional powers of a province. Such 

See Delgamuukw v. B.C., supra note 1 at 1 122- 1 123 (para. 183). 

'' See Delgamuukw v. B.C., supra note 1 at 1 1 14 and 1 133- 1 134 (para. 169 and 203); Guerin 
v. The Queen, supra note 21; Calder v. Attorney-General of British Columbia, q r a  note 
17, in particular, the reasons of Hall J.; Oyekan v. Adele, [1957] 2 All ER. 785 (P.C.) at 
788; Tvmi v. Secretary of Southern Rhodesiu, [l92 11 2 A.C. 399; Tamaki v. Baker, [190 I I  
A.C. 561; The Queen v. S'mon&, [1847] N2.P.C.C. 387. This right ta compensation may 
also be available in light ofthe Canodm BinofRights, RS.C, 1985, c. C- 12.3, m particular 
subsections Ia) and b). indeed, the right to compensation for extinguishment of aboriginal 
titIe in Australia is deemed to flow, inter alia, fiorn the application of human rights 
legislation: Mabo v. Queenslund (Mo- 1) (I989), 166 C.L.R 186. This last issue remains 
however unsettied in Canada. 
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provincial laws would not be contemplated by section 88 of the Indian Act since this wouid 

be going beyond a simple incidental impact on aboriginal rights.= 

Aboriginal law in Canada is thus govemed by a corpus of niles which are part of 

federal common law and which consequently apply unifomily across Canada These 

common Iaw rules fat1 within the exclusive jurisdiction of Parliament and they cannot be 

changed or detrimentaliy affected by the provincial legislaruces acting directiy or thmugh 

laws of general application. This federal common law has a strong public Iaw component 

and comprises sui generis mies which are exorbitant of and to a large degree unrelated to 

common law pmperty principles and private iaw 

The nature of aborigind and treaty rigfits as described in the first chapter, the special 

relationship between the Crown and aboriginal peoples as described in the second chapter, 

the sui generis d e s  of the applicabte federal common Iaw as well as the other elements 

descnbed in this chapter aiiow us to conchde that the remedies availabie in cases of 

infnngements to aboriginal or treaty Rets are those common Iaw and equitable remedies 

avaiIable in cases of breach of a fiduciary duty or obIigation. These remedies operate under 

the federal common Iaw irrespective of the constitutiond remedies available shce 1982 

under the terms of section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. These constitutionai remedies 

are superadded to those other remedies available under the feded comrnon law ofaborigiid 

rights. It is to these common taw and constitutionai remedies that we now tum our attention. 

9' See our discussion above and Delgamrnuhv v. B.C., supra note 1 at 1 t 2 1-1 t 22 (para. 182- 
183). For a generai discussion of section 88 of the Indian Act, see P.W. Hogg, 
Consrirutional Lm of Cm& supra note 8 1 at 2% 12 to 27- 14; B. Slattery, "Understanding 
Aboriginal Rights", supra note 7 at 777. 

93 Set Blueberry River Indian B d v .  C'ada, [1995j 4 S.C.R 344 at 358 and 387 (para 6 
and 72); Cimadian Pm@c v. Paul, [t988] 2 S.CK 654 at 678; St. Miny5 Indian Bandv. 
Cranbrook, supra note 39 at 666-667 (para. 14); Delgamuukw v. B.C., supra note 1 at 1090 
(para. 130). 
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CBAPTER 4 

THE IMMNGEMIiTNT OF ABORIGINAL AND TREATY RIGHTS 

Aborigind and treaty rights are not absolute. At common law, aboriginal rights may 

be extinguished unilaterally by appropriate IegisIation and both aboriginrtl and treaty rights 

may be infnnged upon in certain circurnstances. 

in Calder v. Attorney-General of British Columbia, Justice Hall clearly noted that 

common iaw aboriginal title m y  be extinguished not only by an appropriate surrender to the 

Crown, but also without the consent of the concemed aborigind peoptes through specific 

legislation carried out by the comptent legislative a u t h ~ r i t y . ~  Justice Hall added that the 

legislative intent to effect such extinguishment must however be clear and plain." 

Since 1867, the power to extinguish unilateraIiy common law aboriginal rights, 

including aboriginal tide, rests exclusively with Parliament% For the period prior to 1867, 

it has been argueci that the Royal Proclamcztion, 1763 imposed constitutional [imitations on 

the Canadian legislatures in regard at least to the extinguishment of aboriginal title and that 

consequentiy uniIateral extinguishment of aboriginal title could onty be effected through 

Imperid action.97 This issue temains however somewhat moot, most cases revolving around 

the absence of the required clear and piain intent by the local Canadian legislatures prior to 

* CaIder v. Attorney-General of Brithh Columbia, supra note 17 at 402 to 404. 

95 lbid at 404. See also in this regard Guerm v. The Queen, supra note 21 at 377; 
Defgamrnuhv v. B.C., supra note I at 1 122- 1 123 (para. 183); D e l g d  v. B.C. ( ( W ) ,  
l O4 DLR. (4h) 470 (B.C.C.A.); Watt v. Canada ( M i n h o f  Citkemhipmdlmmigration), 
[1999] 2 C.N.L.R 326 (FKA.) at 336 (para. 16); and B. SIattery, "Undemanding 
Aboriginal Rights", supra note 7 at 748-749 and 765-766, 

97 B. Slattery, "Understanding Aboriginal Rights", supra note 7 at 766. 
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1867 in order to accomplish such unilateral extingui~hment.~~ In any event, there does not 

appear to be much, if any, pre-1867 cbcIea.r and plain" colonial legislation or imperid action 

purporting to unilaterally extinguish aboriginal title or aboriginal rights in Canada. 

Moreover there are very few pieces of federal legislation subsequent to 1867 which 

purpoa to achieve such an extinguishrnent without the consent of the concerned aboriginal 

populations. The ody case wbich readily cornes to mind being the federd legislation which 

purported to extinguish certain aboriginal rights in the territory contemplated by the James 

Bay and Nurrhern Quebec Agreement, including certain rights pertaining to those aboriginal 

populations who were not signatories to that agreement.w 

Treaty rights are, in this regard, somewhat in the same position as aboriginal rights. 

Some distinctions are nevertheless in order. Indeed, prior to 1982, treaty rights could be 

unilaterally infringed upon by the competent IegisIative authority if a cIear and plain intent 

for this purpose was e ~ ~ r e s s e d . ' ~ ~  However, there remains some doubt as to whether treaty 

rights could be unilaterally exthguished prior to 1982. Indeed, contrary to aboriginal rights. 

treaty rights result from the clear commitments of the Crown. Taking into account that these 

commitments are deemed most sacred, it c m  be argued that, barring extraordinary action by 

the aboriginal signatories (such as war) justi&ing the repudiation of the treaty, treaty rights 

couId not be unilateralIy extinguished prior to 1982. Treaty rights oflen involve large 

98 In this regard reference may be made, amongst other, to the rnixed opinions of Justices 
Judson and Hall in Calder vAttomey-General of British Columbia, stipra note 17 and to the 
mixed opinions delivered in the decision of the British Columbia Court of AppeaI in 
Delgammhv v. B.C., (1993) 104 D.L.R (4') 470. 

99 James Bay andNorthern Quebec Native Claim Sertlement Act, S.C. 1976-77, c. 32, S. 3(3) 
and 4(1) b. The validity of such unilaterai extinguishment is subject to some doubt in 
regards to mter alia of the terms of the Canadian Bill of Rights, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-123. 

'O0 Sikyea v. The Queen, [1964] S.C.R. 642 affming (l964), 43 D.L.R (2d) 150; R v. George, 
II9661 S.C.R. 267; Frunkv. n e  Queen, [1978] 1 S.C.R 95; Moosehunter v. The Queen, 
1198 11 1 S.CK 282 at 293; R v. Horseman, [I990] 1 S.C.R. 90 1 at 936; R v. Badger, 
supra note 48, at 795 to 797 (para. 45 to 48) and 8 12-8 13 (para. 74 and 77); R v. Mizrshall, 
supra note 48 at para. 48. 
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transfers of landand ofjurisdictions and thus many treaties can be seen as quasi-constitutional 

instruments. It has ihus been argued that, pior to 1982, treaty rights could not be unilateraily 

extinguished even though ihey could be unilaterally infringed. 'O1 in R v. Sioui, Justice Lamer 

stated that the very dehition of a treaty "makes it impossible to moid the conclusion that a 

Peary cannot be extinguished without the consent of the lndians con~erned.""~ 

To summarise ourdiscussion, aboriginal rights cùuld be unilateraily extinguished by 

the competent iegisiative authority through clear and plain Iegislation to this effect. Since 

1867, this tegisfative authority is exclusively vested in Parliament. However, very few laws 

purporthg to unilatemiiy extinguish aboriginal rights have been adopted. The existence of 

the power to eRxt  a unilaterai extinguishment of treaty rights pnor to 1982 remains an open 

question, though a strong case can be made that treaty rights could not have been extinguished 

without the consent of the concemed aboriginds. Since 1982, the power to unilaterally 

extinguish aboriginal or treary rights has been substantially curtailed by the terms of section 

35 of the Constiturion Act. 1982.1°' 

Thus, the principal unilaterai restrictions to aborigid and treaty rights are not to be 

found in purported exiinguishments of these rights. Rather, it is the right to unilateraily 

regdate and infrin~e upon common law abonginai rights and upon treaty rights which has had 

a substantial impact on these rights and not the rare cases of unilaterai extinguishment. 

'O1 See Chippavar of Surnia Bandv. Cunada (Attorney General), April30,1999, Carswell Ont. 
1244 (Ont. S C )  at para 562 to 570. 

102 R v. Sioui, supra note 48 at 1063. However, inR v.  M~~shnll, supra note 48, Justice Binnie 
does state at para. 48, that "Until the enacnnent of the Comtitution Act, 1982. the treary 
rights ofAboriginalpeoples could be ovemdden by competent Iegislation as easily as could 
the righis arrd liberries of other inhabitan&". 

'O3 See amongst other Raft v. Canada (Mmbter of Cit~enship and Immigration), supra note 
95 at 335 (para. 15). 
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Aboriginal and treaty righis cm be regulated by the comptent legislative authorities. 

As with extinguishment, the constitutional authority to regulate these rights belongs since 

1867 to Parliament under the tems of section 91(24) of the Constitution Act. 1867. In this 

regard reference may be made to the discussion in chapter three above. Thus Parliament cari 

adopt legislation to regulate aboriginai and treaty rights and, pnor to 1982, such legislation 

was not normally subject to review and control by the courts. Though the provinces cannot 

regulate directly aboriginal and treaty rights, much provincial legislation of general 

application has been made to apply and indeed effectively regdates certain aboriginal rights. 

This has been canied out in large part through section 88 of the Indian Act as discussed in the 

previous chapter. In the case of treaty rights, the tems of the treaties themseives ofien render 

provincial legislation applicable for the purposes of regdating certain of the rights they 

contain, particularly as pertaining to hunting and tishing rights. 

The power to regulate aboriginal and treaty rights has important implications for our 

discussion of compensation in cases of infiingements to such rights. Indeed, compensation 

is available at common law in cases where aboriginai and treaty rights have been 

exthguished. It is not however obvious that compensation would be available in al1 cases 

where aboriginal and treaty rights are sirnply regulated. indeed, regulating the exercise of a 

common law right - including a property nght - through otherwise constitutionally vaiid 

legislation does not necessarily entait an ensuing comrnon law right to compensation.'@' If 

this were othenvise, govemments wouid be continuously called upon to provide 

compensation to their constituents when adopting laws since the very p q a s e  of much 

legislation is precisely to regulate the exercise of cornmon law rights. As a simple example, 

ceasonable restrictions to the use of motor vehicles through traffic regdations would not 

normally entail a cornmon law cight to compensation for those affected. It is thus difficult to 

sustain that a common law right to compensation exists each time an aboriginal or treaty ri@t 

is otherwise validly regdated. 

'" E.C.E. Todd, The Law of Expropriation and Compensation in Canada, 2d ed. (Carswell, 
1992) at 24-25. See also R v. MmshoII (no. 2), November 17, 1999, FiIe no. 26014 
(S.C.C.), at para. 36 and 37, [1999] 4 CNLK 301, at 3 19. 
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However, there are situations whereoutright extinguishment of an aboriginal or treaty 

right may not be achieved but where the regulation actuaily negates the exercise of the right. 

Such a situation exists where the r i a t  is not extingukhed unequivocaiiy but is Sected to 

such an extent as to render the fundamental exercise of that right difficult or meaningless. 

There is therefore a distinction to draw at common Iaw between the regulation of an 

abotiginai and treaty right and the impairment of such a right. 'O5 In the case of the regulation 

of an aboriginal or treaty right which does not fundamentaily impair such right, compensation 

wouid not nomaily be availab1e at common law. An example in this regard are regulations 

restricting the use of ce- h a m i s  in hunting activities for public safety purposes. Though 

such regulations rnay affect an aboriginal or treaty hunting right, they do not necessarily 

fundamentaily Unpair the exercise of such tight and thus do not necessarily lead to 

compensation at comrnon law. On the oâher hand, the granting of lands used by aboriginak 

for agricuiturai purposes or the authorization of the use ofaboriginal lands for hydroelectric 

or forestry operations wouid in most cases result in an impairnient of the affected aboriginal 

right to such a degree as to renderthe exercise of such right on the aEected lands difficult or 

meaningles~.'"~ In these cases compensation wouid be available even if the concemed 

aboriginal or treaty right has not been extinguished outright. Thus, through regulation, an 

abonginai or treaty right may be impaireci to such an extent as to justifj at comrnon law in 

certain circumstances the payment of compensation even if a full extinguishment of such a 

right is not accomplished, 

Likewise, through the operation of section 88 of the lndian Act. provincial laws of 

general application may aiso impair though not extinguish certain common law aboriginal 

rights. In such cases, compensation may be owed at common law when the regdation 

'O' See by analogy ~Monitoba Fhheries Lcd. v. The Queen, f 19791 1 S.C.R. 10 1; The Queen 
(3.C.I v. Tener, (19851 1 SCR 533 at 549 to 552 and 5 5 7  Casamiro Resource Corp. v. 
British Columbia (Attorney General) (I99 I), 80 D.L.R (49 1 (B.C.C.A.); C m  Silver 
Mines Ltd Y. British C o l d i a  (1991), 85 DL-R (4"') 269 (B.C.S.C.); B. Barton, 
"Comment" (1987) 66 Can. Bar Rev. 145. 

'" See R v. &?rdown, mpra note 48 at para 41-42. 
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C O ~ . S ~ ~ M ~ S  an irnpaixment of the aboriginal right to such a degree as to render the exercise of 

such ight cüfficult or meaningie~s.'~~ 

For example, provincial legislation of g e n d  application relating to hunting and 

fishmg, to the colonization of agricultural lands or to the development of forestry, mining or 

hydroeIectricity may resdt in compensation in circumstances where the impact of such 

legislative schemes on aboriginai rights impairs the exercise of such rights to a substantial 

extent. 

These common law principles have ta a large extent ken incorporated in section 35 

of the Constitution Rcr, 1982. In addition, section 35 provides for a new supervisory power 

of the courts in regard to federal or provincial regulatory schemes which affect aboriginal and 

treaty right~.'~~ Section 35 of the Conrrrirurion Act, 1982 incorporates within its terms the 

doctrine of aboriginal rights and by extension the basic common law d e s  relating to 

aboriginal and treaty rights generally.'Op Thus, the common Iaw of aboriginal rights is 

encornpassed within section 35. including the common law right to just and adequate 

compensation in cases of extinguishment of or impairment to such rights. What section 35 

'O7 As discussed in chapter three, such provincial laws of generaI application which 
fundamentalIy impairan aboriginal right rnay not in any event be constitutionally applicable 
since they rnay be deemed beyond the scope of section 88 of the Indian Act. Thus. in 
addition to other possible remedies, compensation could be owed either as a result of the 
consequences ofthe unconstitutional pmvincially sanction& impairment or either as a result 
of the common law of aboriginal rights should the impairment be deemed constitutionally 
valid thmugh the referential incorporation provided by section 88 of the indian Act. In 
either case compensation could be claimed in the appropriate circumstances- 

108 See generally D. Sanders,"The Ri@ oithe Aboriginal Peoples of Canada" (1 983) 6 1 Can. 
Bar. Rev. 3 14; J. O'ReilIy, "LaLoiconstitutiometIe de 1982, droit des autochtonesn (1984) 
25 C. de D. 125; B. Slattery, "The Constitutional Guarantee of Aboriginal and Treaty 
Rights" (1982-83) 8 Queen's LJ. 232. 

'09 R v. Van der Peet, supra note 24 at para. 28 and 29; Delgcmwkw v. B.C., mpra note 1 at 
1092 (para 134 and 135). 
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has achieved in addition is the constitutionalization of these rights and of the underlyhg 

common law principles which sustain these rights.'" 

In addition to extendhg constitutiond recognition and affirmation to these rights, 

section 35 aiso provides for a measure of control by the courts over federal and provincial 

Iegislative schemes when such schemes afïect aboriginal or treaty rights. With the coming 

into force of section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, the courts may grant the remedies 

available at common law and which flow h m  the recognition at common law of aboriginal 

and treat-y rights, and they may also now provide new constitutional remedies relating in 

particular to the setting aside by judicid 6at of federal or provincial legislative or regdatory 

schemes which i&inge upon an &original or treaty right and whicfi cannot be 

constitutionally justifieci. This supervisory role of the courts over legislative and regulatory 

activities was not available at common law. As was stated in R v. Sparroiv: 

''The constitutional recognition afforded by the provision Isec. 35(1)I 
titerefore gives a measure ofcontrol over government conduct and a strong 
check on legislative power. While it does not promise immunity t o m  
government regulation in a society that, in the twentieth century, is 
increasingiy more cornplex, interdependent and sophisu'cated, and where 
exhaunible resources need protection and management, it does hold the 
Crown to a substantive promise. The governrnent is required to bear the 
burden of justifjing any tegislation that has some negative e r e a  on any 
aboriginal right protected under s. 35(1).""' 

'Io See R v. Van der Peet, supranote 24 at 538 (pan. 28 and 29); Delgomuukw v. B K ,  supra 
note 1 at 1092 (para. 134). 

I I '  R v. Spurrow, supra note 5 at I I IO. See M. Asch & P. Mackiem, "Aboriginal Rights and 
Canadian Sovereignty: An Essay an R- v. S p m w "  (199 1) 262 Alta. L. Rev. 502; W.I.C. 
Binnie, "The Sparrow Doctrine: Beginning of the End or End of the Beginning?" (199 1 )  15 
Queen's L.J. 217; L.I. Rotman, "Defining Parameters: Aboriginal Rights, Treaty Rights, 
and the S p m w  Jdficatory Test" (1997) 36 AIta L. Rev. 149; S. Grammond, "ta 
protection constitutionnelle des droits ancestraux des peuples autochtones et i'arrêt 
S p m w "  (1991) 36 McGiil L.J. 1382. 
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in Sparrow, the Supreme Court of Canada set out a double pronged test. Fust there 

is a test to establish aprima facie interference with a right recognized and afiïrmed under 

section 35, and second, a test for the justification of such interference. 

The 6rst question relates to interference. This addresses the issue of whether the 

impugned legislation has the effect of interfering with a right contemplated by section 35 of 

the Constitution Act, 1982. If it does have such a consequence, it represents a prima facie 

infringement of section 35. This Ulquiry with respect to interference begins with a reference 

to the characteristics or incidents of the right at ~take,"~ Speaking for the Supreme Court of 

Canada in Sparrow, Chief Justice Dickson and Justice La Forest described the applicable test 

for infringement to an aboiginai right to fish for food in these tenns: 

"To determine whether the fishing rights have been interfered with 
such as to constitute a primaficie infringement ofs. 35(1), certain questions 
must be asked. First, is the limitation unreasonable? Second, does the 
regulation impose undue hardship? Third, does the regulation deny to the 
holders ofthe right their preferred means ofexercising that right? The onus 
of proving a prima ficie infnngement Iies on the individual or group 
challenging the legi~lation.""~ 

The Sparrow test for infiïngement was M e r  reviewed in R. v. Gladstone, where the 

Court noted that the original f o d a t i o n  of the f i g e m e n t  test suggested an internai 

inconsistency as it equated an analysis of prima facie inûingement with an anaiysis of 

whether the uifringement is unreasonable or undue."' The Supreme Court of Canada M e r  

explained the test by speciijing, first, that the three factors identified in the Sparrow decision 

were not an exhaustive enurneration and therefore other factors could be taken into account, 

and second, by further specifying that there is no need to answer ail three Sparrow factors in 

112 Ibid. at 111 1. 

"3 Ibid at 1 1 12. 

"' R v. Glahtone, supra note 32 at 757 (para. 43). 
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order to conclude to a primaface hfii~gement."~ Thus the test to determine whether an 

infiingement has occurred involves a relatively easy onus on those clallning infnngement. 

Moreover, infringernents to abonginai or treaty nghts are ta be presumed when 

deahg  with statutory or regdatory instruments which confer an administrative discretion 

which might potentially be exercised in amanner which encroaches on a right recognized and 

affinned under section 3 5 ofthe Consritution Act, 1982. This approach conhasts significantly 

with the one taken by the Suprerne Court of Canada in regards to Charter rights. As stated 

by the Chief Justice in R v. Adams: 

"ln a normal setting under the Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms, where a statute confers a broad, unstnrctured administrative 
discretion which may be exercised in a manner whidi encroaches upon a 
constitutional right, the court should not find that the delegated disaetion 
infringes the Charter and then proceed to a consideration of the potential 
justifications of the infnngement under s.1. Rather, the proper judicial 
course is to find that the discretion subsequently be exercised in a 
manner which accommodates the guarantees of the Charter. (...) 

I am of the view that the same approach should not be adopted in 
identieng infiingements under S. 35(1) ofthe Constitution Act, 1982. In light 
of the Crown's unique fiduciary obligations towards aboriginal peoples, 
Parliament may not simply adopt an unstructured discretionary 
administrative regime which risks infringing aboriginal rights in a 
substantial number ofapplications in the absence ofsome explicit guidance. 
If a statute confers an administrative discretion which may carry significant 
consequences for the exerase of an aboriginal right, the statute or its 
delegate regulations must outline specificaiteria for the granting or refusal 
of that disaetion which seek to accommodate the existence of aboriginal 
rights. In the absence of such speufic guidance, the statute will fail to 
provide representatives ofthe Crown with sufiaent directives to fulfil their 

"' ibid This was türther reiterated in R v. Côté, supra note 38 at 1 85- 186 (para. 75). 
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fiduaary duties. and the statute will be found to represent an infnngement 
of aboriginal rights under the Sparrow test.*'I6 

The second question raised under Sparrow arises when aprima facie intefierence to 

an aboriginal or treaty right is found. The analysis then moves to the issue of justification. 

This is the test that addresses the question of what constitutes a legitimate regdation of an 

aboriginal or treaty right. 

First. a valid legislative objective must be found. This objective must be something 

more than the public interest since such an objective is so vague and broad as to provide no 

meanin@ guidance in order to place limits on rights which are recognized and affirmed by 

the Constitution. The courts must rather be satisfied that the asserted legislative objective is 

compelling and substantial."' 

However, the scope of such compelling and substantial objectives has been found tu 

be very broad. In the context of an aboriginal right to fish for personal subsistence, 

conservation and resource management have been found as meeting the ?est.'" Witfiin the 

context of the distribution of commercial fishenes allocations, additionai objectives such as 

the purniit of economic and regional faimess and the recognition of the historical reliame of 

and the participation in the fisbing by other groups have dso been held to constitute such 

compelling and substantiai obje~tives."~ Within the context of aboriginal title, objectives 

such as the "development of agriculture, forestg mining, and bdroelectric power. the 

I R v. Ad- supra note 28 at 13 1-132 (para 53-54) [emphasis in originaI]. See also R v. 
Côté. supra note 38 at 186- 187 (para. 76); R v. MarshaII, supra note 48 at para. 64: and R 
v. Marshall (no. 2): supra note 104, at para. 33. 

"' R v. Sparrow, supra note 5 at 1 1 13. See aIso R v. Côté, supra note 3 8 at 189 (para. 89) and 
R v. Adams, supra note 28 at 133 (para. 56). 

I l a  R v. Sparrow, supra note 5 at 11 13-1 114. 

I l9 R v. Glahtone, supra note 32 at 774-775 (para. 73 and 75).; R v. Mmshall (no. 2), supra 
note 104 at para. 41-42. 
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general economic development of the interior of British Columbia, protection of the 

environment or endangered species, the building of infiastructure and the seîîiement of 

foreignpopulations to support those ai& are a i i  suniciently compeiiing and substantid to 

justib the infiuigement of aboriginal title."' 

Second, if a vaiid legisiative objective is found, the anaiysis proceeds to the second 

part of the justification test which involves the courts in ensuring that the honour of the 

Crown is maintained in the regdation of aboriginal or treaty rights. The speciaI fiduciary 

relationship and the responsibilities of the govemments towards aboriginal peoples must be 

hlly taken into account by the courts in detennining whether a legisiative or regdatory 

scheme may be justified under section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 as a legitimate 

interference with a right contemplated by that section. In essence, the courts m u t  ensure that 

the afTected abociginals have been treated fairly and in a manner consistent with the 

preservation of the honour of the Crown when an interference with their aborigind or treaty 

rights is required in the pursuit of a compelling and substantiai legisLative objective. 

The onus to meet this justification test is very high. This is to ensure that aboriginal 

and treaty rights are taken seriously."' The courts cannot supply their own justifications in 

this regard, and it is thus incumbent on those who claim properjusùfication to bearthe bwden 

of demonstrating that the honour of the Crown has been rnaintained and the standards 

required to meet the justification test have been complied with.'" 

120 Defgomuukw v. B.C., supra note 1 at I l  1 1  and 1132-1 133 (par 165 and 202). 

"' R v. Sparrow, supra note 5 at Il  19. 

122 R v. Badger, ,supra note 48 at 822. 
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The Supreme Court of C d  Eias identified certain of the factors which must be 

taken into account by the courts in sat img themsehes as to whether this justification 

burden tiaç been properly di~charged.'~ 

These include first the question of whether there has been as little h h g e m e n t  as 

possible to the concerned right, Thus an important factor in reviewing the infringement is to 

determine whether al1 appropriate rneasures have been taken to ensure that the aboriginai or 

treaty right wili be the Ieast possible impacted in order to meet the substantial and compelling 

legislative objective sought to be achieved. In cases where land subject to aborigid title is 

required for a compeliing and substantial legislative purpose, only that part of the land which 

is absolutely required for that purpose may be e g e d  upon. If reasonable alternatives not 

requiring the use of aboriginal land are available, the hfhgement will not be justified. 

Moreover, if more aboriginal land than absolutely necessary is affected, the justification 

burden in regard to that land wiU not have been discharged. Similar minimal impairment 

d e s  d l  be applied by the courts in cases of inhgements to other aboriginal rights or to 

treaty rights. The minirnai impainnent standards wiIL be determined in accordance. inter dia, 

with the type of aboriginal or treaty right affected and with the dternatives reasonably 

available in each case. 

Second, there is a fundamental requirement of consultation with the concerned 

aboriginai group- The absence of such consultation or its inadequacy will in most 

circwnstances Iead to the concIusion that the j d c a t i o n  burden has not been discharged. 

The resuiting consequence will be to have section 35 of the Consiiiution Act, 1982 appiied 

in order to render nugatory the impugned legislative or regulatory scheme, at Ieast to the 

extent of preventing infringement upon the rights of aboriginai peoples. 

'" See R v. Spmrow, supra note 5 at 1 1 19; R v. BQdger, supra note 48 at 821 ; R v. NihZ, 
[1996] L SCK IO13 at 1064-1065; R v. CM,  supra note 38 at 189 (para. 81); 
D e l g a d w  v. B.C., supra note 1 at 1 1 1 1 to 1 1 t l  (para. 165 to 169). 
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The requirement of codtat ion contains an implied duty to fuily and adequately 

inform the concemed aboriginals or their representatives of d pertinent aspects of the 

proposed Iegislation, regdation, action or decision which may infringe upon an aborigind or 

treaty right of interest to them. in particuiar, the impacts on the exercise of the concemed 

rights and the reasonable alternatives to avoid such impacts must be provided in sufftcient 

detail in order for a reasonable person to make infomed decisioas on the matter. Al1 remediai 

or compensation proposais related to the infringement thus likewise need to be explained with 

sufEïcient details in order for a reasonable person to make an infonned decision on the 

adequacy of the proposed remedial measures and of the compensation package. The extent 

of information required will be assessed in each case taking into account al1 the 

circumstances. The courts would certainly fiown upon fiindamentai aspects of the proposai 

not being revealed when known or misleadhg information about the proposai being wilifully 

provided. 

Since aboriginal rights and most treaty rights are collective rights, the required 

information wilI usually be channeiied through the representatives of the concerned aboriginaI 

group holding the right. However in cases where the proposal rnay impact substantially upon 

the aboriginal group as a whole, appropriate information about the proposai will be required 

to be channelled to the group as a whole. Again, the content of such information and its 

method of distribution will Iargely Vary according to the circumstances. A reasonable 

approach which takes into account the wishes and preoccupations of the leadership of the 

concemed aboriginal group should be f a ~ o d . ' ~ '  

The consultation process must take place in a timeIy manner and in such a way that 

the results of the consultation may be fùlly taken into account before h a i  or irremediable 

decisions or actions are taken. In partictxiar, aitematives to eüminate or reduce the proposed 

124 The issue of aboriginal leadership is complex since there may often exist various power 
stmctures within a given abriginal community, including aaditional leadership structures 
at odds with fndian Act band council leadership. It is however beyond the scope of this 
paper to address further this matter. 
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a g e m e n t  to the concerned right, including rernedial measures and compensation packages, 

should be discussed with the concemed aborigind group or its representatives. These matters 

should be discussed at the earliest stage of the proposal and, in any event, prior to final 

decisions being made. 

In short, the required consuItation must be in good faith and with the intention of 

substantially addressing the concems of the affected aboriginal community as expressed by 

its representative leadership. Plays on dissensions within aboriginal groups or attempts to 

avoid or circurnvent aboriginal leadership - particularly elected aboriginal leadership - should 

be strongly frowned upon. 

The requirement for consultation will ofien comprise an additional requirement for 

aboriginal consent. including, in appropriate circumstances, the full consent of the afTected 

aboriginal community. As already discussed in previous chapters, this M l  consent is 

nonnally required in al1 cases which concern the cession of aboriginal title or the 

extinguishment of other aboriginai rights or of treaty rights. In Delgamuukw v. B.C.. Chief 

Justice Larner added that the Ml  consent of the affected aboriginal community may be 

required in other circumstances, such as when provinces adopt hunting and fishing regdations 

in relation to aboriginal lands.'" These other circumstances rernain for the most part to be 

detennined. However, as a general d e  any proposai which purports to affect substantially 

aboriginal lands or any other aboriginal or treaty rights - includhg hunting and fishing rights 

- should normally be subject to the consent of the affected aboriginal community. When such 

consent is sought but not obtained, then the proposed action should normaiiy be abandoned 

unless the legislative objective tmderiying the action is so compelling and sub~lil~ltial as to 

justifj nevertheless the idiingement of the concemed right notwithstanding the absence of 

consent by the afTected aborigind community or where the refusal to consent is patently 

unreasonable taking into account ali the circumstances. in these cases, the requirements of 

'" Delgamuukw v. B.C.. supra note I at 1 1 13 (para, 168). 
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minimum impairment described above and of just and adequate compensation discussed 

below take on added importance. 

It is appropriate to note that the consent of the affected aboriginal community may be 

required in al1 cases of infringements to treaty rights resulting tiom provincial legisiative 

schemes. This results in part tiom the ternis of section 88 of the Indian Act discussed above 

and fiom the special constitutional position of treaties. It is indeed as yet unsettled as to 

whether an implied justifkation requirement exists in section 88 in order to override treaty 

rights through provincial legislative schemes without aboriginal consent. As Chief Justice 

Lamer stated in R. v. Côté: 

"( ...) Second, S. 88 accords a special statutory protection to 
aboriginal treaty rights from contrary provincial iaws through the operation 
of the doctrine of federal paramountcy. (...) This second purpose, of course, 
has become of diminished importance as a result of the constitutional 
entrenchrnent of treaty rights in 1982. But 1 note that, on the face of S. 88, 
treaty rights appear to enjoy a broader protection fiom contrary provincial 
law under the fndian Act than under the Constitution Act, 1982. Once it has 
been demonstrated that a provincial law infiinges "the terms of [al treaty", 
the treatywould arguably prevaiI under s. 88 even in the presence of a well 
grounded justification. The statutory provision does not ex~ressly 
incorporate a justification requirement analogous to the justification stage 
induded in the Spanow fiarnavork. But the precise boundaries of the 
protection of S. 88 remains a topic for hture consideration. 1 know of no 
case which has authoritatively discounted the potential existence of an 
imdicit justification stage under S. ~8."'~~ 

The third fundamental factor wbich must be tnken into account in regard to the 

justification of the infringernents to aboriginal or treaty ri@ is the issue of compensation. 

As we have discussed above, compensation is normally owed at common law in cases of 

extinguishrnent of aboriginal htie or of other aboriginal or treaty rights and in cases of 

126 R v. Côté, supra note 38 at I9 1-1 92 (para 86-87). 
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infringements which fiindamentdIy impair the exercise of such nghts.'" The common iaw 

entitlement to compensation takes on an added fiindamental importance within the context 

of the justification test incorporated within section 35 of the Constifution Act, 1982.'28 

In light of the importance compensation plays not only in regard to the common law 

of aboriginal nghts but also within the context of the justification requirement contained in 

section 35, the rest of this paper wiII anempt to flesh out in greater detail the contents of ihis 

notion of compensation, It is thus to the method of determinhg such compensation that we 

now tum our attention. 

127 See arnongst other Delgumuukw v. B.C. supra note 1 at 1 1 14 and 1 133- 1 134 (para. 169 and 
203); Guerin v. The Queen, supra note 21; Calder v. Attorney-General of British 
Columbia, supra note 17, in particular the reasons of Hall J.; @ e h  v.   de le, supra note 
9 I at 788; Tijani v. Secre tq  of Sourhern Nigeria, supra note 9 1 ;  Tmaki v. Baker, supra 
note 9 1 ;  The Queen v. Symondr, supra note 9 1. 

128 As already noted, this entitlement to compensation may also 'ae avaiIable in light of the 
Canadian Bill of Rights, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-123, though this issue remains unsettied in 
Canada In this regard, see also Mabo v. Queensland No. II )  supra note 9 1. 
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COMPENSATION IN CASES OF EXPROPRIATION UNRELATED 

TO ABORIGINAL AND TREATY RiGEïi'S 

We will start our discussion with a review of the principles applicable in cases of 

property expropriations unrelated to aborigind or treaty rights. 

As a general mie, a statute will not be read as ailowing the compulsory taking of 

property without payment of just compensation unless a legislative intention to do so is 

cleariy e~pressed."~ The right to fair and adequate compensation in cases of compulsory 

taking of property is thus one of the fiindamental piIIars of the law as we know it in Canada. 

The general test to be applied when assessing compensation in cases of compulsory 

taking is to determine what constitutes"just compensation" in each case. The notion of 'ljust 

compensation" is however extremely vague and can only be properly understood through a 

review of certain basic principles deveIoped by the courts in assessing compensation in cases 

of expropriation. 

In generai. when land is at issue, the courts have attempted to assess compensation 

based on the notion of the value to the owner as opposed to the value to the taker.IM in 

I 29 See Attorney-General v. de Keyser Royal Hotel Ltd, [1920] A.C. 508 (H.L.) at 542; 
Newcastle Braveries Lrd. v. The King, [1920] 1 KB. 854 at 866; Montreal v. Montreal 
Harbour Commission, [192q A.C. 299 at 3 13; Burmah Oil Co. v. Lord Ahtocare, [196S] 
A.C. 75 at 167-168; Manitoba Fisheries Lrd v. The Queen, supra note 105; The Queen 
(B.C.) v. Tener, supra note 105 at 547 and 559; Toronto Area Transit Operatmg Authority 
v. Del1 Holdmgs Ltd, [1997l 1 1C.R 32; E.C.E. Todd, The Law of Expropriation and 
Compensation m Canada, supra note IO4 at 3 1 to 38. 

'" Cedar Rapids v. Lacoste, [19I4] A.C. 569, at 576; Fraserv. Fraserville (City), [1917] A.C. 
187 at 194. 
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general this has tended to resuIt in an assessrnent of the "market value" of the land at the tirne 

of taking. The courts attempt to denve this "market value" by estimatulg the pnce at which 

a willing owner, but not obliged to sell, would sell to a penon desiring, but not obliged to 

buy.13' 

Assessment of the market value of the land at the time of taking rnay be based on the 

highest and best use of the land, thus placing into consideration those advantages which will 

give the land the greatest value in respect to the best uses to which can be made of it. 

Accordingly, "just compensation7' is to be determined on the basis of the market value of the 

property for the most profitabte uses to which it couid be put.'" 

One of' the major dficuities in making these assessments relates to the added value 

the land may have for the expropriating authority. Indeed, land which is used for certain 

econornic purposes -as an example agriculture - may have specid value to the expropriating 

authority largely in excess of the present uses of the land - as an example the same 

agriculturai land required for a hydroelectric project. The extent to which this added value 

is to be taken into account in determinhg "just compensation" is problematic and may lead 

to conflict as to the m e  measure of "just compensation". As a general d e ,  the courts have 

been hesitant to provide expropriated owners with huge windfalIs resulting fiom 

expropriations for schemes which were unforeseeable prior to the a d  expropriation. 

Increases in vaiue to the Iand which are exclusively and entirely amibutable to the scheme 

underlying the cornpulsory acquisition are not generally considered.'" 

13' R v. Que6ec Gas (1917), 17 Ex. C.R 386,42 D.L.R. 61, a d  49 D.L.R 692,59 S.C.R. 
677; V'cheria v. Revenue Divisional W c e r .  [1939] A.C+ 302. 

132 R v. Quebec Improsement Co. (1 9 I3), 1 8 Ex. C.R. 35; R v. Cmnére de Beauport, [I9 151 
17 Ex. CJL 414; R v. Fowlak (1893), 4 Ex.C.R 1. 

13; Pointe Gourde Qumrying & Transport Co. v. Sub-Intendant of Crown Lm&, [1947] A.C. 
565 (P.C.); Re Lucar Chesterfield Gas and Water Board, [ 19091 1 K.B. 16 (CA. )  at 25; The 
Kmg v. Beech. [I 9301 Ex. C.R. 133 at 142; Fraser v. Fruserville (Ciy), supra note 130 at 
192 to 194; Gough & The Asparria, Silloth & Dimiet Jomt Wder Board, [1904] 1 K.B. 4 17 

(continued ...) 



However, the value of the adaptability of ihe land for a special purpose, inc Iuding the 

special purpose which may justify the expropriation, or for which the land is especialIy or 

uniquely suited, such as, for example, the unique cbaracter of the Iand for hydroelectric 

development, is to be considered in determining the appropriate Ievei of "just compensation" 

for compuIsory taking of the tand.'3j 

Thus, the special value of the land for a particular scheme is to be considered, but not 

to the extent of granting compensation which involves providing a share of the Ml value of 

the development which bas crystdized at tbe time of expropriation. In short, the value of the 

Iand to the owner consists in the present vdue of ail advantages of the Iand and of al1 special 

future uses for which it is suited, without however specSc regard to the particular scheme for 

which the land is being expropriated. This special added value is to be detemined by the 

imaginary market which wodd have d e d  immediateiy prior to the specific expropriation. 

The d e  was expressed in the following ternis Chief Justice Ridie t  in Woods Manufacfuring 

Co. Ltd. v. The King: 

"WhiIe the principles to  be applied in assessing compensation to the 
owner for property expropriated by the Crown under the provisions of the 
Expropriation Act, c. 64, R.S.C. 1927, and under various other Canadian 
natutes in which powers of expropriation are given, have been long time 
settled by decisions of the JudiciaL Committee and this Court in a manner 
which appears to  us to be dear, it is perhaps well to restate them. The 
decision of the Judiaal Committee in Cedar Rapids Manufaauring and 
Power Co. v. Lacoste, where expropriation proceedings were taken under 
the provisions of the Railwuy Act. 2903, detemined that the Iaw in Canada 
as regards the principles upon which compensation for Land taken was to 
be awarded was the same as the law of EngIand at that tirne and the 

ijj (...continued) 

( C A )  at 423; Vyricheria v. Revenue DÏvisional Wcer, supra note 13 1 at 3 13. 

134 Cedar Rapia5 M+ochanrg and Power Co. v. Lacosce, supra note 130 at 576-577; Re 
Lucas ChesrerfieId Gas and Wafer Bomd, ïbid at 28; The King v. Elgin Realy Co. Ltd, 
[1943] SCR 49 at 52; Fraser v. The Queen, [1963] S.CK 455; C.N.R. v. Palmer, [1965] 
2 Ex. C.R. 305; Lamb v. Mmitoba @&O-EIectric Board, [1966] S.C.R. 229; Saint John 
Priory v. Ciry of Saint John, 11 9721 SCR 746. 
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judgment delivered by Lord Dunedin expressly approved the statement of 
these principles contained in the judgrnents of Vaughan-Williams and 
Fletcher-Moulton, U. J. , in Re Lucas and Chesterfield Gus and Water Board. 
The subject matter of the expropriation in the Cedar Rapids case consisted 
of two islands and certain resewed rights over a point of land in the St. 
Lawrence River, the principal value ofwhich lay not in the land itself but in 
the fact that these islands were so situated as to be necessary for the 
construction of a water power development on the river. It is in this case 
that the expression appears that where the element ofvalue over and above 
the bare value of the ground itself consim in adaptability for a certain 
undertaking, the value to the owner is to be taken as the price which 
possible intended undertakers would give and that that price must be 
tested by the imaginary market which would have ruled had the land been 
exposed to sale before any undertakers had secured the powers or acquired 
the other subjects which make the undertaking as a whole a realized 
p~ssibility."'~~ 

This d e  is to be applied liberally and in a manner which ensures that the full 

prospective or potentiai value and special adaptability of the concemed Iand are adequately 

factored in the determination of the "market value" criteria usually used to determine the 

appropriate Ievel of compensation in compulsory taking ca~es."~ 

Accordingly, in determining the level ofcompensation appropriate in cases of forcible 

taking, the courts usually take into account the special value of the land related to its fitness 

for a particular use which may not be its current use. The fact that the potentiality of the land 

has not been or may not be exploited by the owner does not bear on the applicability of 

considering this factor. Thus, this factor should normalIy be tiilly taken into account in 

determining the "market vaiue" of the Iand within the context of a virtual transaction between 

an owner wilIing but not obliged to sel1 and a third party willing but not obiiged to buy. So 

135 Woods M ~ a c r u r i n g  Co. Ltd. v. The Kmg, [I951] S.C.R. 504 at 506-507. 

136 The King v. Beech, supra note 133 at 142; Brown v. Commksioner for Railways ( 1 89O), 15 
A.C. 240 (P.C.); Bailey v. Isle of C h e r  Light Raihvays, [1900] 1 Q.B. 722; Monneal v. 
Brown er al, [I876-77 2 App. Cas. 168 at 181; Trent Sroughron v. Barbados Warer Supply 
Co., [Il3931 A.C. 502 at 504; Morrkon v. Monneal, [1877-781 3 App. Cas. 148 at 156; 
Fitqatrick v. New Liskard (1909), 13 O.W.R. 806 (C.A.); Re Ride11 & NewcastIe 
Gateshead Waer Co. ( 1  879), 90 L.T. 4411. 
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long as the potentiality of the future uses or special adaptability of the land is reasonably 

foreseeable, it foiiows that the owner wodd take into account the potentiai fiiture added value 

of the land when d e t e r e g  the price at which he would part with it. Likewise a potential 

acquirer of the land would also factor îhis potentiai value into the transaction. A court wodd 

thus take this into account in the determination of the appropriate level of compensation. This 

vaiuation of the land by its muSual feaiures, special adaptability or potentiaiity applies 

irrespectively of whether there is ody one possible purchaser who is acquiring under powers 

enabling compulsory a~quisition.'~' 

Moreover, the appropriate LeveI of compensation to be provided in cases of 

compulsory taking is not necessarily limited to the "market value" of the property. The owner 

is aiways entitled to the "market value" and to the added value for the unusual features, 

special adaptability or potentiaiity of the Iand as discussed above. However, the land may 

have a value to the orner which goes beyond simple market considerations: "Fair 

compensation would include payment of the value of the land taken. not necessarily limited 

to the market value bitr the value to the college in view of the purposesfor which the land wm 

used und to which if had been dedicared "13' In such circumstances the intrinsic value to the 

owner which is not capnued by the market m u t  also be taken into account in order to fairly 

compensate for the true but unmarketable value of the property . In Sisters of Chclrity v. R , 

Audette J. aptIy comrnented as folIows in this regard: 

"The property has been hetd and improved in such a manner as 
would serve its destination. its useful purposes to the owners, and if they 
were desiring to seII they would be unable to obtain a price Iike its real 
vaIue. It is impossible, in a case iike the present one, to ascertain the actual 
market value of such a property by the usual tests which presuppose a 
willing buyer; the conditions upon which such values are based are not 

13' Re Lucas Chestejieid Cas and Wurer Board, supra note 133 at 25; Vvricheria v- Revenue 
Divisional W c e r ,  supra note 13 1 at 3 15 to 3 t 8 and 3 23; Gough & The .Asparrio. Sdloth 
& District Joint Water B a d ,  supra note 13 3 at 423. 

13' SC. Michcet's College v. City of Toronto, [1926] S-CR. 3 18 at 324. 
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present. In a case of this charader, market value is not the measure of 
compensation. Therefore some other measure must be sought. In the 
absence of market value, the intrinsic value or value to the owners is the 
real value to ascertain for measuring the compen~ation."'~~ 

The law of expropriation in France has developed notions of "valeur de convenance", 

being that ascertainable but unmarketable value which the property aî3ords a particular owner, 

and of "valeur d'affection", wbich aims to address the more subjective value that a particdar 

property may have for its owner.Ia ïhese notions have found some support in expropriation 

cases dealt within Quebec."" 

The common law appears to prefer to deal with these situations through the concept 

of reinstatement by which, in appropriate circumstances, the owner is provided with sficient  

funds in order to be reinstated in an equivalent facility of comparable utility and commodity . 
This doctrine of equivalent reinstatement was developed at common law in order to provide 

adequate compensation in cases where notions such as ''market value'' could not capture the 

true value of a property in regard to the particdar purpose for which the property was being 

used, such as a church, school or hospital.'" Reinstatement is not however to be used in order 

to deprive an owner of the existing or potwtial economic value of the land. Indeed, one can 

imagine a situation where land on which a church is located would take on a new added value, 

as an exampie if a gold deposit was found to exist within the land. In such circumstances, 

it is the m e  market value of the land. inçluding the value in excess of the cost of 

reinstatement, which would constitute appropriate compensation. 

139 Sisrers of Chariry of Rockmghani v. R., 11 9241 Ex. C.R. 79 at 82-83. 

'UJ G.S. Challies, "Quelques probIèmes d'expropriationn (1 96 1) 2 1 R. de B. 163" at 165- 18 1 .  
See also E. Picard, Traité général de 1 'expropriation pour utilité publique (Bruxelles: F. 
Larcier, 1875) at 237 to 249. 

14' I. Forgues & J. Prémong Loisur I'expropriution annotée (Les Éditions Yvon Blais, 1998) 
at 77 to 80. 

141 See Ontario Law Refonn Commission Report on the Basis for Compensalion on 
Erpropriation, ( 1  967) at 19-20, 
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In any event, it is recognized by the courts that there are situations where pure market 

valuations fail to fùily compensate the owners of property affectai by compuIsory taking. In 

such circumstances, compensation in addition to "market value" is provided h u g h  the 

various legal mechanisms discussed above. 

In addition to dealing with issues directly addressing the vaiue of the property, the 

courts have also recognized that fallcompensation must also extend both to the consequentiai 

impacts of the compdsory taking (also referred to as disturbance darnages) and to the 

injinious affection caused to the adjacent land and property. 

Dealing first with the consequentiai impacts of compulsory takings. it is rare that such 

takings are not accompanied by a series ofcosts and disturbances unrelated to the actud vaiue 

of the expropriated property but which the owner wodd never have incurred were it not for 

the expropriation itself. The costs of relocating, the Iegai fees and appraisd costs invo tved in 

obtaining adequate advice and in negotiating or otherwise setting appropriate compensation 

leveis, business loss resulting fiom relocation, and the generai ovedl  disturbance, stress and 

aggravation almost invariably associated with compulsory taking are al1 elements which are 

subject to compensation in the appropriate circ~rnstances.'~~ 

Injurious affection is another major component in determinhg adequate levels of 

compensation in cornpulsory taking cases. The rules relating to injurious affection in 

expropriation cases are generally deemed to Vary in accordance with whether the injury is 

against land remaining in the hands of the owner after expropriation or whether the injury is 

incurred where no land of the injured party has been expropriated. 

'" See generally Toronto Area Transit Operating Authority v. Deil Holdings Ltd, supra note 
129; Ontario Law Reform Commission, Report on the Bais for Compensafion on 
Expropriation, ibid at 34 to 43; E.C.E. Todd, The Law of Erpropriation and Compensation 
in Canada, supra note IO4 at 274 to 327; G.S. Challies, The Law of Erpropriation 
(Montreai: WiIson et Lafieur, 1963). 
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Where the land remaining &er an expropriation is injuriously affected by the 

expropriation itseE or by the activities for which the land was expropriated in the first place, 

compensation wiil be owed irrespective of whether or not the injury would be actionable at 

common law as a nuisance or under some other cause of action. As stated by Anglin J.: 

FVhile (..) no clear principle can be deducedfiom the English authorities why the measure 

of compensation should be more liberal in the case of a taking of land than in thut ofmere 

injurious dection, the distinction is too welI established in England to aadmit offurther 

discussion here ".'* 

The general d e s  applicable in cases of injurious affection to the remaining land have 

been stated in various ways and may be summarized roughly as follows: 1) the land affected 

m u t  be heid by the same owner with the land taken; they need not be contiguous but rnust 

be related in some way: 2 )  the injury must result either fiom the expropriation itself - such 

as in cases where the land is severed - or either fiom the activities resulting from the 

cornpulsory taking or for which the taking was made; this injury includes not only the 

impedirnents which rnay be i n c d  in relation to the activities carried out on the remaining 

land, but also embraces the reduction in value that the remaining land sufiers as a 

consequence ofthe uses redting h m  the expropriation or reasonably anticipated as resulting 

therefrom; 3) the injury must not be too remote h m  the compulsory taking or the activities 

or uses resulting therefiom. 

Insofar as al1 conditions are present. the scope of compensation for injirrious affection 

to the remaining land will generalty extend to aU consequential darnages resulting fiom the 

lu Canadian Pacijc Rwny. Ca v. Albin (19 l9), 59 S.C.R. 15 1 at 160. See also Cowper Essex 
v. Local Boardfor Acton (I889), 14 App. Cas. 153 at 162. One explanation given for the 
rule is that a "C..) willfngseller wii i  onlysellaportion of his lundat aprice that takes mto 
account not on& the market value of the portion sold but also any diminution in value 
caused to the remaining land by reason of the construction or use of the works by the 
purchaser or his successur in ritle on the portion sold. ": E.C.E. Todd, The Law of 
Erpropriation and Compensation m Canada, supra note IO4 at 334. 
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expropriation itself, Tom construction on the expropriated property or fiom the operations 

canied out as a resuIt of the expropriation. 

Where no land is taken, the des reIated to injurious &tion are somewhat more 

restrictive. Thus someone who is affected by constructions or operations resuiting frorn the 

expropriation of land held by athird party may recover damages fiom the expropriating Party. 

However, these are available ody insofar as such damages are aIready accessible at common 

law irrespective of the expropriation. In such circumstances, in cornmon law jurisdictions? 

the aggrieved party does not fmd itself in a more favourable situation than if rhe 

expropriation had not occurred. In common law jurisdictions, the issues usually revolve 

around tort law and nuisance concepts. However, in cases of injurious affection resulting 

fiom third party expropriation, the defence of acting upon statutory authority is generaliy 

deemed unavailable, and it is the bar to such a defence which rnakes injurious afTection daims 

easier to sustain in circumstances of expropriation. The classic conditions which must be 

Wfilled to justify a claim for injurious affection if no land is taken are set forth as foIlows by 

the Ontario Law Reform Cornmission: 

"The remedy is not available on the same condition as where lands 
have been taken. Here, the conditions are considerably more restrictive. 
Four have been laid down: 

1. damage m u s  result from an a d  rendered lawful by the statutory 
powers of the authority; 
2. the darnage m u s  be such as would have been actionable at 
common law, but for the RatLItOry powers; 
3. the damage mus be an injury to the land itself and not a 
personal injury or an injury to  business or trade; and 
4. the damage rnust be occasioned by the construction of the 
public work, not by its u~er."~"~ 

' *  Ontario Law Reform Commission, Reporr on the Basisfbr Compensation on Erpropriarion, 
supra note 142 at 47. This statement of the law was itsetf taken from Angers L in 
.4utographic Regisrer Syslem v. CNR,  [1933] Ex. C.R. 152 at 155. 
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Finally, compensation available in cases of compulsory taking need not be 

determinable nor determined with mathematicai accuracy. Indeed the granting of a global 

amount reached in application ofthe above-mentioned p ~ c i p l e s  appears to be the appropriate 

way of allocating compensation in such circumstances. In this regard, a reasonable degree of 

discretion is aEorded to the courts in determinhg what constitutes fair compensation in the 

circumstances of a particuiar case.'* 

The principles of compensation in cases of compulsory taking constitute a usefui but 

incomplete base from which a discussion of compensation in cases of infringements of 

aboriginai and treaty rights may proceed. This discussion is particularly useful in cases where 

aboriginal land rights or aboriginaI rights closely comected to land are considered. Thus :5e 

concept of fair compensation based on "market value" considerations constitutes one aspect 

of compensation in aboriginal ri@ cases which must be Mly taken into consideration. 

However the "market vaiue" concept fails to capture many of the considerations to be taken 

into account in dealing with aboriginai issues and, in many cases, this concept rnay simply be 

irrelevant considering the Location and nature ofcertain aboriginal lands. The "market value" 

concept certainly appeals to a commercial perspective, but it fails to take into account the 

special relationship which exists between aboriginal peoples and their traditional lands as well 

as the cultural, spirituai and social aspects of aboriginal and treaty rights. Abonginal cultures 

are themselves often rooted in a relationship with partMar territones. The use of such 

temtories for activities unrelated or incompatibIe with traditional aboriginal activities can 

result in social disruptions of ahriginai societies which are obviously never caphued in 

"market vaiue" considerations. 

From this perspective, the notions of intrinsic value to the owner and of reinstatement 

used in an expropriation context may be heIpfuI in a discussion on methods of just 

compensation in aboriginal cases. In such cases, it is important to capture not only the 

1.16 Wooh Mam$~~:nvmg Co. Ltd. v. The ffiiig, supra note 135 at 5 15: Ontario Law Refom 
Commission, Report on the Bais for Compensation on Expropriution, supra note 142 at 14- 
15; G.S. Challies, The Lm of Eqropriation, supra note 143 at 94. 
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"market value" concept, but also the unmarketable but nevertheless fundamental spirituai, 

cultural and social aspects involved. 

The notions of consequential or disturbance damages found in compulsory taking 

cases may also be transposed to a certain degree to cases of infringements of aboriginal and 

treaty rights. Likewise, injurious affection p ~ c i p l e s  may find some application in aboriginal 

cases, though these principIes fail to capture many aspects of aboriginal rights. 

Nohvithstanding these serious and important reservations, compensation principles 

applicable in compulsory taking cases constitute a comparative base fiom which a discussion 

on compensation in cases of infringements of aboriginal and treaty rights can proceed. 

However, before pursuing further our discussion, a brief review of the experience in the 

United States with compensation in cases of taking of aboriginal lands will be carried out. 

As we shall see in the next chapter! this experience camot be fully transposed to Canada and 

is to be viewed with considerable reservations. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to review this 

experience if only to identify the pi$alls which should be avoided this side of the border. 
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CaAPTER 6 

THE EXPElUENCE IN THE üNITED STATES 

If, paraphrashg the Supceme Court of Canada in Sparrow, we cannot recount with 

much pride the treatment of aboriginal peoples in Canada, it cm be argued that the historic 

treatment of the aboriginal peoples by the United States has been shameful and, to a large 

extent, offends even the most basic and elementary notions of decency and fairness. The 

history of the dations between aboriginal peoples and the United States is simpLy too weU 

known to merit repeat here. Suffice it to Say that this relationship is characterized by war, 

plunder, displacement and dispossession. A11 too often this disturbing relationship has found 

justification within the judicial system of the United States, an minent legai system which 

has unfortunately, to a large degree, failed aboriginal peoples.'" 

One of the Ieading characteristics of the legai statu afforded aboriginal rights in the 

United States and which tias heavily influenced the issue of compensation in cases of taking 

of aboriginal [and is the refusal by the courts to extend to aboriginals many of the 

fundamental rights provided for in the Constitution of the United States. Of particular interest 

here is the refusal to extend to aboriginal peoples the MI protection of the F i f i  Amendment 

14' Reference in this regard may be made to D.E. WiIkins, Americm Indian Sovereignry mid 
the US. Supreme Court-The Mmhg ofJusticq (U. of Texas Press, 1997). See in generd 
J. HurIey, "Aborigind Rights in Modem American Case Law" [1983] 2 C.N.LK 9; F.S. 
Cohen, Felù S. Cohen 's Hmdbook of Federal Indian Law, Rennard Strickland et ai, eds 
(CharlottesvitIe,Vüginia: The MichicCompany, 1982); RN. Clinton, N.J. Newton & M.E. 
Price, Americun Indian h (CharIotteviIle, Vuginia: The Michie Company, 199 1 ); GA. 
Wilkinson, "indian Tribal CIairns Before the Court of Clahs" ( I  966) 55 Georgetown L.J. 
5 11; S.P. McSloy, "Revisiting the "Courts of the Conqueroi': American indian CIaims 
against the United States" (1994) 44 Amen'can University LJL 537. 
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which provides for the right to "just compensation" in cases of property taken for public 

In the case of Tee-Hit-Ton Indians v. ~ n i t e d  St~tes ,"~ the dispute revolved around 

a clairn by a smail aboriginal community fiom Alaska which was seeking Fi* Amendment 

compensation following the sale of lumber rights by the United States in the Tongass National 

Forest pursuant to an act of the United States Congress which authorized such sales 

notwithstanding any claims by Alaskan natives. Though this case could have been treated as 

a form of unilateral extinguishrnent without compensation for the aboriginal rights in and to 

the timber, the Supreme Court ofthe United States went quite further. In Light of the limited 

sovereignty recognized to aboriginal nations within the concept of "domestic dependent 

nation" developed in the 19' Century by the Court, these nations are deemed to stand to a 

certain degree outside the Constitution of the United States. Consequently. aboriginal titie 

is not afforded the full protection of the F i f i  Amendment. For the Court, oniy the taking of 

land "*recognized" by Congress as subject to some form of aboriginal interest can give rise 

to compensation claims cognizable by the judiciary. In essence, this case stands for the 

proposition that compensation will be owed for the taking of aboriginal lands oniy insofar as 

the United States Congress agrees. The case essentially justifies the dispossession of 

aboriginal peoples as a necessary expedient for the progress of the Unitea States and 

precludes the judiciary fiom interferhg in this process of dispossession unless specifically 

mandated to do so by Congress: 

IJ8 Uniled Scates v. Aicea Band of Tillamooks er al, 34 1 U.S. 48 ( 195 1 ); Tee-Hir-Ton Indium 
W. United States, 348 US. 272 (1955). As noted by N.J. Newton: "(. ..) the courts have 
developed m o  doctrhalstrains limitingfifih mendment protection for Indian lands- Firsr, 
the Supreme Court hm held that abon'gmal Indian land is not 'properry " for the purposes 
of thefrfih amendment, m Tee-Hit-Ton. Second, the courts have, in efect. hefd rhat not all 
t a h g s  are takings; some acquisitions of indiun land by the federal government are outside 
the scope of thefifh mendment ". N J. Newton T h e  Judicial Role in Fifth Amendment 
Takings oFIndian Land: An Anaiysis of the Sioza Nation Rule" (1982) 6 1 Oregon L.R. 245, 
at 248. 

l J9  Tee-Bit-Ton Indians v. United States, Ibid. 
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" In light of the himory of Indian relations in this Nation. no other 
course would meet the problem of the growth of the United States except 
to make congressional contributions for Indian lands rather than to subject 
the Government to an obligation to pay the value when taken with interest 
to the date of payrnent. Our conclusion does not uphold harshness as 
againn tenderness toward the Indians, but it leaves with Congress. where 
it belongs, the policy of Indian gratuities for termination of indian 
occupancy ofCovernment-owned land rather than making compensation for 
its value a rigid constitutional prin~iple"'~~ 

Nor are aboriginal peoples extended the full protection ofthe due process and equaiity 

provisions found in the Fourteenth Amendment which could ensure them "just compensation" 

in cases of taking of land through due process or equality con~iderations.'~' Thus, in regards 

to the taking of their traditional lands, aboriginals are to some extent denizens whose rights 

to compensation are largely dependent on the goodwill of a Congress in which they have Iittle 

or no voice. 

The approach described above is fimdarnentally incompatible with the common law 

of aboriginal title as known and applied in Canada and discussed extensively in the previous 

chapters.'" This approach is aiso at odds with the treatment afforded aboriginal rights 

throughout the Commonwealth in countries closely following the British tradition.'" 

''O Tee-Hic-Ton Indians v. United States, ibid at 290-29 1. 

' Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez: 436 U.S. 49 (1978); Elk v. Wilkins, 1 12 US. 94 ( 1  884). 

15' See Delgammukw v. B.C., supra note 1 at 1 1 14 and 1 133-1 134 (para. 169 and 203); Guerin 
v. The Queen, supra note 2 1; Calder v. Attorney-General of British Columbia, supra note 
17, in particular the reasons of Hall J. 

'" The Queen v. Symonds, supra note 9 1 ; Tamaki v. Baker* supra note 9 1 ; vani v. Secrerary 
of Southem Nigeria, supra note 91; ûyekan v. Adele, supra note 91 at 788. In Australia, 
the issue of the right to compensation at common law in cases of extinguishment of 
abonginal title remains uncertain in light of the divided opinions on this matter in Mabo v. 
Queensland (No. 2), [1992] 5 C.N.L.R. 1 at 11-12 and90. However, that issue is somewhat 
moot in Australiasincethe right to compensation in cases of infnngementorextinguishment 
of aboriginat title flows in any event h m  the operation of the Racial Dkcriminorion Act, 
1975 of the Commonwealth of A u d i a  as interpreted in Mabo v. Queensland (No. fi, 
supra note 91. 
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In Iight of these fundamental incompatibilities in approach, the experience in the 

United States is of limited use in our discussion relating to Iegal prïnciples applicable to the 

determination of compensation in cases of kdingements of aboriginal and treaty rights in 

Canada. It is with this cuveat in mind that we continue our discussion of the experience 

South of the border. 

Thus, under the legai system of the United States, compensation for taking of lands 

subject to an aboriginal interest is not an issue which can be addressed by the courts unless 

the aboriginal interest in the land has been somehow 'kcognized" by treaty, agreement, 

statute or otherwise. Even when such interest is "recognized," the involvement of the courts 

in the determination of compensation for the taking of such land is seriously curtailed by the 

concept of the plenary power of Congress in dealings with aboriginal nations. 

This concept has been exemplified at its worst in Lone Wolfv. Hitch~ock'~'. In that 

case the dispute revolved around a breach of a treaty. Lands reserved under the tems of the 

treaty were subsequently ceded without following the requisite procedure provided for in the 

treaty and spedically conditionhg any land cession to the consent of "at least t h e  fourths 

of al1 adult male indiaas occupying" the reserved lands. The United States Congress had 

enacted Iegislation purporthg to proceed with the sale of the land in question even though the 

procedural requirements for a land cession under the treaty had not been fuifilled. The main 

hoIding of the Supreme Court of the United States in that case was that the United States 

Congress could unilaterally abrogate treaties with aboriginal nations, and that the courts 

wouid neither review congressional legislation in this regard nor review the adequacy of the 

compensation provided by the Congress to the aggrieved abonginais. The Court expressed 

the following opinion in this regard: 

"Indeed, the controversy which this case presents is conduded by 
the decision in Cherokee Nation v. Hitchcock. 187 U.S. 294, decided at this 

'" Lone Woffv. Hitchcock 187 U.S. 553 (1903). 
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term, where it was held that fùll administrative power was possessed by 
Congress over Indian tribal property. In effen, the action of Congress now 
cornplained of was but an exercise of such power, a mere change in the 
form of investment of lndian mbal property, the property of those who, as 
we have held, were in substantial effen the wards of the govemment. We 
must presume that Congress aaed in pefiect good faith in the dealings with 
the lndians of which complaint is made, and that the legislative brandi of 
the government exercised its best judgment in the premises. In any event, 
as Congress possessed full power in the rnatter, the judiciary cannot 
question or inquire into the motives which prompted the enactment of this 
legislation. If injury was occasioned, which we do not wish to be 
understood as implying, relief must be sought by an appeal to that body for 
redress and not to the courts."'" 

This case implies that congressionai legislation providig for the taking of 

"recognizedl aboriginal lands is not subject to teview by the courts either under the terms of 

the Fifth Amendment "ust compensation" principle or under the terms of any other common 

law or constitutionai legai principle. This radical and fundamentaIly inquitable view has 

however been largely attenuated in subsequent decisions. Nevertheless the inescapable 

conclusion to the Lone Wolfcase is that the judiciary will not play a role in relation to 

compensation. even in the cases of the taking of 'kcognized" aboriginal lands, unless 

specifically mandated to do so by the United States Congress. 

This indeed is what the United States Congress has done in rnany specific cases and 

in a more gened manner in the legislation which set up the Indians Claims Commission and 

in nrbsequent legislation granting some authority to the US. Court of Claims over aboriginal 

land takings. Nevertheless, in such circumstances the right to compensation is dependent 

upon the terrns of the statutory provision. 
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The principles expressed in the Lone Wolfcase where to some degree revisited in 

Shoshone Tribe v. Uni tedState~. '~  In Shoshone Tribe, the United States was çued for bmch 

of treaty stipulations whereby the concemed Shoshone nation had been deprived of the 

possession and enjoyment of an undivided half interest in tribal lands set aside by treaty. An 

interest in the disputed lands was in fact given by the United States to another aboriginal 

nation over the protests ofthe Shoshone. It is necessary to note in this regard thatjurisdiction 

to hear the claim of the Shoshone was confened upon the US. Court of Claims by an act of 

the United States Congress. Addressing the issue of congressionai plenary powers over 

aboriginal matters as expressed in Lone Wolf, Justice Cardozo stated the fo1Iowing for the 

Supreme Court of the United States: 

"Power to control and manage the property and affairs o f  indians in 
good faith for their bettement and welfare may be exerted in many ways 
and at times even in derogation of the provisions of a treaty, h n e  Wolfv. 
Hitchcock, 187 U.S. 553,564,565,566. The power does not extend as Far as 
to enable the Covernment "to give the tribal lands to others, or to 
appropriate thcm to its own purposes, without rendering, or assurning an 
obligation to render. just compensation . . . : for that ivould not be an 
exercise of guardianship, but an act of confiscation"' United States v. Creek 
Nation, supra 1295 US.  1031, p. 110; ating iune v. Pueblo ofSanta Rosa, 249 
US. 294,307-308. The right of the lndians to the occupancy of the lands 
pLedged to them. may be one of occupancy only, but it is "as sacred as that 
of the United States to the fie" United States v. Cook, supra 119 Wall. 59 1 1. 
p.593; Lone Wolfv. Hitchcock, supra; Choote v. Trapp, 224 US. 665, 671; 
Yunkton Sioux Tribe v. United States. supra [272 U.S .  35 1 1. Spoliation is not 
rnar~agement."'~' 

The apparently contradictory decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States in 

Lune Woffand Shoshone Tribe were to some degree reconciIed in United States v. Sioux 

Naiion of lndian.~. '~~ There the Court reIied on the reasoning of the U.S. Court of CIaims in 

'" Shoshone Tribe v. United States, 299 U.S. 476 (1937). 

' Ibid. at 497-498. 

'" United States v. Sioux Nation of Indians, 448 U.S. 371 (1980). 
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the Fort Berthold Reservation case.Is This reconciliation was achieved through reference to 

the fiduciary obligations of the United States in managing "recognized" aboriginal lands. 

In Fort Berthold Reservation, the U.S. Court of Claims came to the conclusion that 

the United States Congress codd not, in the same transaction involving "recognized" 

aboriginai lands, act as a truste for the benefit of the concemed aboriginal nation and at the 

same tirne exercise its sovereign power of eminent domain. In order to distinguish the 

capacity in which the Congress was acting, the US. Court of Clairns set out a guideline by 

which one codd distinguish between congressionai ''trust" action and congressional "eminent 

domain'? action in relation to aboriginal proprietary interests. The guideline provides that 

where the United States Congress has made a good faith effort to give the concerned 

aboriginals the full vatue of the land and thus merely transmutes the property from land to 

money. there is no taking and Congress is deemed to have acted in its "tnist" capacity. Insofar 

as such a good faith effort has been made by Congress, the courts wiii not interfere with the 

determination ofcompensation; however where such effort was not made, the courts may then 

intervene and order the payment of compensation to correct the situation. 

In Sioux Nation, the Supreme Court of the United States expressly discarded the 

presumption underlying the Lone Wolfcase to the effect that relations between the United 

States and the various aboriginai peopIes Iocated on its temtory were political marters in 

which the judiciary played no r ~ l e . ' ~  Noting that the case in Lone Wolfwas decided at a tirne 

when Congress had not waived the sovereign immunity of the United States against claims 

from aboriginals based on recognized aboriginal laad title, the Supreme Court of the United 

States concluded that the holdings in that case wouId appear to have lost much of their force. 

The Court rather substituted therefore principies closely related to fiduciary relationships: 

'" Fort BerthoM Reservation v. United States, 390 F2d 686 (Ct. Cl., 1968). 

See also Delewwe Tribal Business Comm v. Weeks, 430 U.S. 73 (1977) at 84. 
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"More significantly, Lone Wolfs's presumption ofcongressional good 
faith has little to commend it as an enduring principte for deciding 
questions of the kind presented here. In wery case where a taking of 
treaty-protected property is alleged, a reviewing court must recognize that 
tribal lands are subject to Congress' power to control and manage the 
tribeps affairs. But the court must also be cognizant that "this power to 
conaol and manage [isl not absolute. While extending to al1 appropriate 
measures for protecting and advancing the tribe, it [isl subject to limitations 
inhering in (...) a guardianship and to pertinent constitutional restrictions." 
United States v. Creek Nation, 295 U.S., at 109-1 1 O. Accord: Menominee Tnbe v. 
United States, 391 U S .  404,413 (1968); FPG v. Tuscarora Indian Nation, 362 
US. 99. 122 (1 960); United States v. Klamath lndians, 304 U.S. 1 19, 123 
(1938); United States v. Shoshone Tribe, 304 U.S. 1 1 1,115-1 16 (1 938); Shoshone 
Tribe v. United States, 299 U.S. 476,497-498 (1937)."16' 

The Court approved to a large degree the guideline set out in the Fort Berthold 

Reservarion case, noting however that this guideline m u t  be properly understood as deriving 

From trust relationships. Therefore the principal inquiry is not to detemine in a particular 

case if the government acted in good faith, but rather to determine the adequacy of the 

consideration given by the goverment for the taking of "recognized" aboriginal lands, being 

understood that this issue of adequate compensation is a judicial and not a Iegisiative 

question. ' b2 

ft thus appears that, in the United States, the judiciary cannot interfere with issues 

pertaining to compensation and taking of land subject to aboriginal title unless such lands 

have been "recognized" through some instrument, including recognition by treaty, agreement 

or statute. In the cases where "recognized" aboriginal land is taken without proper aboriginal 

consent, the courts may intervene if little effort to compensate the concemed aboriginals has 

been made or if the level of compensation is clearly inadequate. Thus, if a careh1 review of 

the historical records and of the consideration paid reveds that the United States made a good 

161 United Smes v. Sioux Nation, supra note 158 at 414-41 5. See Nf. Newton, "The Judicial 
Role in F i f i  Amendment Takings of Indian Land: An Analysis of the Sioux Nation Rule", 
supra note 148. 
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faith effort to provide the concerned aboriginals with payrnent for the fiil value of the land 

taken, the test is satisfied and the courts wiii not interfiire. On the other hand, if the test is not 

satisfied, then the taking of the land wiii give rise to an impiied undertaking to make just 

compensation to the aboriginais, an impiied undertaking which wiII be enforced by the 

judiciary. The United States Congres may however deny to the aboriginds fair 

compensation or restnct their access to the courts if it adopts clear Iegislation to this effect. 

We now move to the issue of assessing what precisely constitutes for the courts of the 

United States adequate consideration or just compensation in circumstances surrounding the 

taking of "recognized" aboriginal lands. 

First, as a general rule the land will normalIy be valued as if the aboriginals held the 

fee simple to it. For instance, in United States v. Shoshone TribeIa, the trial court, in valuing 

the lands heId by the aboriginals, included the value of the timber and minerals on and in the 

land. On appeal, the Supreme Court of the United States rejected the goverment's 

contention that the interest of the aboriginals in the land amounted to Iess than a fee simpIe 

and that consequentIy the inclusion of timber and minerals in the assessrnent ofthe aboriginal 

interest was wrong. The Supreme Court of the United States rather held that: "The right of 

perperual and c1cclusive ocnrpancy of the land is nor less valuable than fil/ title in/ee".'w 

'63 United States v. Shushone Tribe, 304 U.S. 1 1 1 (1938). 

165 Ibid at 1 16. See also United States v. Klamath and Moadoc Tnbe of Indians, 304 US. 1 19 
(1938); Otoe & Missouria Tnbe of Indians v. United States, 13 1 F. Supp. 265 (CL CI., 
1959, c m .  denied 350 U.S. 848 (1955); Miami Tribe of Oklahoma v. United States, 175 
F. Supp. 926 (CL Cl.. 1959) at 942. 
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Second, the vduation is generally determined fiom the date of taking.'" The date of 

taking is not aiways easy to ascertain and this date c m  ofien only be determinai through a 

detailed review of the historicd record. The date of taking wiIl generally be deemed to be 

when the United States formally depriveci the concerned aboriginals of their possession of the 

concerned land. The date at which third parties may have encroached on the land prior to 

formal governent taking is not nomally taken into account. Moreover, when the land taken 

was held by the abonginais under instruments, including treaties, either granting the land to 

hem in fee simple or confirming a fee simple tenure in the land, the date of taking will be 

deerned to be the date actual title to the land was hmsferred to a third party through letters 

patent. 

Third, the determination of the actud d u e  of the land must be made. This 

determination is usually based on "market value" considerations where the aboriginal interest 

in the land is usually Iargely ignored. The concept of "market value' was considered in 

Miami Tribe of Oklahoma v. United States16' where a decision of the indian CIaims 

Commission was cited with approvd: "Fair market value wus defined by the Indian Claim 

Commission in the Osage Nation ofindians v. United States. 3 Ind. CI, Comm. 231, as follow: 

Market price is the highest price in terms of money which land will bring i/e.rposed for sale 

in the open market with a remonable tirne allowed tofind a purchaser buying with knowledge 

of ail the uses and purposes tu which it is b a t  adapted and for which ir is capable of being 

used, ''.168 This ofcourse is anaIogous to the "market vahe" concept ofien used in compulsory 

'65 Forf Berthold &?.wrvation v. United States, supra note 159 at 698; United States v. 
Cherokee Nation, 474 F2d 628 (Ct. Cl., 1973); PilIagerBmak of Chippava Indians. M i m  
v. United Sfutes, 428 F2d 1274 (Ci. CL, 1970) at 1277; Sàc and Fox Tribes of Indiam of 
OkZa- v. United States. 383 F.2d 99 I (Ct. CI, 1967) at 100 1, cert. denied 389 U.S. 90. 

'" Creek Nation v. United States, 302 US- 620 (1 938); UnitedStates v. Cherokee Nation, ibid 
at 635. 

' 1 5 ~  Miami Tribe of Oklahoma v. United States, supra note 164. 
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taking cases unrelated to aborigiaals land t a h g  and which is discussed extensively in the 

previous chapter. 

This notion of "market value" when assessing land subject to a "recognized" 

abonginai interest was in part developed in opposition to the "subsistence" approach to 

valuation put forward by the govemment. The "subsistence" approach attempts to limit the 

vaiue of the abonginai interest in the land to what economic vaiue could be ascnied to the 

traditionai activities of the abonginais. Thus, in Otoe & Missouria Tribe of lndians v. United 

the government argued that, in light of the absence of a market vaiue for the land 

there at issue, the compensation for the taking of the land should be based on a consideration 

of the value of the abonginai subsistence activities on the land capitalized in order to ensure 

an equivalent economic value to the affected members of the concerned aboriginai nation. 

The US. Court of CIaims rejected this approach and reiterated that even if no market existed 

for the lands, "this does not mean that such land was worth no more than the value ofthe 

subsistence it provided for the Indians. "'70 in the absence of evidence of "market vaiue" in 

the conventionai sense, the Court there stated the method of vahation to be used in order to 

properly determine the vaiue of the land subject to the aboriginal interest: 

"This method of valuation takes into consideration whatever sales 
of neighboring lands are of record. I t  considers the natural resources ofthe 
land ceded, induding its dimate, vegetation, induding tirnber, garne and 
wildlife, mineral resources and whether they are of economic value at the 
time of cession, or merely of potential value, water power, its then or 
potential use, markets and transportation - considering the ready market 
at that time and the potential market."'" 

16' Otoe & Misouria Tribe of Indians v. United States, supra note 164. 

'70 Ibid at 290. 

"' Ibid at 290. 
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Thus, in the determination of the "market vaiue" of the land subject to "recognized" 

aboriginal interests, numerous factors need to be taken into account by the courts which go 

beyond a simple assessment of the economic value of the abonginai activities c a r i d  out on 

the land. The fair value of the land is to be ascertained taking into account ail pertinent 

factors including the mineral, timber, water power and agricuItural potential of the land.'" 

The application of these factors remains somewhat problematic in each case, 

particularIy when the courts are called upon to value land transactions sometirnes over a 

century old. Such determinations of ancient land transactions were often mandated by the 

United States Congress, and many of the cases discussing proper valuation p ~ c i p l e s  must 

be understood within the inherent difficulty of making such determinations on the basis ofan 

oflen hypothetical historical economic record. The application of such factors to 

contemporary land transactions should be less problematic. 

Indeed, these factors tend to increase considerably the value of the land at issue by 

ensuring that the potential economic value of the probable fbture uses of the land are taken 

into account in the determination of the vaiue ascribed to the land. Of prime importance of 

course is the consideration given to the natural resources of the lands. Thus, compensation 

for the value of such resources is factored even though the concerned aboriginals may not be 

actively exploiting the resource at the time of taking. insofar as the potential use of the land 

or its resources is sufficiently crystallized at the time of taking, these uses must be taken into 

account in ascertainhg the proper level of compensation. As an exmple, compensation for 

standing timber and for minerals is made even if the concemed aboriginals have not 

I I I  See generally United States v. Shoshone Tribe, supra note 163; Afcea Band of Til~amook 
v. United States, 89 F .  Supp. 938 (CL Cl., 1950), reversed as to interest ody 341 U.S. 48; 
Rogue River Tribe of indians v. United States, 89 F.  Supp. 798 (CL Cl., 1 95O), cert. denied 
341 U.S. 902; Osage Nation of Indians v. United States 97 F .  Supp. 38 1 (Ct. Cl., 195 I), 
cert. denied, 342 US. 896 (1951); Otoe & Missouria Tnbe of Indiam v. Ilniied Srates, 
supra note 164; Miami Tribe of Okiahorna v. United States, supra note 164 at 943-944. 
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themselves been actively pursuing their commercial exp10itation.l~~ However the natuml 

resources must be deemed as having some economic value at the tirne of taking, abeit that 

value may have been unrealized. The mere speculative chance of potential value is 

insufficient. Rather, a reasonable expectation of exploiting the resource must be present at 

the time of taking in order for its value to be taken into account. 

Thus, in Alcea Band of ïïliamooks v, United States,"' the evidence showed that the 

timber on the concerned land was ofgood quality and the potentiaiity of its exploitation could 

be reasonably foreseen at the tirne of taking in 1855 in light of the state of the iumber industry 

in the United States at that time. Consequently, the U.S. Court of Claims there took into 

account the potential value of the timber in its valuation of the land. The sarne reasoning was 

applied by the Court in finding that the land also held agricultural value as well as potential 

mineral value. Similar reasoning was held in regard to the timber value of the land in Rogue 

River Tribe of lndians v. United States.'75 

Conversely, if the evidence discloses that the economic value of the naturai resources 

of the land was highly speculative at the tirne of taking this speculative value will not be 

considered. This rule applies even when reviewing histoncai land transactions with the full 

benefit ofhindsight. Thus, even if a natural resource fond  on the land turns out to be ofgreat 

value, this value wiIl not normally be taken into account unless it was sufficiently crystallized 

at the time of taking in order to constitute an economic value at that time. Values attributable 

purely to hindsight are not normally considered in the absence of some h u d  or other foms 

of sharp dedings. The application of this rule may however lead to injustice, particularly 

See United States v. Mamath and Moadoc Tribe of Indians, supra note 164. 

174 Alcea Band of iïIlamooks Y. United States, supra note 172. 

"' Rogue River Tribe of Indiam v. United States, mpra note 172. 
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when the actud dispossession of the aboriginais was canied out with the purpose of acquiring 

iands with great mineral potential dbeit untealized at the time of taking."' 

As a final comment to this review of the experience with compensation for the taking 

of aboriginal Iand in the United States, it is appropriate to note that the "market value" 

approach used in valuing land compdsody taken h m  aboriginais fails to include in the 

ovedl  factors to be taken into account the spiritual, cuIturaI and socid values of the land for 

the concerned aboriginais. The "market valuen approach tfius perpetuates the dispossession 

of aborigind peoples by Iimiting the value given to the Iand to those facton of interest to the 

dominant society and by ascribing little or no value to the facton of primary interest to the 

aboriginals. From this perspective, the "market value" approach is highIy deficient and oniy 

considers one side of the equation. 

Moreover, the overall expenence with compensation in the United States in such 

circurnstances tends to show that the rules of the game are stacked against aboriginal 

claimants who are conhnted with a series of legal d e s  and precedents which render very 

difficult not only the access to the courts for the redress of cIaims, but aiso the actual 

prosecution of such claims. 

A review of the case Iaw leads to the conctusion that the prosecution of aboriginal 

compensation claims is an arduous and very long exercise requiring many years if not decades 

of sustained eKorts. The actud resohtion of such claims appears hampered by p ~ c i p l e s  of 

compensation which often b i t  the debate to n m w  "market value" concepts which are 

foreign to the aboriginal experience, which ignore the spiritual, cuIturai and socid aspects of 

the forcible taking, and which in any event fail to provide the aboripinals with the fiil1 

measure of the future economic value of th& tan& The very notion of forcible taking 

i m p k  that the abonginai peoples are severed h m  the decision making process conceming 

See Sioux Tribe of Indians v. United Stares, 146 F. Supp. 229 (Ct. CI., I956). 
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their traditional Iands and, consequentIy, are pIaced in a position which ensures that the me 

value of iheir aboriginal Iands for uses unrelateci to traditionai aboriginal activities will be 

reaped by others. 

Though the experience in the United States may be of limited use for the reasons 

stated above, the methods of compensation used in cases of taking of aboriginal Imds 

constitute nevertheless a minimal bottom case scenario kom which to compare the principles 

applicable in Canada 
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CJUITER 7 

COMPENSATION PRiNCIPLES 

The previous chapters provide us with the appropriate background in order to discuss 

the general legaI principles which are to guide the determination of compensation in cases of 

mfiingements to aboriginal or treaty rights. In this chapter, broad basic legal principles to 

determine compensation in such cases are discussed. Though certainly not exhaustive, these 

principles are those which are beIieved to be most pertinent ta our discussion in that they set 

out sufficiently broad parameters to fit varied circumstances yet are specifically adapted to 

aboriginal and treaty rights inhgement cases. 

A. Compensation is to be determined in accordance with a methodology wbicb takes 

into accoun t fiduciary law principles 

The first issue to be discussed in tfiis regard is the general Iegai fiamework in which 

compensation p ~ c i p l e s  are to be determined, 

The fiamework of private Iaw is inappropriate since infrzngements to aboriginal or 

treaty rights are not "wrongs" in a tort law sense and are not governed by private law 

principles. As we discussed above, the common iaw of aboriginal rights is largely retated to 

public law and serves to govem the relationship between the Crown and aboriginal peoples. 

This relationship is tied to history and to the process of nation buiIding. hfikgements of 

aboriginal and treaty rights must thus be viewed in the context ofthis historic retationship and 

of the underlying public law concepts goveniing this reIationship of the Crown with 
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aboriginal peoples. The application of private law d e s  in order to govem this relationslip 

is inappropriate and this appmach is to be discarded as simply inapplicable and wrong.ln 

In the context of inEringements to aboriginal land rights, including aboriginal title, an 

argument can be sustained that expropriation Iaw principles should govern the applicable 

compensation principles. As we discussed above, expropriation law has lead to the 

development of many principles which may be useful in discussing compensation in an 

aboriginal rights context, and to a Iarge extent expropriation principles and attending "market 

value" concepts have influenced the determination of compensation levels in cases of taking 

of aboriginal land in the United States. However, though expropriation law is to some extent 

part of public law, at least in the sense that the expropriating authority is acting on Crown 

authority, the main t h s t  ofexpropriation Iaw is to compensateprivate parties for the forcible 

taking of their property. Expropriation law is somewhat at a lost in deaiing with property 

which is not used in a normal market environment. In this regard, expropriation law has 

attempted to address such cases through the concept of reinstatement. This concept is 

however difficult to transpose in the context of Sngernents of aboriginal and treaty rights 

since, in most aboriginal cases, reinstatement wouId be difficult to achieve, ifnot impossible, 

in light of the particdatities ofthe concerned rights. This is especially tnte of infiingements 

to aboriginal land where replacement of the land is at best difficult and, when physically 

feasible, cannot compensate for the spiritual, cultural and social impacts on the affectai 

aboriginals which resuIts h m  the interference with their relationship to the land. Likewise, 

it is difficult to argue that an aborigind fishing right can be adequately cornpensateci by 

providing the concerned group with an identicai quantity of fish acquired at a fish market! 

'" See note 179 infia. 
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The whole social and spiritual dimension is lost in such absurd replacement and reinstatement 

Moreover, the collective dimension of aboriginai and treat). rights would be Iost in the 

framework of expropriation law concepts. These concepts have been developed to deal 

essentially with individual property owners. It is somewhat difficult to conceive that 

aboriginal rights would be govemed by the same principles as those applicable to private 

property which is expropriated. The collective dimension of aboriginal and treaty rights and 

the special sui generis nature of these rights would be lost if expropriation principles where 

simply applied in cases of infringements to such rights. As the Supreme Court of Canada has 

repeatedly stated, it is simply not possible to transpose to aboriginal title, and to aboriginal 

and treaty rights generally, normal property rights concepts.'79 

Expropriation law compensation principles should thus serve as appropriate ceference 

points from which to consider the detemination of compensation in cases of infnngements 

to aboriginal or treaty rights, but they should not serve as the goveniing principtes in such 

cases. 

"' In Iight of the concept of aboriginal rights as defined by the Supreme Court of Canada -- 
an integral practice, custom or tradition ofthe aboriginal culture of the concerned aboriginal 
communil - the social or spiritual dimension would probably constitute a bar to most 
reinstatement schemes in relation to aboriginal rights. However, reinstatement may be 
contemplated in certain circumstances related to certain treaty rights, particularly 
commercial veaty rights, insofa as the concerned treaty nght is clearly unrelated to any 
underlying aboriginai right and has no special social or spirituai aspects. 

179 R V. Sundown, supra note 48 at para 35; St. Mas> 's Indian Band v. Cranbrook, supra note 
39 at 666-667 (para. 14); D e l g d  v. B.C., supra note 1 at 108 1 to 1 O83 and 1090 (para 
1 12 to 1 15,117 and 130); R v. Van der Peet, supra note 24 at 580 (para. 1 19): Bluebeny 
River Indian Band v. Canada, supra note 93 at 358 and 387 (para. 6 and 72); R v. Badger, 
supra note 48 at 8 13 (para. 78); R v. Sparrow, supra note 5 at 1 1 12; Canadiun Pac@c v. 
Paul, supra note 93 at 678; Simon v. The Queen, supra note 48 at 404; Guerin v. The 
Queen, supra note 2 1 at 3 79 and 3 82. 
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The courts have properly understoadcompensation in such circumstances to be largely 

govemed by fiduciary law principles. Fiduciary and trust law principles are most appropriate 

in ensuring that the honour of the Cmwn is preserved when compensation is required to 

alleviate the consequences of ~ g e m e n t s  of aboriginal and treaty rights. As Justice La 

Forest stated in Deigamuukw v. B.C.: 

" It must be emphasized, nonetheless, that fair compensation in the 
present context is not equated with the price of a fee simple. Rather, 
compensation must beviewed in t e m s  ofthe right and in keeping with the 
honour of the Crown. Thus, generally speaking, compensation may be 
greater where the expropriation relates to a village area as opposed to a 
remotely visited area. I add that account mus be taken of the 
interdependence of traditional uses to which the [and was put. 

In summary, in developing vast tracts of land, the govemment is 
expeaed to consider the economic well being of Canadians. But the 
aboriginal peoples must not be forgotten in this equation. Their legal right 
to occupy and possess certain Iands, as confirmed by S. 35(1) of the 
Constirution Act, 1982, mandates basic faimess cornmensurate with the 
honour and good faith of the C r o ~ n . " ' ~  

This passage certainiy conflirms that normal expropriation law principles are 

inadequate to deal properly with inhgements to aboriginal title, and, by extension, to al1 

aboriginal and treaty rights. The words of Justice La Forest rather require that the 

compensation be detennined in such circumstances in socioIogica1 and political terms which 

ensure chat aboriginals are treated fairly when their lands orrights are required to be set aside 

for non traditionai uses. The yardstick against which this concept of fairness is to be 

rneasured is the '%onour and good faith of the Crown," a yardstick which can only be 

uudemood withtnthecontext ofthe specid fiduciaryrelationship wfiich binds the Cmwn and 

aboriginal peoples and which entails fiduciary duties on the Crown. As stated by then Chief 

Justice Dickson in R v. Spamw: "The relatio~hip betwem the Government and aboriginals 

' DelgamuuRw v. B.C., supra note 1 at 1 134 (para. 203 and 204) [emphasis addea. 



is trust-like. rather than adversarial, and contemporary recognition and aflrmation of 

aboriginal rights must be defined in Iight of this historic relati~nship."'~' 

This idea is also clearly expressed in the opinion of Chief Justice Lamer in 

Delgumuuhv where, in discusshg compensation in case of idhgement to cornmon law 

aboriginal title, the fiduciary relationship is ernphasized: "Indeed, compensation for breaches 

offiduciary duty are a well establislted part of the landrcape of aboriginal rights: Guerin. 

In keeping with the dus, of honour and good faith on the Crown, fair compensation will 

ordinarily be required when aboriginal title is infinged. "'8z 

Ln proceeding with or authorizing an infiingement to such rights, the Crown is 

exercising a discretion which it alone has the authority to carry out, namely permitting the 

lawful and justifiable infringement to an aboriginal or treaty nght without aboriginal consent. 

This discretion, which the Crown alone can exercise, transfonns the fiduciary relationship of 

the Crown with the concemed aboriginal peoples into a judiciaIIy enforceable fiduciary duty 

to provide in appropriate circumstances just compensations for these infringements which 

satisQ the standards set out in Guerin. in that case, the standards which the Crown was 

called upon to answer where those of a fiduciary. The honour of the Crown will thus be 

measured against fiduciary or t w t  law standards in circumstances where compensation is 

owed for infiingements to aboriginal or treaty rights, whether these infingements are justified 

or not. As stated by Justice Dickson (later Chief Justice) in Guerin: 

"The Crown's fiduuary obligation to the lndians is therefore not a 
trust. To say as much is not to deny that the obligation is trust-like in 
charaaer. As would be the case with a trust. the Crown must hold 
surrendered land for the use and benefit of the surrendering Band. The 
obIigation is thus subjea to prinaples very similar to those which govern 

'" D e l g d  v. B.C., supra note 1 at 1 113-1 1 14 (para. 169). 
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the law of trusts concerning, for example, the measure of damages for 
brea~h.' ' '~~ 

The use of fiduciary or tmt law principles in order to govem the relationship between 

the Crown and aboriginal peoples when aboriginai lands are surrendered or when aboriginal 

title, other aboriginai rights or treaty rights are idiinged upon, allows the courts to develop 

and enjoin remedies which are flexible and which c m  respond to the particular facts of a 

situation in order to ensure that the honour of the Crown is indeed preserved in each case. 

The nurnber of remedies availitble in cases ofbreach of a fiduciary obligation and breach of 

trust are numerous, Far wider and much more flexible than those normally available at 

common law or under the civil law. A spectrum of remedies are available in cases of 

particuiar breaches of fiduciary obligations, the remedies varying with the nature of the 

relationship and with the extent of the breach of the particular fiduciary dutyl" 

In such cases, the courts are called upon to go beyond the narrow confines of the 

common Iaw or of the civil law and must rather "look fo the h m  srrffereddfiom the breach 

of the given du& and appfy the appropriate remedy. AS L.I. Rotman notes: 

"The nature of the wrong and the nature of the loss, not the nature 
of the cause of anion, will dictate the scope of the remedy. 

Potential remedies which may be invoked upon a finding of a breach 
of fiduciary obligation include restitutionary, personal. proprietary, and 
deterrent remedies. These may indude equitable remedies - such as 
constructive trust, injunctions, declarations, prohibitions, rescission, 

Guerin v. The Queen, supra note 2 1 at 386-387. See also 390, where Dickson J. adds that, 
in his opinion, "the quantum qfdamages is to be determined by analogy with the principles 
of mt lm". 

'" See generaily Lac Minerals v. International Corona Resowces, [1989] 2 S.C.R. 574 at 643 
to 656 and 668 to 680; Canson Enferprises Ltd v. Broughton & Co., Cl99 11 3 S.C.R. 534; 
Norbergv. WMb, [I992] 2 S.C.R. 226; Hodgkinson v, Simms, [1994] 3 S.C.R. 377 at 439 
to 455. 

Ia5 Hodgkinson v. Simms, ibid at 444, La Forest J. 
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accounting for profits, repayrnent of improperly used moneys (plus interest), 
equitable liens, equitable damages, and in rem restitution - andior liability 
based on negligence, fiaud, coeraon, undue influence, profiteering, 
economic duress, negligent misrepresentation, or third party liability. A 
court may also grant interest on financial proceeds awarded to rernedy a 
breach of fiduciary duty which is payable from the date of the breach. 
Interest awarded may be ordinary or comp~unded."'~~ 

This has important implications. Thus the nature of aboriginai and treaty nghts as 

discussed in the Lirst chapter above, the fiduciary relationship between the Cmwn and 

aboriginal peoples as discussed in the second chapter, the sui generis nature of the doctrine 

of aboriginal rights and its operation within the sphere of federal common law as discussed 

in the third chapter, ail lead to the conclusion that the remedies available in cases of unlawhk 

or unjustified violations of aboriginal or treaty rights include those available under fiduciary 

or trust iaw. These remedies are those developed under equity to properly address fiduciary 

breaches, including, inter alia, the remedies of restitution, specific execution, tracing and 

constmctive trust. The determination of compensation in addition to or in lieu of restitution 

and constructive trust remedies in cases of unlawful or unjustifiable interférence with 

aboriginai or treaty rights is also to be considered by taking into account the equitabIe 

principies applicable in cases of breach of fiduciary duties and which ensure, inter dia, 

compensation equivalent to full restitution, disgorgement of benefits, compensation for lost 

opportunities and compensation for injurious affection and consequential damages. 

The application of these trust or fiduciary law remedies in cases of unlawfd or 

unjustified interference with aboriginai rights is now well settled.'" 7 cases where the 

hfiingements to aboriginal or k a t .  rights are carried out lawfully and, since 1982, are 

justified in accordance with the t m s  of section 35 of the Consrituriun Act, 1982, these 

L.I. Roman, ParaIIel Paths: Fiduciary Doctrine and the Crown-Native Relarionship in 
Cunada (Toronto: U. of T. Press, 1996) at 196. 

'" See genedly G k i n  v. me Queen, supra note 21; Delgamuukw v. B.C.' supra note 1 at 
1 1 13-1 1 14 (para. 169) and 1 133-1 134 (para. 203); and Semiahmoo Indian Band v- Canada, 
supra note 59. 
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Liduciary or trust principles are aiso to be taken into account in determining the levels of 

compensation owed. Such compensation must meet the standards appropriate to ensure that 

the honour of the Crown is preserved. 

As stated by Dickson J. (as he then was), 'YiJt is the nature of the relationship. not the 

specifc categov of actor involved that gives rise to thefiduciary duty. The caregories of 

Jiduciary like those of negligence, shouid not be considered closed. "''' Likewise, it is the 

nature of the relationship which will govern the remedies available in cases ofbreach of the 

relationship. Thus the special fiduciary relationship between the Crown and aboriginal 

peoples, the overall constitutionai responsibility of the Crown towards abonginal peoples and 

aboriginal lands, the large discretion afforded to the Crown in authorizing or tolerating iawful 

infhngements to aboriginal or treaty rights, the lack of alternatives available to abanginal 

peopies when the infnngements to their rights are deemed lawfiil and justifiable, and the 

historic vulnerability of aboriginal peoples al1 militate in favour of applying fiduciary or tmst 

principles to the determination of adequate compensation in cases involving lawful and 

justified infnngements of aboriginal and treaty rights. 

These principles need however to be adapted in order to take into consideration the 

fact that the infringements of abonginai and treaty rights in such cases are being carried out 

in a lawful and justifiable manner. This does not mean that the fiduciary remedies are to be 

discarded in cases of lawN and justifiable infiingements of aboriginal and treaty rights. 

These remedies are rather to be adapted in order to take into account the particular 

circumstances in which the lawful and justified fingements are being carried out. 

Fiduciary and trust Iaw compensation principles thus serve as a guide in detennining 

appropriate compensation Ievels in circumstances ofsuch IawîùI and justified inhgements. 

188 Guerin v. The Queen. supra note 21 at 384. See aIso Frame v. Smith, [1987] 2 S.C.R 99 at 
135-1 36; Lac Minerals v. International Corona Resources, supra note 184 at 643 to 656; 
Hodgkinson v. Simms, supra note 184 at 404 to 414. 
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Conversely, the fùii scheme of fiduciary and trust law remedies can be made use of when 

faced with an unlawful or unjustifiable iufringement to an aboriginal or treaty right. 

B. Compensation is to be determined in accordance with federal common Iaw and 

will thus be governed by rules which apply nniformly throughout Canada 

As extensively discussed in chapter three above, the doctrine of abonginal rights is 

an integrai component of federal common law. It is a body oflaw closely related to public law 

and it operates unifonnly across Canada within the f e d d  sphere of constitutional 

authority. lS9 

This is particularly relevant when discussing compensation for irifnngements to 

aboriginal or treaty rights. The appropriate compensation to be provided in such cases is to 

be such as to ensure that the honourof the Crown is presmed. It is dificult to accommodate 

this notion of the honour of the Crown with compensation rules or principtes which wouId 

Vary in accordance with the province or territory in which the affected aboriginal peoples 

happen to reside in. Likewise, it is difficult to ensure that the honour of the Crown is 

preserved if the method of determination of compensation in cases of infnngements to 

aboriginal or treaty rights were subject to the variations of provincial legislation, be it tort or 

civil liability compensation laws or expropriation laws. The honour of the Crown cannot be 

governed by different principles in British Columbia, New Brunswick or Q u e b e ~ . ' ~  There 

is but one honour to which the Crown is bound, and the very concept of multip te and variable 

Ia9 Roberts v. Canada, supra note 69; R W. Cdté, supra note 38 at 170 and 172- 175 (para. 45, 
46, and 49 to 54); R W. Adams, supra note 28 at pp. 120 to 122 (para. 3 1 to 33); J.M. 
Evans & B. Slattery, "Federai lurisdiction-Pendant Parties-Aboriginal Title and Federal 
Common Law-Charter Challenges-Reform Proposais: Roberts W. Cmad8, supra note 70 
at 832; B. Slattery, "Understanding Aboriginal RightsB,supra note 7 at 733  736 to 741 and 
777; Royai Commission on Aboriginal PeopIes, Parmers in Confideracion: AborigrnaI 
Peoples, Self-government and the Constitution, supra note 70 at 20. 

R v. Côté, supra note 38 at 170 and 172-1 75 (para. 45,46 and 49 to 54); R v. A d m ,  supra 
note 28 at 120 to 122 (para. 3 1 to 33). 
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Crown honours is incongnious. Moreover, the provincial legislatures have no constitutional 

authority in the t~atter.'~' 

The issue of infinngernents to aboriginal and treaty rights falls squardy at the very 

core of aboriginal and treaty rights. Consequently, provincial legislation of general 

application does not affect the rules governing the detemination of compensation in cases of 

infnngements to such rights. As we noted in our discussion under chapter three, Iaws of 

generai application in a province do not displace the federal common law of aboriginal rights. 

A law which would displace federai common law in this regard would be in relation to 

"indians" or to "Lands reserved for the Indians" and would consequently be beyond the 

constitutional powers of a province. Provincial laws which would purport to displace the 

common law of aboriginal rights are not contemplated by section 88 of the lndian Act since 

this section concerns laws which only have an incidental impact on "Indians". Provincial 

legislation cannot therefore purport to regulate infiingements to aboriginal titIe or other 

abonginai land r i g h t ~ . ~ ~ ~  

As we have already discussed, in certain circumstances, the provinces may infiinge 

upon aborigind rights, though not treaty nghts, through the operation of section 88 of the 

lndian Act or throua the operation of another appropriately drafted piece of federai 

legislation which incorporates the provincial legislation. However, when compensation is 

owed by the provinces, or by third parties acting under provincial authorization, in cases of 

lawful and justifiable inçingements to abonginal nghts, the principles governing the 

determination of the level and type of compensation owed will be established in accordance 

with the féderal common law of aboriginal rights. Likewise, in cases where treaty rights are 

19' See the discussion in chapter three above and the case law therereferred to, and in parcicular 
Delgamuukiv v. B.C, supra note 1 at 1 121 (para. 18 1 ) ;  St. Catherine Milling and Lumber 
Co. v. The Queen, supra note 16. 

19' See the discussion in chapter three as well as B. Slattery, "Understanding Aboriginal 
Rights," supra note 7 at 777, 
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&ged upon by the provinces or pursuant to aprovincid authorization, and in cases where 

aboriginal rights are *ged by the provinces orpursuant to provincial authorizations which 

are either unlawfd or unjuçtifiabIe, then the principles which will govem the remedies 

available will also be those of the federai common law of aboriginal rights. 

C. Compensation is to be assamed by the Crown but may be paid by third parties 

As noted, the d e s  governing compensation in cases of Wngements to aboriginal 

or treaty nghts are rooted in the federal common law of aboriginal rights which incorporates 

for these purposes the general remedies and compensation principles applicable in cases of 

breach of fiduciary or t m t  obligations. The remedies available will Vary in accordance with 

the nature of the infiingement. in cases of unlawfitl or unjustified W g e m e n t  to aboriginal 

or treaty rights, the full scbeme of fiduciary or trust remedies is available in order to rectifl 

the infringement. In cases of Iawfui and justifiable inf?ingement to these rights, where 

compensation is appropriate, it will be determined in accordance with fiduciary or trust 

principles adapted to fit the particular circumstances in a manner which ensures that the 

honour of the Crown is preserved. 

Our discussion to date may kave the impression that only the Crown would be Iiabie 

to or responsible for compensation in cases of f i g e m e n t s  of aboriginal and treaty rights. 

The fact that the compensation principIes here discussed are dependent to a large extent on 

the concept of the fiduciary relationship between the Crown and aboriginal peoples can l ave  

the impression that these principles do not h d  application where third parties infiinge upon 

aboriginal or treaty rights. Indeed, if fiduciary remedies are avaîlable when a fiduciary 

relationship exists, how c m  these remedies be made applicable to third parties who are not 

bound by the relationship but who neverthetess M h g e  upon aboriginal or treaty rights? The 

answer to this question iies in the specialconstitutionaI and common law framework in which 

aboriginal and treaty rights evolve. 



First, let us note that this question has iittle devance ui cases where the provinciai 

Crown or a provincial Crown corporation acting for the provincial Crown infnnges upon 

aboriginal or treaty rights. Indeed, the fiduciary relationship between the Crown and 

aboriginal peoples extends to the provincial Crom - at Ieast as regards the apphcation of 

section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 and of the common law of aboriginal rights it 

encompasses - when the provincial Crown or one of its creatures interferes with or infringes 

upon aboriginal or treaty r igh t~ . '~~  In light of the extension of the fiduciary relationship and 

attending fiduciary duties to the provincial Crown in circumstances involving infingements 

to aboriginal or treaty rights, there is no cogent reason to exclude the application of fiduciary 

or tmt law remedies and compensation principles where such irrfringements are carried out 

by the provincial Crown or by a provincial Crown corporations acting for the provincid 

Crown. 

Where the infnngement is canied out by a third Party, this action will nomally stem 

6om the activities of the third party authorized under some form of federal or provincial 

permit or approval. As an example, a private power producer using a river subject to 

aborigind f i s h g  rights for hydroelectric development in accordance with proper federaI and 

provincial licences, or foremy activities being carried on lands subject to abonginal title with 

proper govemment approvals.'" 

'93 In this regard, reference may be made to our discussion in the second chapter above and to 
the following cases: R v. Sparrowsupra note 5 at 1 105; Ontario (Attorney GeneraE) v. B ~ a r  
Island Foundation, supra note 62; R v. Côté, supra note 38 at 185; R v. Bdger, supra 
note 48 at 820; Côté v. R, supra note 66 at 137 1-1372; Cree Regional Aufhoriq v. Canda, 
supra note 63 at 470; The Queen v. Secretary of Sme, supra note 66 at 97 and 1 17. 

194 These types of situations are illustrated in a number of cases such as Halfivay River Firsi 
Nation v. British Columbia (Min- of Forests), [1999] 4 CNLR. 1 (l3.C.C.A.); Stoney 
Creekhdian Band v. British Columbia, supra note 87 at 201 to 210; MacMillan Bloedel 
Limited v. Mullin, [I98q 3 W.W.R. 577 (B.C.CA); Saanichton Marina Ltd. v. Tsawoui 
Indian Sand, supra note 49; Gros Louis et al c. Société de développement de la Baie James 
et al. [1974] R.P. 38; 8 C.N.L.C. 188 (Que. SC); reversed by Société de Développement 
de la Baie James v. Kanatavat, [I975] C.A. 166; 8 C.N.L.C. 373 (Que. CA.). 
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In these cases, the legal position of aboriginal peoples remaius to a large extent the 

same than if the W g e m e n t  had bem carried out by the Crown directly, except that where 

a third party carries out the infringement, that party will also assume the liability resulting 

from the inïringement jointly and severaiiy with the Crown authority wbich authorized the 

inçingement through a deficient or negligent permit issuance or project approval process. 

This flows f?om the simple fact that aboriginal and treaty rights are lep;al rights and are 

recognized as such under the comrnon law. Since 1982, these rights are also afforded 

constitutional afiïrmation and recognition. As would be the case where any third party 

interferes with any other nght recognized at common law in the pursuit of an otherwise lawful 

purpose, that third Party assumes the liability which results from that interference. As was 

noted by the Supreme Court of Canada in the seminal case of R. v. Sparrow, for many years 

the cights of the aboriginal peoples to their aboriginal lands were virtuaily ignored as legal 

rights even though these rights existed at comrnon  la^.'^^ In consequence, the treatrnent 

afforded aboriginal peoples in Canada cannot be the object of much pride.Ig6 [t would be 

contrary to the very nature of these nghts to ignore or tolerate third party interferences with 

hem or not to hold third parties accountable for the infnngements which they cause to these 

nghts. This is particularly cogent when such rights are affirmed and recognized in the 

"supreme law" of the nation.I9' If aboriginal and treaty rights are to be taken seriously, then 

third party liability for the infiingement of these rights must be seen as a necessary corollary 

to the existence of these rights at common law and to the affinnation and recognition of these 

rights by the Constitution. 

However, should the third party be held to the same standards as the govements 

which authorizes it to proceed with the activities which result in the infiingement of the 

aborigind interests? 

Ig5 R V. Sparrmv, supra note 5 at 1 1 03. 

'% Ibidatl103. 

197 Constitution Act. 1982, S. 35 and 52, king Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.) c. 1 1. 
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As already noted, the governments are required in appropriate cases to provide 

compensation where lawfiil and justified infringements to aboriginal or treaty rights are 

canied out. Govemments are also heId accountable in cases of uniawful or unjustifieci 

infringements, and in these circumstances the available remedies extend well beyond 

compensation determinations. Various equitable and common law remedies are thus 

available in order to seek and obtain appropriate redress fiom the govemments, including 

compensation in cases where it is warranteci. These remedies flow fiom the fiduciary 

relationship. Though third parties are not bound by this fiduciary relationship, it would seem 

logical that the rules goverring their liability would be the same as those goveniing the 

Iiability of the Crown in such circumstances. This would be particularly the case in regard 

to the availability of fiduciary remedies generaily and of compensation principles in 

particular. It seems unfair to buden the aboriginal peoples with different legal rules when 

the infiingement results Eom the operations of a third party rather than those of the 

govemments. From the aboriginal perspective, it makes little difference if the inhgement 

results &om direct government action or fiom a third party acting on a government 

a~thonzation."~ The fact that aboriginai and treaty nghts receive constitutional affhation 

and recognition reinforces the view that their inFringement should be governed by one set of 

legal rules. 

In circumstances where the infnngement resuIts fiom third party activities carriedout 

pursuant to Crown authonzation, there appears no reason not to hold the Crown and the third 

party jointly and severally Iiable for the infringernent. This approach has the added advantage 

of fitting well into the ancient but always cogent mie which holds, both under the common 

lg8 The aboriginal perspective is CO be afforded some importance in such matten. See by 
analogy R v. Van der Peer, mprn note 24 at 547 and 550-55 1 (para. 42,49 and 50). See 
also DelgamuuAw v. B.C., supra note I at 1065 to 1067 (para. 81,82 and 84). 
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law and the civil law, that piaintiffs need not attn'bute liability among joint wrongdoe~s.'~~ 

Moreover, this approach is congruent with the concept recognized at common law that holds 

third parties subject to a constructive trust when they deal with t m t  property or assist in a 

breach of a trust duty.IoO 

The issue of third party liability for unlawful interference with aboriginal lands was 

specifically dealt with in the recent decision of Campbell J, of the Ontario Superior Court of 

Justice in Chippewar of Sarnia v. Canada (At tomq General)'O1. In that case, the Chippewas 

of Sarnia were seeking the cancellation of a Iand transaction invoiving traditional aborigind 

lands which were also reserved to them under a treaty. The transactions concerning the 

disputed lands dated back to the nidcile of the 19*century. The disputed lands had long since 

been sold to third parties and constituted in fact a large portion of modem urban Sarnia. ln 

rejecting the Chippewas claim for restitution fiom the present Iand owners and c o u n g  

their claim for monetary compensation against the Crown, Justice Campbell specificalIy 

recognized that third party liability for infnngement of aboriginal land rights - in that case 

the restitution of the land purchased - was to be enforced even against good faith purchasers 

of aboriginal lands. Hùwever, such IiabiIity, in the case of the landowners involved in the 

litigation, was covered by equitable limitation of claims principles whic h the Court there 

deveIoped in light of the statu afforded aboriginal Iand rights. 

Justice Campbell squarely placed the issue of third party liability within the context 

of the reconciliation of aboriginal socienes with the rest of Canadian society, an objective 

199 Heydon 's Case ( 16 13), 77 E K  I 150 at 1 15 1 and 1 t 54; London Association for Protection 
ofTrade v. Greenlanrls Limited, [lg la 2 A C  15 at 32 and 33; Arneil v. Paterson, [l93 11 
A.C. 560 at 563-564, NapierviIZe Juncrion Railway Co. v. Dubois, [1924] S.CX 375 at 
384; Deguire Avenue Ltd- v. Adler, [1963] B R  IO 1 (Que. CA.) at 1 1 1 - 1 12; Pappadia v. 
Sr-Cyr, [1959] B.R. 639 (Que. CA) at 640-641 

PD. Maddaugh & J. McCamus, The Law of Restitution (Canada Law Book Inc., 1990) at 
84-85 and the case law there Iisted under notes 43 and 5 1. 

20 1 Chîppewar of h i a  v. Canada (Attorney General), supra note IO 1. 
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which is d m e d  of primary importance by the Supreme Court of CanadaZm in this regard, 

Justice Campbell expressed the view that a pmperreconciliation of aboriginal and mainsiream 

Canadian societies requires the recognition of third party liability for diingements to 

aboriginal land rights. The liability of third parties is to be determined in a manner which 

does not offend a fundamental sense of justice for both the aboriginal and rnainstream 

Canadian societies and which promotes the reconciliation of both societies. In the specific 

instance of the Sarnia land transactions, Justice Campbell determined that a iimitation period 

of sixty years for the recovery of unlawfuily transfened aboriginal land h m  third party 

purchasers who acquired in good faith satisfied the standards required to ensure both proper 

recognition of the aboriginal interests involveci and the reconciliation of aboriginal and 

mainstrem Canadian societies. This determination was made in the context where the 

monetary compensation claim of the aboriginals against the Crown for the unlawful taking 

of their lands in the 1 gh century could nevertheless proceed. 

The recognition of third party iiabiiity has the added advantage of ailowing the courts 

to provide restitution to the abonginal peoples who have been deprived of their lands or of 

their rights contrary to the principIes of the common Iaw of aboriginal rights or in a manner 

which cannot be justified under section 35 of the Constitution Act. 1982, Full restitution can 

thus be achieved notwithstanding that the title to the concerned aboriginal lands may have 

been fomdly transferred to the third party or may have been otherwise formally burdened. 

The consequences on third parties of havuig their liability govemed by fiduciary 

d e s ,  incIuding fiduciary remedies and fiduciary compensation pnnciples, are largely 

dleviated by the fact that third parties acting in good faith would have a recouse in indemnity 

against the govenunent authorities which aiiowed them to proceed with the irnpugned activity 

which iri£iinged aborigind or treaty rights. 

x2 See R v. GladFtone, supra note 32 at 775; R v. Van der Peet, supra note 24 at 547-548 and 
550-55 1 (para. 42,49 and 50); Delgamuukw v. B C ,  supm note 1 at 1065 to 1067 (para- 82 
to 84). 
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Moreover, the concept of third pariy liabiiity is extremely usefid in setting the 

standards for compensation in cases of lawful and justified infringements to aboriginal and 

treaty rights. Indeed, many major infnngernents to these rights occur in the context of 

forestry, mining, hydroelectric development and other similar econornic activities. The 

burden ofproviding adequatecompensation in suchcircumstances should not necessarily fdl 

on the shoulders of al1 taxpayers, but should also be assurned by those who most benefit fkom 

the infringernent to the concerned aboriginal or treaty right. Thus, in authorizing such 

inEringernents, the governments may Unpose conditions sa that the hfikgernents which result 

therefiom may be remedied through appropriate remedial measures and compensation 

schemes for the affected aboriginal peoples to be pmvided by those who prumote the 

inhgement or IargeIy benefit h m  it. in assessing the justification ofthe infringements, the 

courts are to take into consideration these third party remedial measures and compensation 

schemes. When the remedial measures and compensation leveis are inadequate, the 

application of fiduciary or trust principles allows the courts to have access to appropriate 

rernedies which take into account both the underlying responsibilities of the Crown and the 

responsibilities of those who most benefited h m  the infringement. In th% manner, a m e  

reconciliation of aboriginal and mainstream Canadian societies c m  be achieved by Iaying at 

Ieast part of the financiai burdens forjustified bflhgements to aboriginal or treaty rights on 

the shoulders of those who have most to benefit h m  these infringements. 

D. Relevant factors in determinhg compensation inclnde the impact on the atrected 

aboriginal community and the benefits derived by the Crown and third parties 

from the infringement 

Aboriginal rights require a specid approach which ensures that the reconciIiation of 

the abonginai and mainStream Canadian societies can be achieved in acontext of faimess and 

justice for both societies. Moreover, as already noted, the honour of the Crown must at d l  

times be maintained whw affécting aboriginal interests. 



Aboriginal rights have been found to be unique sui generis rights which require a 

speciai approach to the treatment of evidence in abonginai cases and a unique approach in 

determining the content of the aboriginal rights t hemse l~es .~~~  This speciai approach extends 

to the m w e  of compensation in cases of &gements to aboriginal or treaty rights. 

However, the extent to which the approach needs to be unique in order to actiieve the noble 

purposes ofreconciliation and ofpreservation of Crown honourmust not be such as to totally 

discard the legal concepts with which the Canadian legal systern usualiy deds with. It must 

not strain the Canadian legal and constitutional s t ruc t~ re?~  

As we have already noted, this special approach is best sewed in cases of unlawful or 

unjustified infihgements to aboriginaI or treaty rights by applying remedies which find 

anatogy with fiduciary or trust law. Likewise, in such cases, when compensation is 

appropriate, this compensation is to be determined in accordance with fiduciary or trust 

principles. 

However, in cases of lawful and justified infnngements, fiduciary and trust principles 

seem somewhat awkward to apply without some extensive adaption taking into account the 

fact that the idhgements are p d s s i b l e  in such cases. Here, the principles related to 

compensation in cases of expropriation can become very usefiil in providing guidance as to 

how the fiduciary compensation p ~ c i p l e s  are to be adapted to fit the particda. 

circumstances. Thus, though it is impossible to ever properIy compensate aboriginal peoples 

for the forcibIe inhgements to their aboriginal lands or to their rights, a proper melding of 

compensation principles applicabIe in cases ofbreach of fiduciary duty with compensation 

principies applicable in forcibIe taking cases can at least lead to compensation schemes which 

afford the concemed aboriginais an acceptable masure of reIief and which promote the 

reconciliation of both societies whiIe preserving the honour of the Crown. 
-- 

'O3 D e l g d  v. B.C, supra note 1 at 1065 to 1067 (para. 8 1 Co 84). 

'OJ R v. Von der Peet, supra note 24 at 550-551 @ara. 49); Delganntflktv v. B.C., supra note 1 
at 1066 (para. 82). 
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in a nutsheii, and as discussed in chapter five, in expropriation circumstances an 

attempt is made to fully compensate the affected party by providing for the money equivdent 

of the expropriated property calculated as of the tirne of taking. For this purpose 

compensation is calculated based on the market value of the expropriated property 

determineci at the tirne of taking. This market vaiue includes the value at the t h e  of taking 

of the best uses which may be made of the property and of the adaptability of the property for 

special purposes. In special cases where market value is inappropriate, reinstatement costs 

can be substituted therefore. To this basic compensation is added compensation for the 

injuious affection to the remaining property, if any, and compensation for consequential 

darnages including in appropriate circumstances, inter a h ,  compensation for the iegal and 

other professional fees associated with the expropriation, for the costs of relocating, for 

business loss resulting h m  relocation, for general overall disturbance, as well as for stress 

and aggravation. 

Fiduciary remedies rather attempt to FUlIy compensate the aggrieved party by 

providing for hl1 restitution in kind, thus ensuring that the remedy compensates for both the 

past breach and for the future conseauences of the breach, or othenvise said, the remedy mut 

ensure that the aggrieved party is placed in a situation such as if the breach of fiduciary duty 

had never occurred. In consequence, restitution in kind is favoured over equivalent rnonetary 

compensation when such restitution is possible. The remedies of restitution, specific 

execution, tracing and constructive trust are thus favoured when the circumstances aIlow them 

to be appiied. When restitution is not possible, the Full rnonetary value ofthe property subject 

of the breach must be provided as compensation, including any increases in value which 

occurred between the breach and the date on which compensation is actuaily made. in 

addition, in both cases where eitherrestitution in kind is achieved or the monetary equivdent 

is provided, additional compensation must also be supplied to achieve the objective of full 

restitution, including in appropriate cases, inferalia, disgorgement ofbenefits, compensatiol! 

for lost opportunities, for injurious affection and for ai1 consequential damages including the 

costs of the Iegai and professionai fees associated with correcting the breach. 
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The application of expropriation p ~ c i p l e s  in cases where aboriginal or treaty rights 

are infiùiged upon cannot adequately compensate the affected abonginal peoples for, amongst 

other, the reasons set out above in section a) of this chapter. Conversely, many of the 

fiduciary remedies, though appropriate and often necessary where the hfkbgement is 

unlawfiil or unjustified, are clearly incompatible where the bfihgement is both lawfiil and 

justified. in this latter case, both fiduciary and expropriation compensation principles are to 

be melded in such a way as to capture boîh the present and hture values of the affected rights 

or properties For the concerned aboriginal peoples, as well as a portion of the future value 

gained by others in proceeding with the idiingement. The objective being to capture to a 

reasonable extent both the notion of the Ml oresent value fomd in expropriation cases and 

the notion of future value which is inherent to fiduciary remedies. 

Where aboriginal or treaty rights are infringed, particularly in cases where land subject 

to aboriginal title or necessary for the exercise of an aboriginal right is taken, the issue of 

future value is particuIarly important. By their very nature, many aboriginal and treaty rights 

require a land base SuffiCient to ensure their proper exercise, The exarnple of hunting, fishing 

and trapping readily cornes to mind in this regard. The taking of the land base for other 

purposes often can result in apemanent and definitive diminution of the exercise ofthe right, 

and, in extreme cases, can lead to the demise of the aboriginal activity the right is intended 

to protect. infringements affect in many cases not onIy those aboriginals exercising the right 

at the tirne the hfhgements are 6rst canied out, but also al1 future generations of aboriginals 

who could have benefited h m  the exercise of the right. The sui generis character of 

aborigind title and of aboriginal and treaty rights generally, and particularly the collective, 

cultural and historic nature of uiese rights, strongly suggest that the lost of the exercise of the 

right and the lost land base be compensated not only in present value terms but aIso in t e m  

which take into account the ioss of the fimue uses of the land and the consequentid long terni 

impacts on the affected aboriginal s ~ c i e t y . ~  

205 To some extent, this idea also fmds expression in the concept of sustainable development. 
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In this context, expropriation Iaw "market d u e  at the rime of taking" principles 

Wear inappropriate to adequately compensate for the Mingrnent of an aboriginal or treaty 

right in the rare cases where ieinstatement is possible, this dternative should be pursueci. 

However, Uz most cases reinstatement wiii not be possibte and it wilI be necessary to 

determine appropriate compensation in a marner which hlly takes into account the loss of 

the future use of the concerned rights or lands. In such cases, fiduciary principles intervene 

to ensure that accowit is taken of ail the impacts and diiI aspects of the i d g e m e n t .  

This can be achieved at feast partially by taking into consideration three principal 

The present as weIl as the future impacts of the infiingement on the affected 

aboriginal or treaty nght and on of the concemed aboriginal peoples 

themselves, on their society, on their distinct cutture and on their other rights 

and interests, 

The present and reasonably foreseeable tùture benefits derived h m  the 

infringement by the Cmwn and by third parties generally, 

In cases where land or property subject to aboriginal title or otherwise used or 

required in the pursuance of rtn aboriginal or treaty right is taken or othenvise 

infiinged upon, the present and reasonabiy foreseeable future value ofthe land 

or property. 

These three factors are ta be assessed within a three pronged process, 

In most cases, this process will first require ascertainhg the "market value" of the 

right, land or property involved. However, contrary to what is appiied in expropriation cases, 

this valuahon exercise will not be limiteci to the value of the best uses at the time of taking. 
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Rather, a just reconciliation of aborignal and mainstream Canadian societies must take fully 

into account the foreseable future benefits derived h m  the f i g e m e n t  as well as the 

foreseeable friture value the affecteci lands or property will gain through the infringement. In 

this manner, the interests of the affected aboriginal peoples will be to some extent taken into 

account in regard to both present and future beneficial economic impacts resulting fiom the 

inii-ingement. Instead of being d i s ehch i s ed  by the infnngement, abonginais wiIl be 

viewed as potentiai participants in the benefits derived from the infringement. 

This vduation, which must fully take into consideration both present market values 

as well as future benefits and additional future values attriiutable to the infnngement, must 

then be compared to the value of the concerned right or land for the abonginal peoples 

themselves. It is at this second stage that the present as weII as the future impacts of the 

Uifringement not only on the aboriginal and treaty rights, but also on the concerned aboriginal 

peoples themselves, on their society, on their distinct culture and on their other rights and 

interests are taken into account. The past intiingements upon the rights and lands of the 

concerned abonguial peoples may also be taken into account at this stage. An infiingement 

which in itself appears minor or insignificant can in fact have huge impacts when added to 

past encroachrnents. The impact of the infringement is thus to be assessed in light of the 

history of the relationship between the a£fècted abonginai peoples and the rest of Canadian 

society. Arnong other factors, compensation valuations thus inciude a consideration of the 

cumulative impacts resulting fiom a history of past hfiingements. 

Throughout this exercise, the aboriginal perspective on these matters must be given 

full consideration. En most cases the vaiue ofthe affiécted right or land for the abonginals will 

be such as to render monetary valuations impossible. It is indeed futile in most cases to 

attempt to place monetary or market values on a way of Iife or on the spiritual, cultural and 

social dimensions of aboriginal and treaty rights, Nevdeiess, the very exercise of 

cons ide~g  these factors h m  an aboriginal and historic perspective will assist greatiy in 

proceeding to the next stage of the vaiuation process. 
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This tfürd stage is where the interests of the aboriginal and maiastream Canadian 

societies must be baianced in such a way as to ensure fiitl andcomplete compensation for the 

affecteci aborighai peopIes in terms which ensure that the honour of the Crown is preserved 

and wfüch favours the reconciliatimofboth societies. In most cases this will entail providing 

to the affecteci aboriginal peoples the "market value" of the right, [and or property affected 

as determined in noma1 expropriation cases, to which is added a portion ofthe future benefits 

and of the additional future values derived liom or amibutable tu the infringement. in 

Delgamuukw, the Chief Justice speaks of the need for "governments [to] accommodate the 

participation of abonginal peuples in the development of the resources" of the provinces in 

cases ofjustified idrhgements to aboriginal titie.2M This additional value added to the base 

market value m u t  be sufficient to ensure that the impact of the infringement is properly 

compensated not o d y  for the present generation but also for the future generations of 

aboriginals which will enter the affected abonginal society. Adequate additional value must 

be transfened to the aborigind party in order to ensure that the affected aboriginais may 

pursue their coI1ective existence as a society and grow as a distinct cuiture irrespective of the 

loss represented by the f i g e m e n t .  In some cases, this will entai1 providing a pure 

monetary award to which is added a sufficient portion of the estimated future benefits and 

Future additional vaLue to achieve the desired result. However, in appropriate cases, and 

particularly when the aboriginals thernselves request it, this may rather be achieved not by 

providing for a one time rnonetary payment to the concerned aboriginds, but rather by 

establishing stmctured remedial measures and compensation packages that ensure to the 

aboriginal party a continuous siream of payments or other advantages based on the acnral or 

estimated Tuture benefits or future values derived h m  or attributable to the if igernent .  

It is here that fiduciary restitution remedies can be usefiil, and the constructive trust appears 

in this regard to be a particulady weII suited vehicle through which to achieve such stnictured 

remedial measures and compensation schemes. 

?06 Delgamuukw v. B. C., supra note i at 1 i 12 (para. I 67). 



When the hfkhgement does not entail reasonably foreseeable hture economic 

benafits, such as in the case where a military instalIation is required to be built on lands 

subject to aboriginai or treaty rights, or where a park is proposed to be created on such lands, 

heu the comparative exercise described above is still to be carried out, though the economic 

component of this exercise becornes somewhat stale. In such cases, compensation will be 

determineci in accordance with expropriation market valuation methods to wtiich will be 

added rernedial measures or an amount sufficient to ensure here also that the impact of the 

infringement is properiy compensated not ody for the present generation but dso for the 

future generations of aboriginals which wili enter the affecteci aboriginal society. in these 

cases, the cost of alternatives to using aboriginal lands may be taken into account for 

valuation purposes, thus ensuring that aboriginals are not shortchanged nor unduly victimized 

in the process. Provisions requiring the r e m  of the lands to the affected aboriginais after 

their use for non economic purposes should aiso be part of the overail considerarion, failing 

which additional value shoufd be given to the [and in order ta take into account its reasonable 

potential future economic uses even though these future uses may seem remote. 

In h e  determination of compensation levels, where feasible, one should consider the 

circurnstances in which and the conditions upon which a reasonable but well infomed and 

properly counselled aboriginal community would in good faith voluntarily agree to the 

infingement. In this regard, reference to contemporaneous agreements reached by other welI 

informed and properly counselIed aborigind comrnunities should be considered, taking 

always into account however that each situation is fact specific. 

Once the basic compensation Lias been determined in accordance witb the prkcipIes 

set out above, additional compensation will also be added in appropriate circumstances for 

injltnous affection to the remaining aborifid or treaty rights and, in cases invoIWlg land, 

to îhe remahhg abonginai lands. The determination of compensation for injurious affection 

would normaliy proceed in a manner similar to the process described above in order to 
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determine the basic compensation. This process must be however adapted to take into 

account the particular circumstances in which injurious affection arises. 

In addition, in appropriate circumstances, consequentid darnages are also to be 

provided for as in cases of expropriation or breach of fiduciary duty, including compensation 

for the iegal and other professional fees incurred as a result of the proposed infnngement, 

compensation for general disturbance resulting ftom the infringement and, generally, 

compensation for any additional expense or loss which may be reasonably attributabte to the 

inhingement. 

Compensation for lost opportunities is also to be considered in some instances, but 

oniy inso Far as these lost opportunities have not been already captured in the determination 

of the basic compensation made in accordance with the above principles. 

In closing, it is appropriate to stress once again that the special compensation 

principles discussed above concem cases where the infkgement to aboriginal or treaty rights 

is both lawful and justified, In cases where the infnngement is eitherunlawfiri or unjustified, 

the fiill scheme of fiduciary remedies is available and compensation in such cases is to be 

Iargely d e t d e d  in accordance with fiduciary or trust prin~iples.?~' 

E. Compensation is to be provided though structured compensation scbemes which 

need not meet mathematical accuracy tests 

As noted above, structured remedial measures and compensation schmes are to be 

preferred in cases of lawfid and justified hflhgements to aboriginal or treaty rights. 

Moreover, in cases of infiringements to such rights which are neither lawM nor justifie4 

?O7 See generally Guenn v. The Queen, supra note 21; Delgamuukiv v. B-Cs, supra note 1 at 
1 1 13- 1 1 14 (para. 169) and 1 133- 1 134 @ara. 203); Semiahmoo Indian Band v. Canada, 
supra note 59. 
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fiduciary full restitution is to be p r e f d  through various fiduciary remedies such as the 

constructive trust. However, when monetary compensation is the appropriate remedy, be it 

in lieu of or in addition to the above medies, then this compensation is generally to be 

awarded as a global amount without need to distinguish among the various components which 

constitute the award. The amount of compensation must be just and reasonable in the 

circumstances but need not fie determined with mathematical accuracy. 

As an example, in the Guerin case, Justice Collier of the Federai Court, Trial Division 

awarded a global amount of$ IO miIIion to the aboriginal ciaimants in accordance with certain 

compensation guidelines he established and which were derived fiom equity and strongly 

influenced by trust and fiduciary law principlesZM in the Supreme Court o l  Canada, the 

appropriateness of proceeding to a giobal award was questioned. In this regard both Justice 

Wilson and Justice Dickson (as he then was) approved of proceeding in this fashion and both 

reitmted that mathematical accuracy was not the objective being pursued in such an 

exercise. Rathet, the principles of quity as understood in breaches of fiduciary duty cases had 

to be the prime cons ide ration^.^ 

in the case of Semiahmoo Indian Band v. C~nuda,"~ the Federal Court, Appeal 

Division used the remedy of constructive mist in order to r e m  to the concerned aboriginds 

certain lndian Act reserve land which had been inappropriately taken by the Crown. The 

Court also ordered that additional compensation be provided to the aboriginds under 

fiduciary or trust law principles, includkg compensation for injurious affection and 

consequential damages The compensation issue was returned for determination to the Triai 

Division, but the Federal Court, Appeal Division provided in the process certain guidelines 

208 Cuerin v. Tte Queen, [1982] 2 F.C. 385 (T.D.) at 441. 

'04 Guerin v- The Queen, supra note 21 at 359 and 363 (Wilson J.), and 372-373,390391 
(Dickson I.). 

LI0 Semiahmm Indian Band v. Canada, supra note 59. 
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mder which such detenainsrtion was to be c d  out. These guidelines were essentially 

derived h m  fiduciary aud trust Iaw compensation principles. The Federai Court, Apped 

Division emphasized that the objective pwsued in detemining compensation was not driven 

by rnathematicd formulas but rather by equity: "There is no peqectiy ucnrrate formula for 

calcularing the equituble damages required in order toprovideJUI( restitution to the Band in 

titis case. Rather, it is a task which we cm only ask the r+ee to pe~$orm the best that he or 

she can- "-" l 

This concept of a comprehensive award based on equity and not requiring 

mathematical accuracy or specific attribution to various heads ofclaims is consistent with the 

approach followed by the courts in expropriation and fiduciary cases, and there does not 

appear to be any cogent reason to discard this approach in aboriginal rights ca~es.''~ 

F. Compensation is normally to be awarded for the benefit of the affected 

aboriginal community as a whole 

As noted in the second chapter, aboriginal rights, including aboriginal title, are rights 

heId collectively. This was explicitly recognized in regard to aboriginal title in the 

Delgammkw case, where Chief Justice Lamer expressed himseif as foIIows in this regard: 

"A FUrther dimension of aboriginal title is the f a a  that it is held 
 communal!^. Aboriginal title cannot be held by individual aboriginal 
persons; it is a coilective nght to land held by ali members of an abonginal 
nation. Deasions with respect to that land are also made by that 

'" Ibid. at 55-56 (para. 1 11). Reference in this regard can dso be made to the decision of 
Justice TeiteIbaum of the FederaI Court, Trial Division m Wewayakum Indiun Band v. 
Canada and Wavayakai fndian Band (2995), 99 F.TA 1 at 192 (para. 600). 

211 Calder v. Attorney-General of British Columbia, supra note 17 at 352; Woods 
ManufucrraUrg Co- Ltd v. The King, supra note 135 at 506-507 and 5 15; Lac Minerais v. 
International Corona Resources, mpru note 1234 at 623 to 656; Hodgkimon v. Simms, supra 
note 184 at 404 to 414. 
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community. This is another feature of aboriginaI titie which is suigeneris 
and disthguishes it from normal property inter est^."^^^ 

Likewise, by their very nature, other aboriginal rights are collective rights held by the 

members of the concerned aboriginal nation.21J As a general rule, treaty rights are dso 

coIIective rights, though the t m s  of a pamcuiar treaty may in certain circumstances provide 

for individual treaty entit Iernent~."~ 

h m  fa ras aboriginal and treaty rights are collective rights, the compensations resulting 

h m  the infingements of such rights are thus normally to be paid to the collectivity which 

holds the rights. ïhis issue was dealt with by the British Columbia Court of Appeal in 

Oregon Jack Creek Indian Band et al v. Canadian National Rail~ay."~ In that case, various 

abonginai chiefs had initiated a c lah requesting, amongst other remedies, monetary 

compensation for what was stated to be an uniawfuI infringement upon lands subject to 

aboriginal title. The action was subsequently amended to add as pIaintiKs the concerned 

aboriginal nations and Indian Act Bands. Ln dealing with a preliminary motion concerning 

the appropriate parties which are entitled to pursue such a claim, the British Columbia Court 

of Appeal noted that any payment evenruatly made to compensate the loss "ivill form a 

common fünd orpool of money which witl srand itt place of the fast ri&. n e  cornmon pool 

will be enjoyed &y ail theplaintrrs in the place of their e n t e n t  of the communal rights. "" 
This decision was confirmeci in the Supreme Court of Canada, but in so doing the Court did 

213 Delgamuukw v. B.C., supra note 1 at 2082-1083 (para. 1 15). 

214 R. v. Van der Peet, supra note 24; R. v. N.T.C. Smokehouse Lrd., supm note 3 1 ;  R v. 
Gladstone, supra note 32. 

215 R v. Sundown, supra note 48 at para. 35 and 36. 

116 Oregon Jack Creek Indian Band et al v. Canadian National Railway, [ 19901 2 C.NL.R. 85. 
@.C.CA.) 
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not address directly the compensation The Court rather took the view that the issue 

of the personai entitlement of the mernbers of the concemed aboriginal community in such 

claims was in large part to be determined through an anaiysis of the specific facts of each case 

and thus best Ieft to be decided within the context of a fiill hearing. 

The numerous aboriginal rights decisions rendered by the Supreme Court of Canada 

since the Oregon Jack case al1 lead to the conclusion that compensation for Uifnngements to 

such rights would normaily be provided to the collectivity of aboriginais which holds the 

rights rather than to the individual members of that collectivity. indeed, if one is to follow 

the logic of Delgamuukw, if a right is collective, then the compensation for in!Ïingements to 

that right should also be provided to the coIlectivity. Likewise, if decisions relating to the 

concerned right can only be made by the collectivity holding the right, then decisions relating 

to the use or distribution of the compensation provided in cases of inhgements to such a 

right should aIso logicaily be made by this collectivity. 

However, though the rights are collective rights, they are exercised by individuais. 

It is therefore quite possible that certain individuais may be affécted in a more serious fashion 

than others in cases where such rights are Minged. The collective nature of the rights 

commands that the issue of compensation as between the aborigind cornmunity and the 

governments or third parties responsible for the inhgement be deait with on a collective 

bais. The matter of individual compensation for particular individuaiized impacts can be 

deait with as an internai matter for the concerned aboriginai community in which the courts 

rnay however intervene in certain circumstances in order to ensure an equitable distniution 

or access to the compensation m e m e s  or compensation tùnds. Moreover, in cases where 

the collectivity of aboriginais unreasonably refuses or negiects to prosecute a ciaim resulthg 

h m  an inhgement to an aboriginai or treaty right, individual claims in this regard may be 

. - - . . .. . 

218 Oregon Jack Creek Indian Band v. CN., El9891 2 S.CK 1069. 
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sustained. Thus, thesuigeneris nature of aboriginal and treaty rights commands asuigmenk 

approach to compensation issues surrounding such rights. 

The right to collective compensation is to some degree confirmeci by the provisions 

of the Indian Act surrender arrangements which cIearly stipulate that compensation received 

pursuant to the surrender of land "reserved" under that act m u t  be held for the benefit of the 

"band" as a whole.Li9 

The question of whether compensation moneys owed pursuant to the infnngements 

of aboriginai and treaty rights should be held for the benefit ofthe concemed aboriginai group 

as a whole or rather distributed among the individuai members of the community should be 

best Ieft to be decided on a case by case basis. A case by case approach also appears 

appropriate as regards the rules which may be made applicable to the management of such 

collective compensation moneys or to the fair distribution of such moneys. [n reviewing 

these matters, the wishes of the members of the abonginai community shoutd be given 

considerable weight but must aiso be balanced against the rights and needs of future 

generations. The management niles of any fund set up with the compensation payments and 

the issue of the distribution of such h d s  are thus to be deait with by the courts as issues 

where the present and future interests of the affected aboriginai community as a whole are to 

be taken into account. in thesematters, the only interestedparties are the concerneci aboriginal 

community and the individuais comprising that community. 

One example in this regard can be found in the Bluebmy River Indian Band case dso 

known as Apsassin. indeed, pursuant to the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in 

Blueberry River Indian Band v. Canada,m Canada had been held responsible for various 

breaches of its fiduciary obligations in regard to certain Indian Act reserve land transactions. 

119 Indian Act, R.S.C. 1985 c. 1-6, s. 62. 

220 BIueberry River Indian Band v. Canada, supra note 93. 
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The Supreme Court of Canada remanded îhe case to the Federal Court for the assessment of 

compensation. A settlement was subsequently reached between the parties and, on Mar& 2"d, 

1998, Justice Hugessen of the F e d d  Court, Trial Division ordered that settlement proceeds 

of $147 million bepaid to the c o n c d  Indian Act  band^.^' Of this amount, the Bands were 

required to set aside $12 million in trust in order to deal with individual daims for 

individudized compensation to be determined through a distribution process supervised by 

the Court. The sui generis nature of the rights involved required a sui generis solution in 

order to properly handIe the compensation issues which subsequent Iy flowed h m  the breach 

by Canada of its fiduciary duties in managing the concerned lands. 

Thus, though the compensation in cases of inhgements to aborigind or treaty rights 

is nonnally to be provided to the collectivity holding the right, the courts may exercise a 

supervisory role in ensuring that the individual members ofthe affected aboriginal community 

are provided with a fair access tu the ttnds. This wiIl generally be achieved through 

structured compensation schemes of which the Apsassin case is but one mode1 arnong many 

others available to the courts. Throughout this process, the c o r n  must ensure that the uses 

of the compensation moneys, including any rules related to their distribution, are consistent 

with the preservation of the honour of the Crown and with the interests ofboth the present and 

future generations of affëcted aboriginds. The courts must give fui1 consideration to the 

aborigind perspective and strive tu ensure that any decision made in regard to these rnatters 

is consistent with the long term interests of the concerned aboriginal community and with its 

sumival as a viable distinct culture and society. 
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CONCLUSION 

The issue of compensation in cases of infnngements to abonginai and treaty rights 

raises numerous and complex legal issues which go to the very heart of the common law. 

This paper has attempted to provide simple but comprehensive tegai principles for the 

detemination of compensation in cases of S n g e m e n t s  of aboriginal and treaty rights. This 

exercise was carried out through the epistemological and methodo1ogical premises of 

traditional legal discourse. 

This study has resulted in identifjring six basic principles applicable in such cases: 

a) compensation is to be determined in accordance with a methodology which takes into 

account fiduciary Iaw principles; b) compensation is to be determined in accordance with 

federai common law and wiII thus be governed by niles which appIy uniformly throughout 

Canada; c) compensation is to be assumed by the Crown but may be paid by third parlies; 

d) relevant factors in deterrnining compensation include the impact on the affected aboriginal 

community and the benefits derived by the Crown and third parties h m  the infringement; 

e) compensation is to be provided through structured compensation schemes which need not 

meet mathematical accuracy tests; f )  compensation is normally to be awarded for the benefit 

of the affected aboriginal community as a whole. 

The above discussion is but a first step in what wiII certainly be a complex process of 

sorting out the appropriate Iegai principles applicable in cases of infnngements to aboriginal 

and treaty rights. 

It has been a Iong and diftïcult struggle ia order to achieve the full recognition of 

aboriginal and treaty rights. After such a Iong stniggle for recognition, it is essential not to 

leave these rigtits simply Sitting on a theoreticai fence. The hue content and impact of these 
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rights wiil only be ascertaineci through the treabnent afforded to them in cases where they are 

infiinged upon, particuiarly whensuch idibgements are deerned "justified" in orderto satisfy 

the economic development imperatives of mainstream Canadian society. It is in this context 

that Citaadian society as a whoIe, and the judiciary specificdy, will be called upon to make 

good on the promise to t&e these rights serioudy. The methods wed to determine 

compensation, the levels of compensation pmvided and the legai rnechanisms through which 

compensation wiH be managed and distributeci wiIl al1 determine whether aboriginats in 

Canada will be afTorded fair treatment and recognition in a manner which ensures the tme 

reconciiiation of abonginal and mainstream Canadian societies. 
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